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After a lifetime of studying them, this is a personal take on the history  
of architectural achievements in Asia. 

These chapters are intended to form a brief introduction to the principal 
cultures of Asia and their buildings. That inevitably involves a great deal of 
generalization, a lot of simplification — and the reader will have to accept that. 
But in doing so we are trying to make the subject approachable and intelligible. 
And to show something of the extraordinary sweep of architecture over one 
continent in a period of over four and five thousand years. This book will trace 
the domestic architecture of many regions of Asia and in each area will attempt 
to show how that relates to the development of the religious buildings of each 
culture. Overall it will examine the question of the genesis of the architecture 
and urbanism as conscious responses to the environment to social conditions 
and to beliefs and ideologies. 

This book, of course, focuses on Asia but we are sure that readers will notice, 
early on, that a great deal of what is said about the development of architecture 
is true of other cultures as well. So there is a kind of global dimension being 
dealt with. To supplement each chapter there is a list of books suggested for 
further reading. 

—
Ronald Lewcock

May 2019
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CHAPTER 01 PRE-HISTORIC ASIA (PART 1) 
—
The First Architecture. Early man: the development of human 
understanding by “association”
01 The CAVE as SHELTER — the first CONCEPT 
/ Associated with protection afforded by the MOTHER, starting from the resemblance  
of the cave to a WOMB 
/ Leading to the CONCEPT of “The EARTH MOTHER”— the generator of all human life.  
/  Worshipped in very early caves and temples — examples of those artificially built by man survive in 

Malta, dating from 3,000 BC onwards

02 The continuing concept of the CAVE as a generator of architecture all over the world 
/ China / Mesopotamia / Aegean Greece / Lebanon / Italy (up to Palladio)

03 Vertical Caves  
/ Russia — Volga River Valley 40,000 BC (These are the earliest man-made shelters discovered to date). 
/ Turkey — Catal Huyuk 6,000 BC (one of the earliest villages ever discovered) 
/ Central Asia 
/ Afghanistan 
/ Indus Valley (north) 
Therefore: The first SYMBOL in the history of Built Creation is the CAVE

04 The second architectural SYMBOL: the POLE 
/  Post, upright slab, standing stone, column, vertical construction 

e.g. Pacific Islands (but found all over the world in various forms)

05 The third architectural SYMBOL: the CIRCLE  
/ Symbol of a celestial body — the moon or the sun

06 The fourth architectural SYMBOL: the man-made MOUNTAIN 
/ Symbol of the abode of the gods — or of the spiritual realm
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There is a range of surviving religious caves from 
the sixth to second millennia BS with manmade 
entrances, like that on the right in Malta, which  
was given a second façade about 1500 BC —  
a second cave beyond the first. The second cave was 
clearly some sort of a communal sanctuary, while the 
inner cave was a preserved sacred space. From there 
it was only a step to making caves above ground. 
The concept of “sacred cave” was now used to create 
totally manmade sanctuaries above the earth. 

fig. 1.1 a cliff in China 
containing a famous group 

of caves

fig. 1.2

This chapter has as its theme — as many of the other chapters also have —  
the idea that there are “generative concepts” of architecture in many periods. 
In the following pages it will gradually become clear what is meant by 
“generative concepts”. A good place to start, perhaps, would be with the 
writings of Umberto Eco. Umberto Eco is very pertinent to us because he was 
an anthropologist and linguist who became interested in the way in which the 
human society developed in relation to everyday experience, built form and 
life. And he was one of the best theorists of linguistics and anthropologists of 
our time — as well as a famous novelist and a poet. Here is an extract from an 
article Umberto Eco wrote on architecture:: 

Let us imagine the point of view of the man who started the history of architecture. 
Still all wonder and wildness driven by cold and rain and following the example of 
some animal, or obeying an impulse which instinct and reasoning have mixed up in 
his mind, this Stone Age man takes shelter in a recess in a cliff — from the cold and 
the rain. Some recess or hole in the side of a mountain, in a cave. When he is sheltered 
from the wind and the rain he examines the cave by daylight, or if there is not enough 
light, he may light a fire. We may assume that he had already discovered fire.

So he examines the interior of the cave. He notices the height of the top of the cave 
and he understands that that is the limit of space. He compares that with his 
experience of outside space and he realizes that there is a limit to the space in the 
cave. He can’t touch the ceiling, as it’s very high, so it’s a lot of space, but there is a 
limit to it. So for the very first time he understands the notions of ‘limitation’. 

He understands the height of the vault of the cave and he sees that the cave is 
cut off from the wind and the rain by this vault, which he now perceives as the 
beginning of a new idea for him. ‘Inside space’ as opposed to ‘outside space’. And 
this evokes in him an emotion. An emotion of protection which is still imprecise 
and ambiguous at this stage, seen particularly as it is in the cave, under the play of 
light and shadow. But he gets very interested in the cave. So once the storm is over 
he leaves the cave and reconsiders it from the outside: maybe going in again and 
coming out again. He notes that there is an entry to it, a hole that permits passage 
from the outside space to the inside space. And the passage recalls to his mind the 
image of the inside so he only has to see the hole in the cliff to remember the inside 
space. So the idea of a cave forms in his mind. Which is useful at least as a memory 
device enabling in him to think of the cave later as a possible objective in case of 
rain. But it also enables him to recognize in another cave the same possibility of 
shelter which he found in the first cave. So at the next cave he tries during a rain 
storm, the idea of that cave is replaced by the idea of cave itself. That is the idea of 
a model, a type which is the basic concept of cave. Something which exists on the 
basis of which he can recognize a certain set of phenomena as cave. 

We are pretty sure 
that creating fire 
was discovered 
about half a 
million years 
ago, so about 
two-thirds of the 
time since human 
beings as we now 
know them first 
developed, fire 
was central to 
human life.

I have slightly 
modified the 
translated text
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Illustrated in fig. 1.4 is one of the side chapels. Fig. 1.5 shows the main 
chapel. There were five chapels in all of these temples; each of the five 
apses formed a separate chapel. The outside wall was constructed of 
vertical stones and then the whole building was covered with earth over 
the vaulting. The area shown at the bottom of the plans is the façade; 
it’s formed like a cliff with its seat and a paved area outside, on the axis 
of the building. An example of very early design at work in architecture. 

These examples are from Malta, but a similar 
development also took place in many other parts 
of the world. The best preserved examples of these 
very early manmade caves are in Malta. And the 
reason why we have them is of course that they 
made them in stone. Malta is a set of islands that 
does not have much vegetation, so they had to 
build in stone. And they made them on a big 
scale because they were intended as communal 
sanctuaries for prayer. They are the oldest man-
made ceremonial buildings in the world. It was 
always thought that that was true of the pyramids, 
but it is not so. The oldest temples of Malta are 
five hundred years older than the pyramids. And 
they are much older than Stonehenge. They are the 
oldest ceremonial “architecture,” in the true sense 
of the word we know of the world. Today they 
lack their roofs. Only the walls on the lower levels 
have survived: the reason being that the roofs were 
vaulted in stone, and covered with a thick layer of 
earth made into hills, covered with grass — so they 
could easily collapse. In each temple there was only 
one façade, which was like a man-made cliff. An 
interesting thing about that manmade cliff is that 
it had a seat in front of it. So presumably a row of 
elders sat there, and there was a paved area in front 
of the cliff where the congregation could assemble. 

When they entered the cave there were a series of 
apses made out of vertical stones and then capped 
corbelled vaulting done in horizontal stones which 
extended up until the semicircular vaults all joined 
at the top to make a central dome. 

fig. 1.3 an above ground cave, with an artificially 
constructed rock face, treated as a temple facade 

with a seat along its full width (2800 BC) fig. 1.5

fig. 1.4 the interior of the cave (it 
has lost its artificial roof, which 

was made inside an artificial hill)
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Fig. 1.8 is an example of what the Maltese temples are like today from the 
outside: they have lost all the upper levels. There are twenty-seven of these 
temples surviving in the Maltese islands in stone, dating over a period of over 
1500 years. The earliest is 3200 B.C. There is evidence that there were similar 
sorts of buildings built over vast areas of the world, but most of them in other 
materials. They have either not survived, or archaeologists have not been lucky 
enough to find them yet. But we do have considerable evidence of the tradition 
in slightly later buildings in Mesopotamia and Persia and continuing down 
to modern times in China, Syria and Africa. Similarly, in many parts of the 
world you find representations of the Mother Goddess — a very early form of 
religion (fig. 1.9 from the Aegean). Associated with that seems to have been 
the practice of a female priestess divining the future, often after a ritual sleep — 
sometimes drug-induced (fig. 1.10 from Malta).

What do we know about the beliefs that were associated with that 
kind of architecture? We can gain a hint of them from the sculptured 
statues that have been found (fig. 1.6). They are not actually statues, 
because as far as we know they were not raised up on a vertical 
pedestal. They were often shown lying down horizontally and they 
seem to have represented sleeping priestesses, but of course they were 
priestesses of a goddess — almost certainly the goddess of creation, 
the Earth Mother. 

Is there an allegory you can see here between the plan of the temple 
(fig. 1.7) and the form of a human being? Can you see the possibility 
that the Earth Mother is reflected in the plan of the temple? That is 
why is has five curved forms, one representing a head and the others 
a very buxom woman? There is another allegory present, isn’t there? 
The allegory of the womb from which we are born. So, if you believe, 
as most scholars do, based on recent research, that the Mediterranean 
peoples and the Western Asian peoples believed that all of creation 
originally came from a creator goddess, an Earth Goddess who lived 
underground — and the one of the most significant of the caves of 
the Earth Goddess has been found in Crete — if you believe then, 
as apparently the Maltese did, that we have all been generated as 
human beings from the womb of an Earth Goddess, then this temple 
may be seen as an allegory of the Earth Goddess and her womb. The 
womb from which we were born, from which all human beings and 
all human creation came. So here is an example of the level on which 
concepts become metamorphosed into allegories — a central part of 
architectural expression throughout history to the present day. Less 
so, perhaps, in the present day than ever before. It is not nearly as 
important now as it was a hundred years ago or two hundred years 
ago. But the allegorical dimension is still there, witness buildings like 
the Sydney Opera House. 

So fig. 1.7 illustrates a building which is representative of creation — 
of a goddess — of a cave — all at the same time. It is the shelter of a 
mother, the shelter of a Mother Goddess, and the shelter of a cave, 
combined together in one experience.

fig. 1.10

fig. 1.9

fig. 1.6

fig. 1.7

fig. 1.8
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I’d like to take you back for a moment for a separate analysis. 
Gottfried Semper thought that there were four stages in which early 
man would conceive of a work of architecture if he started from the 
first principles. The first stage would be the focus of future life in 
the building. Once the fire had been discovered, and once cooking 
food had begun, the focus of life naturally became the hearth. So the 
first number necessary element of early architecture was the hearth. 
Once the decision to have a hearth was made, they would have to 
worry about protecting the fire. The first threat was dampness or 
flooding — and so they raised the hearth up a little bit above the 
ground to protect it from flooding and dampness and created a dry 
platform for it. That was the second architectural decision. The third 
architectural decision was to keep the rain off the hearth and the 
sitting area around it, so they built a roof over that. And the fourth 
architectural decision was to keep the wind from blowing the fire out: 
they achieved that by putting curtains or screens at the sides. 

You can see that the Greek house had these four architectural principles. Taking, for example, the house 
on the previous page (fig. 1.12), it had a paved, dry floor which was undoubtedly slightly higher than 
the surrounding land. It had a roof over the top to keep out the rain and it had walls. The porch was very 
cleverly arranged so that the wind couldn’t blow in. So they could go into the porch to shelter from the 
rain, to take off their wet clothes, even to protect their animals from the rain — without going into the 
room with the fire. That was further protected, that is: closed off, by a door. When they entered into the 
area of the fire, the only other thing that they felt might be added to the architecture was a little room at 
the back. This room might have been useful for storage, but we think, from studying other societies that 
they felt the need for it to allow women privacy — particularly during childbirth. (Such a room is called 
in South Asian cultures ‘the dark room.’). So that is a new, added sophistication. But basically the design 
of the house is based on Semper’s diagram, with a little bit of improvement. But what has been built using 
Semper’s four architectural principles has emerged as the concept of a cave with a fire in the middle of it, 
but one that is manmade. Now as you probably know that kind of Greek building was called a megaron 
and that from these very ancient primitive beginnings developed the great megara of the Mycenaean 
civilization and the early Greek civilizations, and afterwards the Greek temple. 

Now, descended from all that, we have the first tangible evidences of 
the architecture of a great civilization in the western part of Asia and 
the eastern part of the Mediterranean, the Aegean. Fig. 1.11 shows 
two clay models from a tomb representing very early temples in the 
Aegean. And are derived from the form of a house. We know from 
archaeological excavations what the houses were like. And that early 
example on the right is not that far away from the Maltese temples. 
This is from the nineteenth to seventeenth century before Christ, at 
which time the Maltese temples were still being built, and it’s a typical 
Aegean house. Although it looks as if from this drawing it’s a house 
for one family, we know that it wasn’t; these houses were for very 
large extended families, thirty, forty, fifty people living in them. They 
were not generally as small as they look in this drawing. But what was 
typical of them was that they were entered with only one doorway; 
there are no windows: there was an occasional tiny vent to let smoke 
out. In the middle was a fire, naturally to cook on, because cooking 
now becomes very important as part of hygiene — and the fire is the 
centre for warmth for winter. So, associated with this cave concept 
with a single entrance is the fire. Now to protect the fire you need to 
have shields on the sides against the wind.

fig. 1.12 an archaic Greek 
artificial cave dwelling — 
sectional perspective showing 
the interior (Karakou, XIX-
XVIIC BC).

fig. 1.11

 fig. 1.13

 fig. 1.14  fig. 1.15
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Coming to the present day, what about man-
made caves in recent times? Here are examples 
in Lebanon and Syria, built up until only seventy 
years ago. In the centre of each house there is an 
open cave, acting as a covered courtyard and the 
foci of life of the house. And it was so placed that 
it turned its back to the strong winds. (House 
with similar plans had been excavated in the first 
Phoenician city in Lebanon, Byblos, dating from 
the third millennium BC).

The recessed cave in the modern Lebanese house 
usually had two rooms off it. One was a room for 
privacy for the women, in which child birth took 
place, and the other was a store room. Everyday 
life took place in the so-called “iwan,” the central 
covered cave, which provided shade from the sun 
and protection from the rain. 

In Lebanon these houses could be numbered in 
thousands, it was the prevailing form of house. 
Some of those still in use date back to the Middle 
Ages, and have pointed arch windows and doors. 

The idea of a cave as the centre of life is evidenced 
in many parts of the Middle East. The ancient form 
of house along the east coast of Italy, the ancient 
casoni, was apparently derived from the cave. And 
that is, of course, the acknowledged ancestor of 
the Palladian house. So it is possible to say that the 
Neo-Classical house traces its roots back to the 
cave! This demonstrates clearly the significance of a 
concept in the generation of architecture.

So passing on in time: fig. 1.16 is the plan of the great megaron of a very important ruler in Troy,  
2700 BC. That is five hundred years later than the first great temple in Malta. But it is still a cave concept 
isn’t it? And this has very many of the same attributes as I have just discussed. Over on the right there is a 
more complicated one in which there is evidence of a workplace; they had a craft workshop attached to 
the main living space. 

And then the megaron begins to proliferate and one starts to find a series of megara clustered together; 
the main one has a fireplace and the others which are used for various activities So this is the typical kind 
of grouping one finds at the beginning of the Cretan civilization and the beginning of the Mycenaean 
civilization. Notice that these examples I am giving are not in Asia, strictly speaking, but most cultural 
historians will agree that the division at the eastern end of the Mediterranean is a very artificial one, 
because the Mediterranean influence pervades right through up to Mesopotamia and the Mesopotamian 
and the Persian influence pervade right through up to the middle of the Mediterranean. Indeed Malta is 
regarded by many cultural terms as part of Asia. (To this day many people think of Morocco as culturally 
Asian because of the Islamic dimension.)

In many of the early towns archaeologists have excavated in Turkey and in Greece (c.1200 BC), there were 
dozens of such buildings all conceived like caves, each with a fire in the middle. Because the megaron at 
that time became the characteristic form from which the Greek temple developed, we are able to observe a 
clear example of the essential link between the secular and the sacred.

Next (fig. 1.19) is a typical house from the Greek town of Priene in western Turkey dating from about  
300 BC. The megaron, the main hall of the house, was just like a cave. It was approached across that portico 
through a single door. There were no windows. The single fire was in the middle of the floor. (So the 
Greeks were building that form of house for 2000 years and more — and the link to the temple is obvious. 
Confirming the point that, in nearly all societies, religious buildings are closely related to secular buildings.)

fig. 1.16

fig. 1.20

fig. 1.22

fig.1.23

fig. 1.24 fig. 1.25

fig. 1.21

fig. 1.19

fig. 1.17 the Megaron of Tiryns built c. 
2200 BC and an important palace for 
over a thousand years. 

fig. 1.18 is a much later example from 500 
BC after being excavated by archaeologists 
in Cyprus. It has a colonnaded forecourt 
and a number of surrounding buildings.
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The oldest villages and small towns in the Middle East (and probably in the world) 
date from between eight thousand to six thousand BC. Among the most interesting 
of these are those in Turkey, and contain houses that were actually built above ground 
but were still entered vertically from roof level. The roofs were solidly constructed on 
wooden beams and meant to be more permanent. Fig. 1.28 shows the inside in one of 
these vertical caves at the most famous of these villages, Catal Huyuk, in a conjectural 
drawing. That particular man-made cave actually seems a sacred room.

There is a shrine in the room, dedicated to one of the largest animals known at that time 
— the bull. It clearly served as a symbol of virility, also as a symbol of strength, finally 
as a symbol of everything that was noble in the best male human beings. So the bull 
became an icon in itself, and that is, of course, shown clearly in the importance of bull 
fights in ancient Crete and up to this day in Spain and Southern France. 

Fig. 1.27 is a plan of part of the excavation of Catal Huyuk . One can see that there are 
no doors in the mud brick walls; all the rooms were entered through the roofs. The 
majority of the buildings seem to have been one or two-roomed houses. It is possible 
to make out several sacred rooms. So it’s a little village from between 7500 and 8000 
BC. Remember that the oldest monumental buildings we know of are those of Malta, 
dating from 3200 BC. So there is nearly a 5000-year difference. So where are the other 
monumental buildings? Maybe they were all like this — vertical caves… 

Besides horizontal caves, there is another kind of prehistoric cave: the pit cave — the 
vertical cave. People who farmed and grazed in river plains had no access to horizontal 
caves (in the wide clay flats of river valleys there were no hills with cliffs or rock faces, 
except at their very edges). But because the alluvial plains were made of soft material 
and plain sand it was easy to dig down, to make vertical caves. There is a huge amount of 
archaeological evidence to show that in the early agricultural and pastoral communities 
that was the favourite way of living. They made a hole in the ground and they went 
down. Here (fig. 1.26) is the oldest man-made construction that we know of in the 
world. It is in the Volga River in Russia and dates from forty thousand BC. It is a vertical 
cave about 14 feet deep at the deepest, between two and half to three meters deep. And 
of course they descended on ladders. (Wood was scarce, but some could be brought 
down the river from forests upstream.) There is evidence of a number of hearths for 
fires at the bottom. The upper edge is lined with great bones from mastodons, the great 
pre-historic elephants of the Russian plains. Why are the bones arranged around the 
edge of the cave? Were they originally weighing down something? But what would they 
be weighing down? The answer is: the pit as it remains would not have been much use 
as shelter from the elements; it is too wide and open to the sky. So it would have had to 
have been covered by something. That was almost certainly achieved using animal skins 
sewn together. So one can envisage a great tent stretched from one edge of the cave to 
the other edge, weighed down with the mastadon bones around the edge. We know 
from the number of hearths that the cave sheltered more than one family, but must have 
housed a fair number of people — almost certainly extended families.

fig. 1.26

fig. 1.27

fig. 1.28
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Fig. 1.30 shows what they look like from the top. Usually there is an upper courtyard entrance from the 
roof and a very small opening in the floor of the court that allows you to go down a ladder into the main 
room of the house. Figs. 1.31 and 1.32 are two views of the upper courtyard. In the first, one is looking 
down a ladder into the upper courtyard, and after that, opening the grating which allows smoke to escape 
from the lower room, or through another opening on the side, to descend by another ladder into the main 
room of the house. (The pre-historic Aegean house had an outside porch and then a main living room; 
this one has the outside porch on the top of the main living room). 

Fig. 1.32 is a view within the main room. The roof is constructed of cantilevered wood, rather than the 
cantilevered stone of the Maltese man-made caves; note the rather elaborate strengthening of the opening 
in the centre which allows the smoke out of the room. The fire place for cooking and for keeping warm in 
winter is visible underneath the cooking vessel. It’s a cold place, northwestern Pakistan, so the inhabitants 
are dressed against it. 

But the cave form also persisted in its horizontal form all over the world, in North Africa, in America 
and in some part of Asia as well. Horizontal caves, each of which has a hearth in the middle and a small 
opening at the top to let the smoke out. Fig. 1.33 is an example of one of the houses of the central North 
American Indians, and there is a kind of framed structure to strengthen it made out of rough wood. 

Now I want to go to some examples 
of vertical caves today. These are in the 
northwestern part of Pakistan, and they 
are typical of the whole region that runs 
through Afghanistan into Iran. Where 
to this day people live in the mountains 
in vertical caves. The reason why they 
don’t dig a cave down into the ground is 
because the rocks are too hard. And the 
reason why they are vertical caves is got 
something to do with the fact that they 
are on steep slopes and it is hard to build 
a bigger building. And it’s intriguing that 
they enter through the roof, it’s obviously 
an ancient tradition, an ancient archetype 
that they still use it. This one has a 
window but then you must remember 
that they are bringing them up to date. 
Originally they didn’t have windows. 

fig. 1.30

fig. 1.31

fig. 1.32

fig. 1.33

fig. 1.34

fig. 1.29
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Another surprising discovery in the Pacific island 
is the presence of standing stones of huge size (fig. 
1.37), which are quite like those of Stonehenge. 
They have a cross stone at the top. The Pacific 
island examples are not built in a circle like those 
at Stonehenge. Instead they are almost all standing 
alone, almost like triumphal arches. They are very 
large in scale, involving an amazing amount of 
work to put them up. Similar examples have been 
found in Europe, in Siberia and in other parts of 
mainland Asia; we simply don’t understand why 
they were built in the Pacific islands.

Even more surprising are these strange columns in 
pairs carrying what appear to be capitals (fig. 1.38). 
There is a lot of dispute about these. They are again 
huge stone constructions, like rough columns with 

capitals and appear very practical. Archaeologists 
have argued that they were the supporting columns 
for a huge temple or a wooden structure they held 
above them. But not everybody agrees. Again, 
how old are they? There is no firm evidence. Some 
scholars believe them to be very old — from about 
thirteen hundred or fourteen hundred years ago.

In the Hawaiian Islands there is evidence of elaborate 
ceremonial enclosures. Fig. 1.39 is a sacred enclosure 
with bamboo towers with sacred fires on top, and a 
prayer room, a shrine room, constructed on a series 
of platforms that are gradually ascending in height. 
These are very characteristic of the Hawaiian Islands. 
These are, as it were, symbolic idealizations, using 
geometric design, of types of architecture which they 
were already using for houses. 

Here (fig. 1.36) is a great ceremonial site, and here the standing stones are being carved to represent 
gods. They are in a straight row, the same size and equally important, and they were clearly meant to 
be approached in a very ceremonial way through this great platform. One has to assume that there was 
communal gathering, a communal ceremony of some kind demonstrating respect for them. This kind of 
site is very characteristic of a number of the islands of the Pacific.

Before discussing the history of early architecture in the Pacific — which I am only 
going to do very briefly — I would like to consider the question of “history”. You have 
to remember that in pre-historic times there wasn’t any writing. There are a number 
of kinds of history. But the one we rely on most is written history. Actually, writing 
in intelligible form about events is a very late development. In Greece for instance, 
it is only in the 6th century BC that we have any written sources that we can use for 
historical research. 

But when it comes to the cultures and architecture of the Pacific Ocean the writings 
are amazingly recent. Usually the people there only learnt to write a text that we can 
read after the arrival of the Christian missionaries, so in most areas of the Pacific the 
written texts that we have are no more than a hundred and fifty years old. But we 
have a wonderful architectural record in the Pacific, and the question is how old is 
that? Anthropologists are still trying to work out the age of some of these buildings 
in the Pacific. Here (fig. 1.35), for instance, are two types of building. The one on the 
bottom is a very characteristic one, composed of stone menhirs as they are called, which 
represent gods. In some cases they may represent heroes. We have no way of knowing 
whether they are commemorating a great ruler or a legendary hero, or whether they 
are celebrating a divinity. Possibly they are meant to serve both functions. But they are 
often in some kind of rectangular enclosure, very beautifully made, with menhirs, the 
standing stones at the rear, to which you approached from the opposite end through 
a gate way which is often shielded so that it became very ceremonial. This is very 
characteristic of most of the Pacific islands. No scholar is willing to say that the oldest 
ones are much older than about 700 or 800 AD — but maybe we will be able to prove 
one day that they are much older. In the top illustration we have a very curious thing, 
which is not fully understood either, which is a ceremonial platform for shooting bows 
and arrows. Is the shape symbolic? And if so what is it symbolic of ? They are always 
the same shape, and there are many of them — hundreds of them in some of the Pacific 
islands. And was it to allow a ceremonial act to be performed and, if so, was it a sacred 
act that was intended to signify something? Or was it simply a way of practicing defense 
and the use of a weapon? Interesting questions that we don’t know the answer to… 
But it is assumed that the platforms date back about six or seven hundred years. If so, 
unfortunately, that is beyond the written record. 

fig. 1.35

fig. 1.36

fig. 1.37 fig. 1.38 fig. 1.39
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Fig. 1.42 illustrates a very early house excavated in Mesopotamia which is in the shape of a perfect circle — 
about 6000 BC. The niches in the wall probably acted as cupboards. There was almost certainly a central 
fire, and there seems to have been a shrine on the far side opposite the entrance.

Fig. 1.43 is to remind you that the early Mesopotamian man-made cave house was in the shape of a 
perfectly circular domed space; they believed that they ensured the protection of the divinity in the 
heavens by making the form of the main room circular. And then this became widespread throughout the 
world — almost every culture built houses which circular living rooms. 

Less common were circular communities. But there were quite a few of them: in China, Central Asia, Persia 
and in Mesopotamia. Fig. 1.44 is an archaeological excavation of a huge circular complex in Mesopotamia.

And, of course, representations of them (fig. 1.45). Here we have the 
king of ancient Persia in the centre of a representation of his people 
— in a perfect circle — symbol of royalty. 

The circle was also the symbol of divinity in ancient India. Fig. 1.46 is 
a mandala, a sacred diagram, in which the divine spirit is represented 
in the centre in a series of concentric circles, framed by a perfect 
square inside a circle of the divinely created real world. This was one 
of the ways in which the mantra was worked out for the ancient 
Hindus and for the Buddhists. So the importance of the circle is also 
undeniable religiously. It seems to be cosmology that is the source of 
it, the fact that the moon and the sun are perfect circles to the eye.

But now we come to another kind of form which you could say is a development of the cave too, but it is a 
cave you don’t enter, except on very special occasions, because the contents are sacred (fig. 1.40). The cave 
is under the mound of earth — a ceremonial mound, a memorial mound, signifying the importance of the 
site, or more likely the importance of a person — and possibly the importance of a god. Again, because we 
don’t have written texts, we can’t be sure what they might signify. We find similar mounds in many parts of 
the Asian mainland — and, of course, in many parts of Europe and other continents. It is believed that they 
may symbolize heroes or great rulers and that they may contain relics of those rulers. Now, of course, similar 
burial mounds in northern India were the ancestors of the Buddhist stupas — we also know that there was 
a moment in time when a great Indian ruler, Asoka, announced he was going to build memorial mounds in 
twelve parts of the Buddhist world and each would have one twelfth of the ashes of the Buddha. In that case 
it is clear that each mound was celebrating a great person, a great individual, and contained his relics. 

One thing about the funerary mound that is probably important is that it is 
almost always perfectly circular in plan. Now the perfect circle is a significant 
symbol. As an example, I would like to try to demonstrate the meaning of this 
ancient Persian plaque (fig. 1.41). It has a symbol of the new moon framing the 
figure of the king. Why would the moon be a symbol of signification of royalty? 
Maybe it is not the moon but the sun? One answer might be that when we 
come to early documents we do find that the moon is more often symbolized 
than the sun is. For instance in ancient Greek mythology the sun is simply the 
son of god — Apollo — and in other religions the sun was the son of the moon. 
In many parts of the world the mound tombs are perfectly circular.

The circle was a primary symbol for prehistoric man, for anything sacred. It 
occurred again and again, and the memorial mounds are almost certainly only 
one case. Then the circle becomes the symbol of royalty. You see in Fig. 70 not 
only a representation of the ruler on his chariot, but above him the new moon 
framing the patron god. So the ancient representations of divinity in places like 
Persia were often in the form of a moon (fig. 1.42).

fig. 1.40

fig. 1.41

fig. 1.42

fig. 1.45

fig. 1.46

fig. 1.43 fig. 1.44
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fig. 1.52 fig. 1.53 fig. 1.54

fig. 1.55

In other parts of the world, circles were used as the basic forms of huts in Africa and many parts of 
America. In the marsh dwellings of the estuaries of Iraq (fig.1.54) a succession of arches of three-quarter 
circles were used to build the reed huts — and again that had for them a deep religious significance. 

We are reaching the point in human development when we begin to have some knowledge of history, 
because we start to find the earliest forms of writing concurrent with the earliest forms of urbanization and 
the earliest cities. The latter appeared first along the great rivers in Mesopotamia, soon afterwards in the 
Nile valley in Egypt, and soon after that in the Indus valley in India and in the Yellow River in China. 

With urbanization, one starts to find a new form of religious building. It may have evolved from the 
sacred mound, but it becomes very clearly constructed, and that is the sacred tower. Since they were 
mainly building in flat river plains, the way to really emphasize the importance of a religious shrine 
was to make it tall. And the taller they made it, the more important and sacred it appeared to be. So 
towers begin to evolve in form. They were definitely related to the new phenomenon of urbanization. 
They didn’t take up much room as sacred mounds, and they stood out above the houses and other 
buildings of the rest of the town. On the next page (fig. 1.56) is the first form of tower, the ancient 
Mesopotamian ziggurat. Each had a huge flight of steps leading up to a temple at the top; an analogy 
was being made here to the home of the gods on a sacred mountain. Perhaps, for those living on a river 
plain the idea that the gods dwelt on a mountain was especially appealing — and so to create a home for 
the gods in their own city was something really worth doing. 

What is curious is that ancient man took that symbolism further. When conglomerations of human beings 
started living together in great towns and eventually in cities they made them circles too, in order to obtain 
divine protection. Fig. 1.47 is a ruined city from Central Asia. In fig. 1.48 is illustrated the original design of 
the great round city of Baghdad, established by Abbasid Moslems in 762 AD. It remained perfectly circular 
for several hundred years, after which it was inevitably destroyed as the city grew too large. 

When the Chinese wanted to represent nature, that is, the incomprehensible vastness of the natural spiritual 
world, they always represented that with circular forms. So that, when the Chinese moved from the world of man, 
that is a man-made house, into a garden, the world of nature, they always left through a rectangular doorway and 
entered the garden through a circular doorway — which they even termed a “moon gate” (fig. 1.49)!

And when the Chinese wanted to welcome in the New Year, with the people represented by the emperor, 
his task was to stand and demonstrate harmony with the whole of the divine world, to embrace the 
heavens and to make offerings to Nature for the next year — an astronomical event, related to cosmology 
— then of course the correct setting had to be a circular temple. The emperor stood in the centre of a great 
series of open air circular platforms (fig. 1.50). This temple of Heaven in the southern part of Beijing dates 
from the 15th century. Circular temples were built all over China for the ceremony devoted to the harvest, 
which, of course, is again a cosmological event related to the seasons. Fig. 1.51 is the smaller of the two 
temples in Beijing.

Earlier, in pre-historic societies that have continued down to the present day, a circle was often used, 
following the same beliefs, as the symbolic form for protection. So the circle as a symbol of natural divinity 
has long been used as the basis for a temporary hut. Fig. 1.52 and 1.53 illustrate the homes of the nomadic 
tribes who roamed through a large part of northern China into the Siberian area and Central Asia. They 
are called Yurts, and the Yurt is a transportable tent. When one is put up, it’s a perfect circle. And it is 
thought to be the ancestor of quite a lot of house types and building forms in that area including those 
of the Kakka people. We’ll come to talk about them in eastern China later. In short, it is believed to be 
another sacred cosmological form.

fig. 1.51

fig. 1.47 fig. 1.48 fig. 1.49

fig. 1.50
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fig. 1.65

fig. 1.62 fig. 1.63 fig. 1.64

fig. 1.66
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The sacred mountain symbol could also be a tower to draw attention to a sacred site, like these towers over 
the gateways of holy Indian temples in Southern India (fig. 1.63). In the latter case, the towers became 
larger and higher over the gates of outer enclosures, far from the inner sanctuary, the logic being that 
man-made towers are material things; the centre of religious spirituality is not material and therefore it is 
not so high, it is a small building. Fig. 1.64 is a similar sort of tower in Sri Lanka, drawing attention to the 
importance of a religious site. 

Fig. 1.65 is the oldest symbol of this kind in China. Again, in Buddhism, sacred towers dominated 
each sacred site as a kind of sacred mountain, originally made of masonry, and later on in wood and 
tile. The culmination of the dispersion in Japan: the marvelous alternating tower roofs of the Buddhist 
pagoda drawing attention to the sacredness of the site (fig. 1.66). Finally these maps (fig. 1.67)show the 
early centres of civilization. In the lower map as they were about 2000 BC with Egypt on the left and 
then Mesopotamia and then Indus Valley and then China. And in the top map the areas of civilization 
are a bit larger because they are beginning to grow and spread by about 1000 BC. So Mesopotamian 
has been taken over by the Persian; in the Indus valley, civilization is spreading to the whole of India, 
the Chinese cultures have grown and spread. So you see how civilizations slowly emerged with these 
building forms that we have been dealing with, which are prototypes of most of the monumental 
ceremonial buildings in Asia. 

fig. 1.56 fig. 1.58

fig. 1.57

fig. 1.61

fig. 1.59 fig. 1.60

These are examples of ziggurats, mostly destroyed and uncovered by archeology, but they were huge and 
made out of solid brick work or solid masonry. A few of the ziggurats have some of the walls left and 
one is able to obtain an idea of the marvelous workmanship. The earliest so far studied date back to the 
c.2500 BC. (fig. 1.58). 

Later on, we find sacred towers and mounds all over Asia for various reasons, mostly related to Hinduism 
and Buddhism. They were built in the same basic circumstances. In a fairly flat area, usually a river 
plain, the inhabitants built a tower or an artificial mountain to represent the home of the gods. In the 
next example in Indonesia (fig. 1.59) was actually a most sacred shrine to the Lord Buddha on a sacred 
mountain. But there are many similar sacred mounds and towers in South East Asia, in the area of 
Cambodia (fig. 1.60) and of course Thailand, Vietnam and Laos as well. Fig. 1.61 is a view on the top 
of the same sacred Buddhist mountain in Indonesia, the shrine at Borobudur in Java. It shows the small 
stupas that cover the artificial mountain, which are miniature forms of the monumental tomb, the mound 
of earth, made in stone. 

Another form that a sacred mountain took was a tower at the end of a temple over the most sacred part  
of the site. The east end of a Hindu temple, the gopuram, a great tower, was built over the shrine room. 
But even the adjoining prayer hall of the temple often had another symbolic sacred mountain over it as 
well (fig. 1.62). The temple was thus composed of a number of descending sacred mountains. And the 
great circle at the top of the gopuram was a representation of the Creator God Brahma, in his own shrine, 
as it were, on the sacred mountain. 
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Part I Introduction

Now we have begun to see there are concepts which are symbolic which 
underline architecture in many societies. And these symbolic concepts, which 
had great meaning for those people, became generative concepts for the design 
of buildings and the design of communities.

One of the great appeals of symbolism is its simplicity. So for instance when 
you see a cross most of us think “Christianity.” When we see a crescent on top 
of a building many of us think “Islam.” Alternatively, building forms might do 
it. If the building is a cross-form building we tend to think that it might be a 
Christian building. If a building has a dome and a minaret — a simple tower 
— we would probably expect it to be a mosque. A simplification of form serves 
to convey meaning very quickly. 

So that is what a “concept” is about, in architecture. And why it is very 
important in the generation of architecture. So people who are designing 
mosques begin by saying “perhaps we should have a dome or a minaret to 
symbolize Islam,” that’s how they might start. Maybe later on they might 
change and modify that, particularly if they were trying to break new ground. 
But breaking new ground often makes social interpretation more difficult. 

Another question: what is happening to you when you see the symbol? Do 
you have an emotional reaction? If you are Jewish and you see a Christian 
symbol do you have an emotional reaction to it? If you are Christian and 
you see a Jewish symbol does that have an emotional reaction? Or let’s put 
it another way, if you are Jewish and you see a Nazi symbol does that create 
an emotional reaction? Of course it will. Many of us have a reaction to a 
swastika, which is quite different from the reaction we would have had a 
hundred years ago. Why? Actually the swastika was once the symbol of good 
luck and we find swastikas on the walls in many of the mediaeval Christian 
buildings and many mediaeval mosques. They were symbols of blessing 
and good fortune. But, unfortunately they have acquired a new different 
meaning for us. So this is simplification as an emotional connotation, just 
as words have emotional connotations, don’t they? (There are some words 
which have shocking emotional connotations to them). So the important 
thing about symbolism is it is not only used as a way of conveying meaning, 
very simply and directly, it is also a way of conveying emotional reactions. 
Thus, in the generation of buildings with symbolism, you are also playing 
with people’s emotions. A very important point. The forms of many 
buildings have, therefore, emotional dimensions. 

Last chapter we looked at visual symbolism in pre-historic cultures — in 
architecture — primarily in Asia, but, because pre-historic cultures are uniform 
in many ways over a long period of time we are able to use examples from other 
cultures as well. One of the problems with Asian studies is that archeology 
was, until recently, in a very embryonic state in most part of the continent 
compared with other parts of the world.

Now, in this chapter we are going to move into something much more subtle 
and perhaps more subconscious. That is, the efforts that are made towards 
social organization and the way in which that social organization affects 
concepts of architectural forms. 

It is now accepted that we are descended from both Homo sapiens and, 
to a lesser extent, from Neanderthals: Those ancient men seemed to have 
roamed around collecting raw food from about two million BC before they 
discovered fire for cooking meat and preserving food between a million and 
a half a million BC. And from about 40,000 BC we had the first evidence 
of life in caves. One has to understand that that kind of knowledge is very 
fragmentary. It’s just chance what we find in archaeology and it may be 
that we will find that life in caves were much earlier. But at the moment we 
can’t prove that people frequently lived in caves until about 40,000 BC. 
And soon they started to make caves themselves, vertically in the silt of the 
rich agricultural flood plains of rivers. And then come the first man-made 
shelters above ground that we would call buildings. We have evidence for 
them mostly from cave drawings, from after 10,000 BC. Although dating 
is very difficult, the earliest actual buildings above ground which have been 
discovered so far are later. Those of Catal Huyuk in Turkey, one of the oldest 
sites so far excavated, date from about 7000 BC. So, between ten and seven 
thousand BC, men began to build settlements above ground. And from then 
onwards there is a huge development of human beings, until writing was 
invented. Now writing was first introduced as a way of recording the number 
of bales brought in from the fields or the numbers of objects or animals that 
were being delivered or shipped from other places. So writing first appeared 
as numbering, and it only became written texts which meant anything much 
later. We have the numbering systems from about 3000 BC in many cultures. 
But we don’t actually find written texts which tell you anything until much 
later — and in many cultures they are surprisingly late. No early Greek text 
tell you something descriptive until about 700 BC. Amazing isn’t it, how 
long it took to develop writing? No matter how many generations ago that 
it, it’s surprisingly close to us. In my lifetime I have talked to someone whose 
father fought in the battle of Waterloo 200 years ago. So two hundred years 
is not that much. Two thousand years is not very much more, and 2700 
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years, when writing started to be in use in Greece, very close. Civilization 
has developed at a tremendous rate. It is quite extraordinary how fast 
development has been.

In Asia there developed the oldest urban civilizations of the world, in 
Mesopotamia, and not long after that in the Indus valley and China. So 
close in date to almost be a part of that is the Egyptian civilization in Africa. 
Egyptian and the Mesopotamian cities date from about 3300 BC, those 
in China and the Indus valley from about 2500 BC, we think, again these 
views are subject to continual revision. Each of these civilizations developed 
some form of writing, which we only have late records of, so we don’t fully 
understand their early phrases. We can study the early buildings and the 
evidence that has been dug up and try to interpret them. But what we can 
generally understand is the following: first there is an ethnic group, for various 
reasons — often mainly — language, they identify themselves as an ethnic 
group, they look alike and they tend to talk the same language, so they regard 
themselves as some way related. They often think that they are descended 
from a common ancestor. Jews believe that they are descended from one of the 
sons of Abraham and the Arabs that they are descended from the other son of 
Abraham, and Abraham was a common ancestor. But, because they descended 
from different sons they regard themselves as belonging to different ethnic 
groups, and of course, the languages are not quite the same. Actually it is rather 
surprising how close Hebrew and Arabic are. Because the languages are not 
quite identical and because they developed different cultural histories, their 
view of themselves as separate ethnic groups is reinforced. 

How were the ethnic groups ordered during their prehistory, before we have 
evidence from their writing? We believe they were all ordered according to 
tribal systems. Besides the ancestor common to the whole ethnic group, each 
of the tribes also believed they had their own tribal common ancestor, so 
one of the sons of Isaac would be the ancestor of one of the tribes, other sons 
would be ancestors of other tribes, and one of the sons of Noah would be the 
ancestors of tribes in Africa. 

The tribes usually believe that they are related, even if only very distantly, 
because of the common ethnic ancestor. However, one reaches more on certain 
ground when one comes to the next level, which is that of the clans, because 
members of clans really do believe that they are closely related to each other 
and they can often cite very precisely a genealogy back to a common ancestor. 
That common ancestor is generally no more than three or four hundred years 
earlier. (Parallels in Scotland are the McDonalds and the Camerons and so 
on). In almost every society, when we have been able to study its early history, 

we find that there was some sort of a clan system and that it originated in, and 
was part of, a tribal system. Of course you know about the ten tribes of Israel 
and the ten tribes of Athens… This was the way many early societies organized 
themselves, and the clans were subdivisions of these. For practical purposes, 
clans were often too big to actually be housed in one community, so they 
frequently accepted another division. This further division was the extended 
family, a branch of the clan. An extended family could be as many as forty or 
fifty people but an average would be about twenty to twenty-five people. And 
it would be made up of people who were fairly closely related to each other, 
together with their wives and children. And that was a most common structure 
in societies at the time that written histories began. In nearly all later societies 
it seems that the extended family was the common structural element — and 
remained so until quite recent times. Obviously, societies vary enormously, not 
only from one ethnic group to another but from one area of the world and one 
region to another, depending on whether rapid urbanization has taken place, 
depending on the kind of agriculture being practiced and so on. 

In the earliest cave dwellings, and in many of the other early examples that 
we have been considering, there was not only one hearth, but always more 
than one, usually five or six or seven or eight hearths. We have evidence of the 
number of fires being made in these places. So there were clusters of people 
around these fires. They were gathering places for quite large communities, 
probably between 80 and 200 people. So in a way we could consider them 
being extended families. But it would perhaps be safer to think that in each 
building they formed some kind of a clan.

Extended families were very common by the time that writing was 
introduced — and writing appeared very late in many parts of Asia. Beyond 
Mesopotamia: in the Indus valley and the Ganges valleys in India, via Pakistan 
and along the Yellow river and the Yangtze in China, were areas which didn’t 
have writing until later than the eastern Mediterranean and, of course, in the 
Pacific they had writing only two hundred years ago or less. So in all those 
areas we find that extended families were common until fairly recently and the 
buildings they built were for extended families or even for clans. In this chapter 
we will first examine how buildings were conceived for such large groups of 
people in clans and in extended families. Then we will proceed to the later 
breaking down of the extended families in to smaller groups and observe how 
the buildings then had to be designed to accommodate nuclear families.  
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Part II Buildings as a reflection of an emerging collective consciousness

Returning to the issues discussed in the previous chapter — and in particularly 
to one of the examples of symbolism that was discussed there: a very particular 
symbolism, that of Cosmology. Their beliefs founded the symbolisms of those 
early people. In them, they called upon the heavens and the spirits who resided 
there — who in their view governed the heavens. They believed that the sun 
generated life; it produced the energy that created the plants which bore the 
food on which humans lived. It was clear that the sun was a very important 
factor in life, so it is not surprising that a large number of societies worshipped 
the sun. But by a curious kind of irony, many societies put the moon above the 
sun because there was something mystical and spiritual about the moon. So the 
moon often became the dominant god and the sun either a son or a consort of 
the moon… Nevertheless, in both cases there is clear symbolism, because both 
the Moon and the Sun can be represented by perfect circles, and therefore one 
could call down the blessing of the Sun or the Moon into one’s man-made 
world by symbolically paying obeisance with this form. Which is what they 
did, and we see evidence of these very ancient archaeological structures in 
Mesopotamia, which clearly had a large number of rooms arranged within in a 
perfect circle. There were even towns arranged in the same way.

We know that many rulers conceived of their world as organized in terms of 
the circle, because they thought of themselves as part of that cosmology. So 
the monarch was sometimes shown surrounded by the lesser planets, the lesser 
stars of his kingdom, inside a circle representing divinity.

And that is represented very well in the example of the Chinese temples which 
use cosmological symbolism when calling down the blessings of the divinity 
on the whole of their community for the New Year, an annual festival — or in 
their harvest temples. They are all designed as perfect circles.  

Now it’s not surprising that when you come to clan buildings, some of the 
most striking early clan buildings found are shaped as perfect circles; such as 
those in Mesopotamia. But we begin in China — to examine the extent of 
cosmological symbolism in clan buildings there.

We begin with a small example which didn’t have many inhabitants (fig. 
2.1). The rooms for families were on several levels, and in the middle were 
communal rooms, bathrooms and store rooms.

The exterior of a communal building known locally as a 
“Hakka dwelling” it is not regarded in China as very typical 
of Chinese architecture. But there are actually a large number 
of Hakka dwellings, mostly on the East coast, built by people 
who had migrated from the interior hundreds of years ago 
looking for work. The Chinese empirical explanation for 
these circular buildings is that they are defensive works, that 
they were built to protect the community from hostility 
because they were a foreign community that had migrated 
into the coastal area. I think that is too simple. It is very 
easy in the modern world to attempt to explain everything 
rationally. The fact that the symbolism of the circle was so 
important in ancient China can’t be ignored. They are not 
circles just because they are defensive. They are perfect circles 
because that symbolic shape represents divine protection. It 
incidentally represents, of course, a very strong bond in a clan 
community (fig. 2.2).

This illustration is of the interior of the Hakka clan dwelling 
shown in the plan. This one doesn’t have the communal rooms 
in the middle — it is being repaired, perhaps the central rooms 
were destroyed — there are carpenters working on it (fig. 2.3).

Here you see a number of Hakka dwellings on the east coast 
of China side by side (fig. 2.4).

This illustration is of a large Hakka dwelling (fig. 2.5). 
The interior of the same building. Craftsmen are at work. 
There are communal rooms inside, in the centre, and some 
communal rooms outside (fig. 2.6).

fig. 2.1

fig. 2.2

fig. 2.3

fig. 2.4

fig. 2.5

fig. 2.6
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A typical plan. Surrounding the centre are the dwelling 
units. A characteristic unit in the Hakka building is like a 
house. It has seven or eight rooms around a tiled courtyard 
and gains its light through the roof; it has a pool in the 
middle, and opens up to the central space. The upper rooms 
are reached up ladders which look out over the court and 
the whole of the circular interior. It appears that many of 
the people who lived in these houses were not poor — they 
were quite successful in the work they were doing. They ran 
businesses and followed agricultural pursuits outside and 
they simply returned here for the benefits of living in this 
community. The circular Hakka is a clan structure — in fact 
a typical example of a clan structure (fig. 2.7).

This is a larger Hakka communal building. Some of the 
service rooms are outside. And this one has absorbed from 
eastern Chinese tradition the idea of a central reception room 
and a central area for prayer for the whole village — in the 
form of a shrine for the ancestors of this clan who are living 
in this building. There are secondary levels to the courtyards 
with community rooms at the centre as well (fig. 2.8).

This Hakka building has a large community living in it.  
A view of the apartments up on the upper levels (fig. 2.9) 
The exterior of the same Hakka buildings (fig. 2.10).

This diagram shows the way the Hakka buildings are used 
for living and also how this kind of structure proved very 
good for defense against attack — not a negligible factor — 
though perhaps not the primary one, a point made above. 
The people who built the first Hakka buildings originated in 
central China. If we look for parallels for Hakka buildings in 
central and western China we find that there remain circular 
buildings and circular villages there, but on a much smaller 
scale (fig. 2.11, 2.12 & 2.13).

These circular buildings are related to a building type called 
the “Yurt,” which I have already discussed, a typical nomadic 
dwelling. It was collapsible, it could be carried around on 
the backs of camels, and it was also circular. The Yurt was 
actually not so much a clan building as an extended family 
dwelling. It was quite large, and many Yurts were thirty 
feet across and very impressive. They were extraordinarily 
lightweight, but they were protected on the outside by 
blankets or what might even be called quilts — necessary 
because of the cold weather. The Yurts were amazingly 
effective, umbrella structures. And they were probably 
ancient in origin. So there seems to have been a link between 
the Yurts, the circular villages in the interior and the Hakka 
buildings on the eastern coast (fig. 2.14). 

It is worth pointing out that the Hakka were affected after 
a time by living in the east in close proximity to the cultural 
heartlands of China, and they eventually began to build 
rectangular buildings. But they were still communal clan 
buildings. They adopted the traditional eastern Chinese 
entrance which gave access to a reception hall in the centre, 
and then at the back to a hall for the ancestors, the typical 
layout of Chinese houses or palaces, as we will see later in 
this course. So the Hakka dwellings eventually adapted to 
the more Confucian — more ordered — life of the eastern 
coast. But, nevertheless, they remained communal clan 
buildings. In the process, the Hakka dwellings lost their 
cosmological significance (fig. 2.15, 2.16 & 2.17).

fig. 2.7

fig. 2.14

fig. 2.8

fig. 2.9

fig. 2.10

fig. 2.11 fig. 2.12 fig. 2.13 fig. 2.15

fig. 2.17

fig. 2.16
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(To digress for a moment): The Hakka communal house 
is one type of clan dwelling. But it’s not the most common 
kind. The Hakka type is almost limited to China. [There are 
some in South America a little like them]. But a much more 
common kind of “clan” dwelling is found all over the world. 
For instance, here are examples from northern Europe 
found in archaeological excavations. The first, a German 
example, seems to be divided in two by a screen, we are not 
quite sure why (there was no written history at this time, 
for this was between 10,000 and 5,000 BC) and the black 
dots in the middle of the plan were the hearths. They were 
big hearth stones, situated for the lighting of fires. The other 
smaller stones acted as foundations for the vertical poles that 
carried the structure. That is all that has survived, because 
all the wood has decayed away, so only the stones were left. 
But it is still possible to make out the plan of a very extended 
communal dwelling, with seven hearths inside it. So there 
were seven focal points for gathering. Presumably, each one 
served an extended family of twenty people or so. Therefore 
the whole building could probably house something like 
150 people. And that is a typical northern European 
dwelling from that period. Such buildings have been found 
across Europe north of the Alps (fig. 2.18).

We also know that there were villages of such extended 
buildings. This example was in Poland. We know that many 
centuries later the Vikings lived like this, because foundations 
of many Viking houses have been found (fig. 2.19).

A second non-Asian example was in America. This model 
of that type of communal dwelling is in a museum. “Long 
houses,” as they were called, was a good name for that kind 
of building, because they are always two or three hundred 
feet long. “Long houses” were in use when Europeans first 
went to North America and South America. We actually 
have descriptions of what it was like to visit Indian tribes in 
“long houses.” From them it is possible to reconstruct how 
they were built (fig. 2.20).

This is a contemporary drawing by Captain Smith, dating 
from about 1595, showing him being received by the Indian 
Chief, at the end of a “long house” (fig. 2.21).

Above is a plan of a “long house” drawn in 1743, with a section on its side 
at the left. It had a curved roof, constructed of bent bamboos, and a central 
middle passage which was about 6 foot wide. On either side there were living 
units for extended families, often with little mezzanine levels above them for 
sleeping. From descriptions we know that in the central passages between each 
pair of units there was a fireplace (fig. 2.22).

This is another plan drawn by a visitor to the southern United States in the 
eighteenth century. As above, each pair of these units had a fireplace (fig. 2.23).

Until very recent times they were still building “long houses” in South 
America. They were often very large. This one it differs in one way, in that the 
entrance was a transverse entrance, more common in South America. These 
were built on both the east and the western sides of the Andes, and some are 
still in use (fig. 2.24).

There were also some large South American communal houses that were 
built in circular forms. They are 15 to 20 metres across, with a huge clan 
of people living in each of them. They were cone-shaped and had almost 
perfectly curved sides. 

fig. 2.18

fig. 2.23

fig. 2.22

fig. 2.24

fig. 2.21

fig. 2.20

fig. 2.19
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After that digression we return to Asia. This is the 
most sophisticated of the “long houses” in Asia; it’s 
the type that is found in Borneo and throughout 
many of the islands of the Indonesian Archipelago 
— also in parts of Malaya and the various countries 
of Indo-China and in the region south of China 
(fig. 2.25). There are many variations of them, 
and here we are able to examine only a few. The 
example illustrated is one of the finest in Borneo. 
The mezzanine has become a store room in the 
roof, and there is a living unit on the left, with 
the common street running down one side of the 
building on the right. That allows the inhabitants 
to sit and work in the open air with very good 
light, and they each have a long section of the 
courtyard of their own beyond, which they can 
use for spreading out grain and fruits to dry them 
so that they can be kept for use in the off season. 
It is a very public street; and the women tend to 
sit at a table drinking tea and talking to passersby 
— creating a strong sense of community. The most 
important people in the village, the head man 
and his wife, live in the centre; if you are unlucky 
enough to be very junior and just married you 
have to live at one of the ends of the street. So the 
inhabitants gradually grade down, from the most 
important to the least important (fig. 2.26).

Here is the open air extension of the building beyond the street, 
subdivided into the series of open courtyards, as described above, 
one belonging to each nuclear family, in which they could spread 
out things to dry in the open air. The whole building was raised 
on stilts about 10 to 14 feet — between three and five metres — 
above the level of the ground. (The ground becomes swampy and 
wet during the monsoon period and there is also fear of the wild 
animals) (fig. 2.27 & 2.28). 

Underneath the building they housed the herds of cows, goats  
and sheep needed for food (fig. 2.29).

That example of a “long house” was in Borneo — the next example 
is another type of “long house” in Vietnam. In Indo-China many 
of the “long houses” have openings along the sides so that one 
could actually put a ladder up in any position and go in anywhere, 
but normally they would enter from one end, as was the case in 
this example. But some of the other “long houses” were entered in 
the centre of one side. They are not raised up quite so high as the 
Borneo ones, presumably because here the wild animals are not 
such a threat. They are very beautifully-made structures (fig. 2.30).

There was often an entrance platform at one end — a greeting 
platform in the open air. There are several reasons for that which 
are explained below in the discussion of the nuclear housing 
which developed later (fig. 2.31).

This is the beautifully made inner street of a Vietnamese  
“long-house” (fig. 2.32). And this is the roof space (fig. 2.33).

fig. 2.26

fig. 2.32

fig. 2.33

fig. 2.25

fig. 2.30 fig. 2.31

fig. 2.27

fig. 2.29fig. 2.28
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One end of a “long-house” looking at the 
construction. This is not the same “long house” as 
the previous one, but one that is on slightly higher 
supporting pillars. There is a corral underneath, for 
their cows, bulls, buffaloes and other animals (fig. 
2.34 & 2.35).

A photograph of that underneath area with chicken 
wire to try to control the animals (fig. 2.36).

A more modern example of a “long house.” Notice 
the stone which is normally placed under the base 
of a column, and it’s those stones which we find in 
archaeological excavations (fig. 2.37).

Of course firewood can be stacked underneath the 
house, provided that great care is taken against the 
risk of fire. 

 The screens of the Vietnamese houses are made 
from a different kind of material, sometimes 
matted, sometimes just folded vertical screens, 
and the roof was sometimes done in clay tiles. The 
advantage of the clay tile roof over a roof made of 
leaves, either matted or overlapping or thatched, is 
its performance in the event of earthquakes. The 
more weight you have in a building the less likely 
the building is to move enough for it to collapse. 
If it is a light frame building with a light roof, it 
will collapse more easily. So the more weight you 

put on the roof, the better the resistance of the 
building against earthquakes. The vibration of the 
building is then slowed down so that it becomes 
slower than the vibration of the ground, and less 
destruction takes place (fig. 2.38 & 2.39).

In this illustration there is a connecting bridge 
built between the extended family dwellings. 
Sometimes it is constructed with a ladder 
leading up to it. And the bridge nearly always 
leads to an elevated open-air gathering point 
(fig. 2.40 & 2.41).

Here is one of the open-air gathering points. The 
need for that is thought to be due to the exercise of 
the of the caste system. Although that wasn’t nearly 
as elaborate as the caste system in India, it existed 
as a way of distinguishing workers from the owners 
and their class — that is the people were entitled to 
use the houses because they were the same group 
or the same class. And there were the people who 
are not entitled to enter the building, they did not 
belong to the owner’s group, they were outsiders 
(they might not even be as “clean” as the owners). 
They were not let in and they had to stay in the 
open-air space at the edge of the house, and there 
they were received, entertained and dealt with in 
the case of business. There they could sit and rest 
but not allowed inside; that seems to have been a 
tradition in much of Asia (fig. 2.42 & 2.43).

fig. 2.34

fig. 2.38

fig. 2.39

fig. 2.40
fig. 2.43

fig. 2.41

fig. 2.35

fig. 2.36

fig. 2.37

fig. 2.42
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A smaller version of the ancient dwelling types. This one is not a clan house, it 
isn’t large enough. Some of those last examples in Vietnam were also not quite 
big enough to be clan houses; they were probably extended family houses. 
Remembering how big a single family could be, if uncles, aunts, cousins, 
their wives and children were included, one would rapidly have an extended 
family — easily thirty or forty people but at least on the average about 
twenty. That meant many people in one building, so that required more than 
a small dwelling. Even if members of the family shared rooms, a large area of 
accommodation was needed. At the entrance was the now familiar platform 
for the reception of strangers and those of lower caste (fig. 2.44).

Whether that platform ran along the side or whether the platform was at the 
end, it was always a familiar feature of traditional South East Asian houses 
(fig. 2.45).

Some of these buildings have been analyzed by anthropologists in the last few 
decades. What they have found is that there are really a number of zones to 
the traditional house. There is a zone in which there is a platform (shown at 
the right hand side of this plan), and then there is another zone away from 
the platform at the other end (shown on the left hand side). The end of the 

house farthest away from the platform was the part of the house which has to 
be most protected, because it is where the eldest member of the family and his 
spouse lived, a sacred or sanctified part of the house. There were usually two 
columns which were regarded as blessed columns which protected the owners 
from danger, and therefore protected the whole house. The sleeping mats were 
placed between those two columns. 

Proceeding from right to left in the plan, one arrives at the entrance platform 
on the right and then there is a guest room. If the guests belonged to the 
owner’s clan or tribe or were of the same class they could be welcomed 
with great honour into the guest room and entertained there and not on 
the platform. But even they were never allowed into the private part of the 
house, which was the purified part, and for that reason there was a threshold 
between the two and a slight change in level. Then one reached the sleeping 
area, where the oldest members of the family slept on the right hand side 
and the youngest on the left side. Underneath there was a wash place and 
barns on either side where animals were kept. That clear distinction of parts 
in the plan of a house seems to have been very widespread in Asia. (There is a 
modern equivalent in the Islamic house where the harem, the private part of 
the house, is separated from the public part of the house. And in many parts 
of the Asian world in many different cultures, in differing ethnic groups, you 
find something similar to this).

A view of the underneath level of the house, where there was a storage area for 
firewood, a pig pen, store rooms, a buffalo stable and pens for chickens and 
ducks. Beneath the area where the parents sleep there were no animals, but a 
weaving room and a store room for tools and baskets. It was a special part of 
the house, under those important columns (fig. 2.46). 

fig. 2.44

fig. 2.45

fig. 2.46
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How would a really important person live in that society? This is a 
surviving example of a royal princess’ house in its restored modern 
form in Bangkok in Thailand. Instead of the original wooden 
columns, unfortunately, when they moved it and restored it, they 
put the house onto concrete columns, which is a shame. But the 
rest of it is original and fairly authentic. The original was about 
250 years old. It is intriguing that it’s so like any traditional house, 
but on a grander scale (fig. 2.49). The next illustration is the plan 
of it (fig. 2.50).

It has an entrance pavilion, and there is a connecting bridge to 
take one into the main house, just like the houses illustrated 
above in Vietnam (fig. 2.51).

The royal princess who owned this house received her visitors 
on an elevated platform. Anybody who came to visit her 
was kept at a lower level. She sat enthroned and slept on the 
platform. But the whole building is completely open all around. 
There is no attempt to protect her by surrounding her with walls 
or to create as a palace an important monumental structure. The 
building is a lightweight structure completely without walls or 
windows. There were light-weight blinds that could be pulled 
down. These “tats” as they were called, made of reeds, kept out 
the rain and the wind. But otherwise it was open, to ensure cross 
ventilation in that hot, humid climate. An amazing pattern of 
life for a princess of a very rich kingdom, only 200 years ago.

Illustrations of that house in use (fig. 2.47). A model is illustrated in the middle 
and the guests are seen having a communal meal. You will notice that there is 
no furniture, they sit on the floor. In most of Asia people traditionally sat on 
the floor. In the ancient world a movement for change was introduced, perhaps 
from the Mediterranean, when the idea was formed that important people 
should sit on chairs. It seems that the earliest people who sat on the chairs 
were the rulers of small kingdoms in Anatolia and following them the kings of 
Persia. They sat on chairs which became thrones. They allowed their wives and 
members of their family to sit on low stools around them. Eventually there was 
a sort of low bench which was called a “divan.” And after a time that developed 
into a sitting platform in Turkey and also in China, on which people who were 
important enough could sit crossed-legged. It was a raised platform which 
would have been able to accommodate six or more. But the most important 
sat on chairs. The majority sat on the floor, and until modern times that’s what 
ordinary people did, with no furniture at all (fig. 2.48).

Often there was placed on the floor a spitting bowl, because there were all sorts 
of things that people liked to chew or smoke — and a receptacle was needed 
for the spit or ash.      

fig. 2.47 fig. 2.49 fig. 2.50

fig. 2.47

fig. 2.48
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Although twentieth century scholarship in archeology and anthropology 
focused on overland connections, archaeologists and anthropologist are 
returning to an earlier view that the seas were very important. I think the 
mistakes they made in the twentieth century was they assumed that you 
could only travel on an ocean during the day and at nighttime the migrants 
stopped on land to sleep. That was an idea which we have from some of the 
accounts of early navigation in China. But in actual fact primitive man, early 
man, was pretty tough. He was perfectly capable of stretching out on a log 
canoe and sleeping. Canoes fitted with outriggers were fairly steady crafts, 
and providing the ocean wasn’t too rough, it wasn’t too difficult to sleep. 
As far as provisions were concerned, there are still people alive who, during 
World War II travelled in primitive crafts and they said they could go for 
three weeks with a fairly small amount of food, which was carefully selected. 
And a fairly small amount of fresh water too. Beyond that they relied on 
fish. So it was possible to travel a long way in three weeks, particularly if 
one was in an area of strong winds, such as the trade winds or the “roaring 
forties.” Which may explain how mankind spread by oceans much more 
than scholars had earlier realized. The conclusion is that connections across 
the oceans have always been very important. That is nowhere more true than 
in the area around the Indonesian archipelago where we can see from the 
evidence that a culture was spread from somewhere in Indochina out into 
the islands of the Pacific, and also further north — we will talk about that 
later. Evidence for the spread of that culture is partly evident in the buildings 
illustrated here which have these very strange roofs.

In this chapter the focus is on South East Asia. 

Leaning out in an extraordinary way, with strange gabled ends the buildings, 
were entered from the ends, and there were flights of steps or ladders leading 
up to them. Not only were the gables leaning out at extraordinary angles, but 
the roof ridges were not straight; they dipped in the middle, in very big curves, 
like saddles.

I have already argued that symbolism in traditional architecture was important 
as a generator of form. We don’t know a great deal about symbolism in pre-
history. But luckily we come a little bit closer if the symbolism is obvious. So 
we think we understand the symbolism that I am going to show you now, for 
reasons that you may agree with me are persuasive when you see the evidence. 
And the first is the use of this very strange roof. In many parts of east Asia, 
from northern Japan to through parts of China right down to Indonesia you 
find curved roofs, often of very striking shapes, and the question is what cause 
the people to create curved roofs? We will deal with China and Japan when 

fig. 3.1

we get to those countries, but I want to 
limit ourselves here to south East Asia, 
where we have fairly good evidence of the 
origins of the curved roof. 
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Fig. 3.3 shows another larger house, 
showing the gable column and the 
overhanging roof it is supporting. In this 
example there are five buffalo horns and 
the crane extends higher.

Smaller buildings don’t need the gables 
propped, and the column is truncated; 
it does not go down to the ground but 
serves a purely symbolic function. There 

There has to be a reason why people would go to 
so much trouble, to spend a lot of extra money 
on big overhanging roofs. Now of course the 
empiricists would say that it’s for shade, but that is 
not going to prove a very persuasive explanation. 
The building is still a simple form, which is likely to 
be symbolic. What’s it symbolic of ? (In China they 
often talk about the symbolism of birds, some sort 
of bird in flight, but that’s not necessarily where it 
came from in this case).

Fig. 3.2 shows how much the eaves overhang in 
many buildings. We often find that the overhang 
is supported by a freestanding column, which is 
holding up the ridge, enabling the latter to extend 
further out in the form of a cantilever. Also, there are 
often what appear to be bull’s horns attached to the 
column. These are actually buffalo horns. In addition 
there is normally a strange wooden object which rises 
up at an angle like a bracket. But this latter doesn’t 
hold up the roof, it actually has a bird’s head at the 
top of it! So we realize that what is represented by it 
is a bird with a long neck — a crane.

The next illustration (fig. 3.3) shows the gable 
clearly and the column supporting the overhanging 
roof. In this case there is a series of three cranes. 
The heads of the cranes are not visible but you 
can see the necks going up and the buffalo heads 
fastened to the column.

fig.3.2

fig. 3.3

fig. 3.4

fig. 3.7 making matting for screens 
from palm or bamboo leaves. 

fig. 3.6 carving totems from 
bamboo and palm trunks.

is a tiny crane but apparently no buffalo 
heads (fig. 3.4).

These are not houses or temples, but 
stores for rice and grain, raised to protect 
them from mice and rats, the weather and 
the swamp, and symbolically treated in 
the same way. 

Small sacred buildings — with people 
gathering and sitting. 

Nearly all of these buildings are 
constructed of bamboo, because bamboo 
is an incredibly versatile material. Thick 
bamboos are strong enough for columns, 
beams and cantilevers and thin bamboos 
can be split to make screens. The leaves of 
bamboo and palms can be woven to make 
roofing materials and walls. 

fig. 3.5
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fig. 3.8

fig. 3.9

fig. 3.10

fig. 3.11

Although the building in fig. 3.8 does not have overhanging eaves, they show the way these houses were 
constructed. The question immediately arises: what was the difference between a temple and a house in 
these societies? The answer is that there is not a great deal of difference. A temple was simply the home of 
the spirits and the building for them was basically a house. So it conforms to the typical form of the house. 
A cantilevered construction on four posts served as the base; supporting a platform, with around the 
edge of the platform a raised seat. Within the raised seat there were two metal trays in which fires could 
be made for cooking. The approach to the temple (or house) was up a notched pole or gangplank. The 
building was roofed with a double pitched roof covered with layers of matting or bamboo thatch. At the 
ends of the ridges the gable fascias were frequently crossed at the top to represent buffalo horns.

This illustration of sections through the building shows clearly the way the structures were cantilevered 
at the bottom from four vertical posts sunk into the ground (fig. 3.9). The raised seat around the edge of 
the floor, and the construction system of the roof, are also clearly shown. The drawings illustrate temples 
because they were usually better built and larger than houses. In some of the larger buildings the whole 
construction rested on four foundation stones beneath the four wooden pillars of the substructure.

Fig. 3.10 & 3.11 are photographs of interiors. Together 
with the sections they illustrate how the buildings were 
symmetrical, with the shallow metal dishes for the fires in 
the centre at both ends and the approaches transversely 
placed in the centre of the long sides were groups of logs 
arranged to create sloping ramps up into the building.

These houses and temples have been found in many areas 
of South East Asia, wherever a very traditional way of life 
was still carried on until recently. The black and white 
photographs and drawings were made about 90 years ago, 
and the colour photographs 45 years ago. Most of these 
photographs are from the Indonesian islands. And, as was 
said before, the same kind of structure is found along the 
coast in Malaya and along the coasts of Indo-China.

So where does it come from? A clue is 
given by fig. 3.12. It is of a ceremonial 
boat being stored during the monsoon 
against damage. It has, as you can see, two 
main keels on either side of a rectangular 
boat and they rest on four columns with 
a cross member. So the boat is effectively 
cantilevered out from the four posts and 
at the ends it is cantilevered out into a 
bow and a stern — and then it’s protected 
by a thatched roof from the monsoon. 

So that was apparently an important 
image in their eyes and their minds, 
an image of the communal ceremonial 
boat stored on the shore for most of 
the year. Such ceremonial boats are 
used for weddings and for important 
ceremonies negotiating peace between 
neighbouring villages or tribes. They 
would always use a ceremonial boat on 
those occasions — or groups of them. 
There are photographs of them in use 
like that. When they weren’t being used 
they would be stored. So the image of 
this boat must have been a very common 
image in the minds of these villagers. It 
was a symbol of the ocean and ocean-
going and of important events of 
identity in the community. 

fig. 3.12

fig. 3.13
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If they are trying to monumentalize it, this one (fig. 3.14) is a very fine exaggerated example of the use of 
that symbol as a generator of architecture in Java. It is a grand chieftain’s house. Here is a side view of the 
same chieftain’s house (fig. 3.15). It was inspired by Javanese boats which were particularly large and grand, 
with a very elaborate sub-structure. It has been given a large thatched roof, beautifully finished. 

The east end of that house, with the pole that supports the gable with more than twenty buffalo heads on 
it (fig. 3.16). The gable end is treated like the stern of a great boat. 

In that illustration one can see the neck of the head of the crane going up behind the buffalo horns. At that 
point we might investigate the symbolism of the buffalo horns and the crane at the bow of a boat. Ancient 
people were likely to be scared of oceans, and we know that a powerful influence in South East Asia was 
ancient Indian, Hindu, thinking. If we go back to ancient Sanskrit belief, we find that in the Sanskrit texts 
they describe how the ocean is inhabited by fiendish snakes or serpents, called Naga, and it is easy to see 
that they symbolize for them the ocean. They believed that the ocean was dangerous because the Naga 
could swallow people. There were two enemies of Naga, one was the buffalo and the one was the crane. So 
the image of the buffalo and that of the crane might scare the Naga and give them a chance of surviving 
at sea. So ancient South East Asian boats would traditionally have a crane and at least on a buffalo head at 
the bow as a way of protecting the crew as they ventured out into the ocean. This really confirms that each 
house is symbolically meant to be a boat. 

fig. 3.14

fig. 3.15

fig. 3.17

fig. 3.16
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These are the store buildings 
associated with the grand 
houses, and cranes are explicitly 
represented here, the enemies of 
the Naga (fig. 3.18).

The gable of this storehouse for 
rice has a truncated column  
(fig. 3.19). 

These pictures (fig. 3.19, 3.20, 3.21 & 3.22) are of the entrances to bridges. It is clear that even bridges 
are treated as stored ceremonial boats, with protective buffalo horns and crane’s heads. Why would they 
want to protect themselves on bridges? Because they are crossing water, of course. So they would want to 
have the same protection themselves against the Naga. Some of the villages still preserve ancient portable 
religious shrines. And many of these were in the form of stored ceremonial boats (fig. 3.23 & 3.24). 

fig. 3.18

fig. 3.19, 3.20, 3.21

fig. 3.22

fig. 3.23

fig. 3.24

fig. 3.19

In other villages, the preserved religious shrines mostly take the form of bronze castings of a 
boat with its crew — the oarsmen, and a bridge, with the captain on it. What is represented 
by the bronze model is not a complete solid bronze boat, because obviously that would 
be too expensive in material, so it’s made in frame work, to save the cost. But it’s still very 
clear. Bronze, why bronze? Because bronze was developed as a material for making not only 
weapons, but permanent religious shrines and images, and gongs, which often would be the 
centre of religious ceremonies. The development of bronze casting was very active in southern 
China along the Red river which runs into North Vietnam, from at least a 1000 BC. maybe 
earlier, and in that area they had very sophisticated bronze casting. But the bronze model 
in this illustration is not in Vietnam, this bronze is out in one of the islands of Indonesia 
— taken there by boat. So it’s a fair guess that these villages, these buildings are the result of 
boat communities that set out from the area that cast bronze, that is in North Vietnam — or 
nearby in Cambodia and South Vietnam in the Mekong river area. They sailed from there, 
and took their bronze religious shrines with them. So it was clearly a maritime culture which 
spread out to the whole of Indonesia and the Pacific islands. What would be the reason 
for the spread of that culture? The answer is: trade, of course. There was much profit to be 
made from trade. So these maritime communities established footholds in islands, and those 
footholds over centuries became the villages containing the buildings and the religious shrines. 
Frequently, after the trade ceased, the descendants of the original traders would remain in 
a remote island and all they would have is the memories of their ancestors. They were no 
longer in contact with South East Asia, but instead were out in the islands. So the memory of 
belonging to this maritime community is all that they had. And it became the focus of their 
ideal society. It was the origin of their system of defense to ensure a sense of protection and 
they came to organize their whole society around it. We know that when these villages were 
studied by scholars a hundred years ago, these societies were found to each have a “captain” 
who was the head of the village. (He was called “the captain”, or sometimes “the oarsman” or 
“the steersman,” but in nautical terms it’s the same thing). The elders of the village were called 
by the various names of the members of the crew of a boat. And the centre of the village would 
be shaped like a boat. And, of course, the houses were most often shaped like boats too. In 
those villages funerals were organized on a ceremonial boat — although often on dry land. So 
they were remembering the order of maritime life that had brought them to this place. These 
practices and symbolisms served to establish a sense of solidarity. 

But were these villages, which were all over south East Asia, the only kind of village? And the 
answer is: no, they weren’t. They were usually only a minority of the villages. The majority 
of villages were clearly not like this, for they didn’t build this kind of roof. Instead, they built 
communal houses like those we saw earlier, “long houses,” a completely different kind of 
architecture, in this region not shaped like boats at all. So if you were a minority community, 
in a village, trying to protect yourself against a hostile world, and you remember your ancestors 
coming across the sea, then this would be a reason for commemorating that in symbolism 
which gave you security and identity. 
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Here, in recent times, is 
a ceremonial wedding 
in boats (fig. 3.25). 

fig. 3.25

fig. 3.26 fig. 3.27 fig. 3.28

fig. 3.29

fig. 3.30

fig. 3.31

Sometimes reminders of the nautical origin of the villagers extended even to the details of the buildings. 
Here is one example (fig. 3.26), a representation of a boat in an important entrance to a temple. This is 
another example (fig. 3.27), a representation of an ancestor in a boat carved into the beam in a funeral 
house. Fig. 3.28 is another example, a representation of an ancestor in a boat carved into the beam in a 
funeral house.

A third example, door steps carved as 
boats (fig. 3.29). A fourth example is the 
way some of the villages indicated that a 
building was a temple by placing a boat 
on top of the ridge — or alternatively by 
treating the ends of the ridge as the bow 
and stern of a boat (fig. 3.30). 

We are now for the first time 
encountering symbolism of a complicated 
kind. We were looking at the simple 
symbolism of cosmology before, but now 
we are coming close to the way ancient 
people thought about symbolism. It was 
a very important fact in their lives. On 
the right hand end, two straight rods 
representing horns (fig. 3.31). 

Fig. 3.32 shows diagrams of the variety of boat roofs that are found 
throughout South East Asia and Indonesia. Different forms evolved 
in various emerging ways in different cultures, in different parts of 
that area. Often crossed fascia rafters are used to represent buffalo 
horns, in many sorts of differing ways.

fig. 3.32

fig. 3.33

fig. 3.34

fig. 3.35

The next few pictures illustrate great buildings for 
the initiation of young boys and the girls. Many New 
Guinean and Papuan tribes built these huge versions 
of boat houses — with the same features, the same 
overhanging gables and the same poles holding them up.
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That is clear evidence that the Dong Son culture was very 
important in New Guinea, as it was throughout the whole 
area. It brought the trade goods and advance culture to 
regions which were otherwise very cut off. 

This drawing of an early settlement in Thailand or 
Cambodia shows a clear difference between the houses 
and the temples — the temple became the prominent boat 
building (fig. 3.36). 

But in many other cultures it was only the store houses that 
had regular roofs, the houses themselves being boat houses 
(fig. 3.37). A maritime gangway led up to the high temple 
floor, and there were poles again to supporting over-hanging 
gables of the temple. 

In some cases the village had been moved (fig. 3.38). On the 
right hand side there was an old village and all that remained 
was the centre of it, which was a cemetery, afterwards regarded 
as the home of the ancestors. Notice that moving the “village 
boat” created a wake which was represented by a very nicely 
made stone path. In the new village on the left hand side there 
were two zones: an inner zone for the important centres of 
worship related to the current cemetery and an outer oval 
surrounded by the buildings of the elders of the tribe and a 
shrine house, (No.10). This latter was round, but the fact that 
it was round didn’t confuse them, because actually they named 
different sides of the round shape “bow” and “stern,” to clarify 
that it was a symbolic boat. So the stern was on the side one 
entered and the bow was on the side further away. 

Nearly all the boat house villages in different parts of 
Indonesia had layouts of this type — symbolizing a boat  
in form (fig. 3.40). 

Indonesia with its Dong Son culture was not the only 
maritime culture that gave rise to architectural forms. For 
comparison, a few others are discussed briefly. The first is 
illustrated by the chaitya hall of the ancient Hindu Buddhist 
religions (fig. 3.41). That was a meeting hall. (Not really a 
prayer hall but a hall for meditating the spiritual values of 
the religion). It had a very curious roof which was made of 

fig. 3.36

fig. 3.37

fig. 3.38

fig. 3.39

fig. 3.40

wooden curved members which were very close together. Very few of the chaitya halls remain standing 
intact, because they ceased building them in the early centuries AD. We have representations of the 
best of them cut from natural stone in caves. For this reason we can’t actually study the original ceiling 
members, but the assumption is, and I think it a very reasonable one, that they represent the shaped 
members of upturned boats — because this happened all over the maritime world. The reason why they 
have this strange roof of rafters which are curved and very close together is that they are actually taken 
the wood from the boats. These were boats that were being dismantled because they were starting to leak 
and becoming brittle. In many societies they took the wooden members from boats and reused them in 
roof construction. So that the roof of the chaitya hall was effectively and very closely related to a boat 
upside down. In the great Ganges river there are still boats of the same shape with closely spaced ribs. 
Thus, it is possible to compare the modern boat with these rock carvings and it is very convincing that the 
construction of the chaitya hall ceilings is related to maritime construction. 

fig. 3.41

A view of the inside of a chaitya hall (fig. 
3.42), illustrating the strange transition 
from the straight supporting colonnade, 
which is very architectural, into the 
construction of the roof which does not 
look architectural at all. It does not seem 
as if it belongs. It is a completely different 
system  — the language of the boat turned 
upside down. 

An illustration of the whole roof (fig. 
3.43). Large boats were built for the 
Ganges river trade and the Indus valley 
trade and other areas in India, so it made 
sense to reuse the wood, or at least to 
use the boat craftsmen to build the roof, 
which was a big span and needed many 
rafters close together to support it. 

fig. 3.42

fig. 3.43
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In Europe, we know from archaeological studies, in the coastal districts and from dating 
the wood, that much of the wood work in the roofs is actually taken from boats. In the 
same way they felt the need to reuse old boat wood and not waste it. 

Archaeologists have found that, the Vikings, when they couldn’t sail from Scandinavia 
on their marauding expeditions for the whole year, because of the bad storms in the 
winter in the North Sea and in the Baltic, stayed on land for approximately six months 
of each year. As they didn’t want to lose the discipline of the Viking crew, each crew 
would stay in one building — a long house — with their wives and children. They lived 
in that pattern discussed in the last chapter, in which nuclear families lived around 
an open space in the middle of the building with stone slates set in the floor for fire 
places. That is how a Viking crew would spend the months on shore. The shape of 
the building seems at first very strong. It has got a curved roof and the ridge has two 
buffalo horns at each end. So did the Vikings believe in Shiva and Naga? Of course 
they didn’t. But the connection to the ancient Indo-European is now lost because the 
Vikings didn’t have written texts. We do have some verbal sagas but they don’t reveal 
anything of this symbolism. Nevertheless it is thought that there was more connection 
in pre-historic times between ancient Asians and Europeans than we realize. Northern 
Europeans migrated from central Asia. Northern Indians migrated from central Asia, in 
the opposite direction. So the two had perhaps a common source. There were possibly 
connections which may explain why the horns were important to the Vikings. 

fig. 3.44

Finally, we should consider parallels in Japan. 
Chinese civilization was very developed by the 
time that the Dong Son culture is thought to have 
spread its influence into the Pacific and South Asia. 
China possessed an ancient civilization by 600 
BC. But it is believed that Japanese civilization was 
at that time still primitive. And it is clear that the 
Dong Son were trading to Japan.

We have very little record of Japanese history before the 4th c AD. 
But we do have found objects. Among them are bells, drums and clay 
objects. Fig. 3.46 is an ancient Japanese clay model of a house with an 
overhanging roof. The roof is of thatch with leaning gables. 

Fig. 3.47 shows an etching of a building on a bronze bell. There are 
a number of etchings like this on bronze plates, and bronze gongs 
in Japan, many of them showing buildings like this, which have 
high raised floors. Each was approached up a kind of a ladder or a 
gangplank, and at the ends there were overhanging gables supported 
on columns. These seem clearly related to the buildings of Indonesia, 
but this is in Japan, and we believe that the bronze casting was done 
in Japan. (The Japanese were very quick to learn these skills and 
bronze casting was wide-spread in Japan by the 1st 2nd century AD). 

There are actually buildings still being erected in 
Japan which have these connections with Dong 
Son culture. An example is this boat along the 
ridge of a recently rebuilt shrine (fig. 3.48). The 
Dong Son culture traded north as well as south 
and they clearly traded as far as Japan. The Japanese 
people today recognize that the origin of their 
culture is partly from the south. This will be 
discussed further in a later chapter. 

fig. 3.47

fig. 3.48

fig. 3.46
fig. 3.45



CHAPTER 04 HINDU
—
INDUS VALLEY CIVILIZATION c. 3000 B.C. – 1500 B.C. 
/ Indo-Aryan Incursions c. 1500 B.C. – 1000 B.C.

HINDU RELIGION & HINDU CULTURE c.1250 onwards 
/ The search for Dharma — Eternal truths.

Phases of Hinduism (identified by the Holy Books) 
/ A. Polytheism (Holy Books :Vedas) c. 1250 B.C. – c. 800 B.C.  
Contact with Gods initially established by Sacrifice 
/ B. Sacrifice — as a Cosmic Process (Holy Books: Brahmanas).  
Gods are servants of these rituals. c. 800 B.C. – c. 400 B.C. 
/ C. Individual worship through self-examination (Holy Books: Upanishads).

Gods remain as super-beings with divine powers. 
/ BELIEF that reincarnation is inevitable. 
/ AIM OF RELIGIOUS DEVOTION To escape the endless cycle of birth and rebirth, of good and evil, 
by identifying with the all-embracing Whole which lies beyond birth and rebirth, good and evil. 

Later Ideals 
/ Ethical and Noble Man (Holy Book: Bagavata Purana) 
c.100 B.C. – 100 A.D. onwards. Rama 
/ Passionate Devotion and Love.  
 c. 500 A.D. onwards. Krishna

Hinduism from the point of view of ordinary people 
/ Three principles: Love. Kindness. Assisting others. 
/ Offerings are made to the gods in the hope of blessings. 
/ Song is used in the temples because the gods respect and respond to music. 
/ Temples are symbols either of individual gods — or of their vehicles.

Theology 
/ The universe is whole and indivisible.  
/ That is, the material universe and the spiritual universe are one. 
/ The spiritual universe is all things immaterial: the breath, life, experience, ecstasy, love. It is everywhere 
— there is nothing material that does not have a spiritual dimension. 
/ The spiritual state can only be totally reached by renunciation and return.

Temples discussed 
/ Mahabalipuram / Khadjuraho / Madura / Tanjore
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About a hundred years ago, important discoveries were made in northern 
India. They started to find very ancient images, usually on pieces of 
baked clay, but sometimes carved in other materials. At first they weren’t 
terribly surprised by what they were finding, but it slowly dawned on 
them that they were looking at something strange. If you know anything 
about Hinduism you would probably realize that, although this at 
first appears a representation of Shiva, it is different in many ways. The 
god has a pair of horns and is sitting cross legged on a table. But it was 
soon established that the image dated from about 1500 BC or earlier. 
It is a very early image. (They were able to start dating these images 
because of the development of a new technique of dating called thermal 
luminescence. Which meant they could actually date when the clay was 
baked). They began to realize that there was a very ancient history in 
India which nobody knew about. Subsequent research has established 
the age of this civilization. It went back to at least 2500 BC, and was 
focused mainly on the central river of modern Pakistan, the Indus River. 

The Indus River is the blue line on the left of this map. There is another 
great river, again a blue line, running to the east, which is the Ganges. 
The Ganges seems to have also been, somewhat later, a subsidiary part 
of this ancient culture, but it was not as important. The main centres 

fig. 4.1

of this early civilization were along the Indus River. What its relationship is 
to modern India is very debatable. This is the generally accepted hypothesis 
about it: It’s thought that the ancient language of the Indus valley was 
probably Dravidian. Now the descendants of the Dravidians are mostly in 
the south of India, and they seem to have been driven there by invaders from 
Central Asia. These invaders first appeared about 1500 BC and continued 
to move in in large numbers until at least by 1000 BC. And they were not 
only moving from Central Asia down into India, these same people were 
moving from Central Asia into Europe. And they are believed to have been 
the ancestors of the northern Europeans — and of the Vikings. They are also 
the ancestors of modern northern Indians — and they are called Aryans. 
Another term for Aryan is Indo-European. We can actually show that this is 
true through language. There is an amazing similarity between some of the 
basic words in northern Indian and the same words in modern European 
languages — such as Latin and the languages descended from them like 
Portuguese, French, and Spanish. The same sounding words for mother, 
father, children, and for bread. So there is no doubt about the cultural links. 
But this is not true of the Dravidians in the south of India, who have a 
completely different language. And that is thought to have possibly been the 
language of the ancient Indus valley and in the ancient Ganges. The people 
were driven south by the invaders. This ancient civilization in India took place 
in the centuries before writing was fully developed. Some writing has been 
found, but it was mainly numbers and a few symbols. Nobody is yet been sure 
they can understand it. None of the surviving examples are written texts, so it 
is not possible to deduce history from it. The result is that we know very little 
about the Indus valley civilization. We have a few brief glimpses of it because 
the people traded with Mesopotamia and the cities of Mesopotamia — where 
they did have writing — mentioning the trade and the goods they brought. 
One of the main landing places for these ancient peoples was the island of 
Bahrain. They also had trading posts in Oman. Indus valley relics and seals 
have been found in Oman and in Bahrain as well as in Mesopotamia. So they 
were definitely trading there too. What were they trading in? They seem to 
have been experienced in mining copper and other metal ores, which were 
very valuable in those days, because people had started casting bronze. From 
about 3300 BC ancient civilizations started to utilize copper, so the Indus 
Valley civilization appears to have contributed to the trade in metals. But that 
culture seems to have been wiped out around 1500 BC or soon afterwards. 
Whether it was wiped out by Aryans combined with other factors, we don’t 
know. Foreign invasion, climate change and disease were probably very closely 
linked. Suddenly there wasn’t a civilization anymore. The ancient Indus 
people built wonderful cities, with marvelous houses in them. In some areas 
there appear to have been sacred pools. 
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Fig. 4.2 is an example of a typical house. Such houses were very well 
reconstructed. Most of the buildings being in baked brick — or in 
unbaked brick — both of which have survived well all those centuries 
buried underground. There was some use of timber. This did not 
survive, but you can see the marks in the brick where the timber 
beams were placed. From those it is possible to work out the roofing 
system and the flooring system, then it’s possible to reconstruct the 
house fairly accurately. There were indoor toilets, and they had proper 
drainage systems in the streets, which were paved. There was a large 
courtyard in every house. The main rooms tended to open into the 
courtyard for light and air. It’s quite clear that it was a grand house. 
There were many big houses like this belonging to rich merchants, with  
top lights through the roof when they did not have courtyards. So 
you have a sense of a very sophisticated developed society. The reasons 
for the courtyards are probably a combination of shelter from the hot 
climate and the need for protection from the outside for their goods 
and for their family. So the houses looked inwards. The flat roofs may 
have been used for sleeping on in very hot weather — a tradition that 
continues in many parts of India. This house is thus a direct ancestor 
of many modern Indian houses. It dates from about 2000 BC. 

fig. 4.2

fig. 4.3

For comparison, fig. 4.3 is a South Asian house which was 
built 350 years ago. It is not in India itself but in northern 
Sri Lanka, built by an ancient Tamil community, Dravidian. 
It is built in a very traditional way. From the outside it is 
relatively unimpressive.

The entrance is not into an entrance hall or into a living 
room, but across a short bridge into an office. Why? Because 
the business office is the only part of the house that is 
unpurified. Anybody of any social standing, in India that 
is called caste, can go in there and the purity of the house is 
not disturbed. So if the owners are going to do business, all 
the people they have to do business with, all the workmen, 
are all able to come into this office and they can deal with 
them there. And visitors are received there too. But the only 
people allowed beyond that room would be the people of 
exactly the same social standing as the owners. That is, of the 
same caste. Because their presence inside the house is not 
going to pollute it. If anybody else goes in, the poor owners 
of the house had to re-purify the house, which takes three 
days. They had to perform ritual bathing, to sprinkle salt 
and vinegar over the floor, and say many prayers in order 
to re-purify the house. (In another instance, for a wedding 
reception, the people they would invite would be people of 
their own caste, their own social standing, and they would be 
able to come in easily. People of a higher caste would also not 
be a problem. So they can arrange a large social gathering in 
the courtyard of the house, which can be bedecked with flags 
and flowers and look very beautiful. There is no problem 
with that. It is only when people of a lower caste, or total 
strangers, enter the inner house that there is a problem). 

In this photograph (fig. 4.5), the owner of the house is 
looking at me rather sternly, and behind him is the door 
that leads into the courtyard. In fig. 4.6 we are now in the 
courtyard, looking back at the doorway we have come 
through. It’s a very plain courtyard, a perfect square in shape. 
Looking from the doorway, from the business office there is 
a raised open veranda space all the way around the courtyard 
(fig. 4.7). On the right is the family living area, on the left 
the passageway to the kitchen. The house is remarkably like 
the Indus valley house, but it is not raised up so high. 

fig. 4.4

fig. 4.5

fig. 4.6

fig. 4.7
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In the plan (fig. 4.8) the square courtyard is clearly seen, in the centre. Below it 
is the entrance, leading to the office and at the back of that is the door leading 
to the square courtyard. Across the square courtyard, but transverse to it, is 
a walkway leading into the kitchen area. There is another doorway in this 
passage controlling the entrance from the kitchen, so that no one who is not of 
the same social caste and the same social level can enter the courtyard. People 
of low caste work in the kitchen but are not permitted through that doorway. 
What is the significance of the transverse axis? At the right hand end of it there 
is clearly the most important part of the house, for it has a much higher roof, 
which towers above the rest of the house. The central room under that roof is 
the shrine room of the house. In this room everything precious to the family 
and the house is kept. All the family documents as well as anything precious 
is there. In the front area of the floor of the shrine room there are lamps and 
images of gods. The family pray in the courtyard facing towards this shrine. 
In a typical Hindu house they would pray in the morning and in the evening, 
usually at dawn, or just after dawn, and again at sunset. The whole family 
would gather there to pray. Next to the shrine is the room for storing the ritual 
vessels of the house. During weddings or celebrations of births or funerals, 
there would be a ritual feast using these ceremonial vessels. The room on the 
left of the shrine room is called “the dark room.” Why is “the dark room” so 
important that it is placed next to the shrine? Originally the whole veranda 
of the courtyard was open, so there was no privacy there. So if a woman was 
giving birth to a child where should she go? The “the dark room” was provided 
for that purpose. The mother retreated during birth to ritual “the dark room,” 
and had privacy during that period. Otherwise everything in a traditional 
Hindu house was communal. 

 The room on the kitchen side of the main court is the room for a visiting 
swami, that is, the priest of a Hindu temple. As an important visitor to the 
community he is given hospitality; he has to be given some privacy so he has a 
place of his own. 

Since most of the house is completely open, how do they deal with the 
separation between boys and girls? The boys have to sleep on the side of the 
courtyard nearer the shrine and the girls have to sleep in the other side. The 
owner and his wife sleep next to the dark room. But where is the bathroom? 
The answer is there isn’t one. Bathing is done next to the well outside the 
house. For relieving oneself, one had to go into the fields, or the woods. There 
are two other activities which could pollute a purified house. One is sexual 
— that has to take place outside, except for the senior man of the house and 
his wife. The other activity which could pollute the house is menstruation. 

So girls are not allowed to menstruate in the purified part of the house. There 
is a special bench for girls to menstruate in just outside the courtyard, in the 
kitchen area. These are very ancient traditions. All cooking is, of course, done 
outside the purified zone. In the cooking area there are rice bins in the top left 
hand corner standing on columns to keep away the rats and the damp, and the 
rest of the area is storage for vessels. In one corner a tiny little place is set aside 
for a fire where they cook vegetables. Inside the house there is no fish or meat 
cooked at all. That does not mean they don’t eat meat or fish, but they have 
to cook them outside the building. For that purpose there is another fireplace 
on the outside of the wall where the inside fireplace is. Sometimes there is a 
cupboard next to the fireplace on the outside where they could store the fish 
and the meat. These traditions are very important in an ancient society. They 
can eat meat and fish inside, but not cook it there. 

Where do the farm workers sleep? Farm implements are stored in the area 
between the shrine and the office, and farm workers sleep in that corner.  
There is a separate side doorway to provide access from the fields.

fig. 4.8
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This house has been modernised. They have put 
in some bookcases and some chairs, and the girls’ 
corner has been screened (fig. 4.9). 

In this view (fig.4.10) we are looking at the 
outside of the room in which the visiting swami 
slept, next to the passage way into the kitchen. 
On the left is the doorway through into the 
business office. The pot in the corner was for the 
collection of water from the roof. 

Fig. 4.11 shows the shrine. Inside it there are 
lamps, small images and at the rear a cupboard for 
family records and family heirlooms. Flanking the 
doorway on the outside are symbolic lamps in the 
wall on either side. There is a modern lamp down 
below. The floor is sloped up to the shrine to imply 
that it is sharing the same level as the courtyard — 
and that the courtyard floor goes into this room. 
Fig. 4.12 shows the transverse axis from the shrine, 
along the ramp into the floor of the courtyard and 
through into the kitchen. This transverse axis was 
the generator of the house. Usually, in the laying 
out of a house a swami, a religious man, came 
to determine the most appropriate point in the 
site for the shrine room to be placed. He would 
then look to the east or the south for the best 
direction for the house to be built along and that 
would be the axial line to the kitchen. It had to be 
south or east, because the west was the direction 
of the sunset, of the dying of the day — and thus 
represented death. So it would have been a very 
bad omen to face a house towards the sunset. From 
the north there is no sun at all. It is the direction 
away from the sun, in the northern hemisphere. 
The owners wouldn’t have wanted to face their 
houses away from the sun. So extending the axis 
from the shrine room to the north or west was not 
possible. The shrine of the house had to face either 
east or south. Hindus preferred the shrine to face 
in a cardinal direction if they could.

fig. 4.9

fig. 4.10

fig. 4.11

fig. 4.12

Fig. 4.13 is a view looking from 
the kitchen back into the house 
along the axis to the shrine. Fig. 
4.14 shows a scene within the 
kitchen, preparing the meal, 
with the workers sitting on 
the ground. Looking through 
into the kitchen yard from the 
outside, back door (fig. 4.15).

The well was always outside  
the house, just as the cooking  
of meat and fish was outside  
(fig. 4.16). There was a  
counter-balanced well for 
drawing water with a bucket. 

To sum up, that is a typical  
high-caste Hindu house. The 
highest point in the roof of the 
house indicated the importance 
of the shrine. According to 
traditional belief, once the 
position of the shrine was 
established, the courtyard 
position had to be in front of it, 
with the fire on the left of the 
axis extending out in a cardinal 
direction, and a well for drawing 
water always on the right  
of the axis. 

fig. 4.16

fig. 4.13

fig. 4.14, 4.15
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It’s not surprising that the highest buildings in any community were the temples. 
Fig. 4.17 is an example of a very early temple. There are not many very early 
temples left in India. That is partly because most of them had wood in their 
construction, which didn’t last. In other cases they were rebuilt. If a site was 
sacred people tended to rebuild a larger and better temple. This building we are 
looking at is one of the earliest. It’s from about 650 AD. It is carved out of living 
rock, that’s why it’s still there, in a place called Mahabalipuram, which is south 
of Chennai, which used to be called Madras, on the eastern side of India. The 
temple is a very interesting sight because one can see straightaway that it’s meant 
to be high, it has a peaked roof. In addition the pyramidal peaked roof is divided 
into four zones. The three lower ones have smaller transverse roofs, and the 
fourth zone has a huge roof, a sort of dome. Fundamentally, the Indians believe 
there was a creator god who is rarely represented — and never represented in 
human form. He is Brahma. Now the Indian religion has changed with the 
passage of time. In the original version the great creator god was Brahma. His act 
of creation first was eight major gods. So there are eight homes of gods on the 
first level. Associated with each god was a consort. A consort would mean that 

fig. 4.17

there are eight consorts, but in addition there were important 
offspring. So there are many more roofs on the second level. 
And then all the divinities have “vehicles,” animals or birds 
and lesser offspring. So the third level is for these “vehicles” 
and the lesser offspring. For Hindus, humans are not unique 
— they believe in reincarnation. So an animal can be reborn 
as a human and a human can be reborn as an animal. There is 
a link between them. They are all part of creation. So this is 
really a symbolic sacred mountain. It represents the way the 
gods are ordered in the heavens in an early form of Hinduism. 
Even more important is the plan of it. 

The plan shows that those four zones can be represented 
in the plan as four concentric squares (fig. 4.18). Now that 
kind of diagram is called a “mandala” in India. A “mandala” 
is a sacred diagram, but it is particularly a diagrammatic plan 
for praying. The way one would read the four concentric 
squares if one were beginning to pray is that one would tend 
to use them for circumambulation, which means to walk 
around something. So in this temple one would ideally have 
four zones of circumambulation. Perhaps five, because one 
would begin the circumambulation on the outside. And that 
would be a ritual one would go through as part of the prayer. 
Those rituals are represented in that diagram. What you 
see there is the spatial “mandala”- the “Dharmarajaratha,” 
“Dharma” being the great god, the Whole God, the 
wholeness of belief. 

But there are not only mandalas of gods, but of human beings. 
Fig. 4.19 is called the “Purusha Mandala”. That is, the creation 
of man, as it is represented in Hinduism. They believed that 
man/woman was created from his/her belly button, so that 
is the centre of the mandala. And then there were the zones 
of the important parts of the original man/woman around 
it, including the genitals, the head, the heart and so on. 
That is the secondary zone of creation. And then there were 
the outer zones of creation, of the remaining parts of man/
woman. So one can say that a mandala for the worship of the 
gods is directly related to the mandala for the human being. 
That really summarizes the nature of Hinduism. In the end, 
Hinduism is about the individual becoming whole. That is 
he/she become whole by identifying with the gods.

fig. 4.18

fig. 4.19
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Indian temples are of two types. The southern type, which is possibly the more ancient, 
gives us a clue to how the ancient Indus valley civilization might have worshipped. 
The focus is about ritual ablution, so each temple has a big pool, and the second focus 
is on circumambulation. Their temple has a series of concentric walls. They are visible 
in the top diagram. The entrance through each wall is celebrated by a gateway, and the 
gateway on the other edge has the highest tower over it — while the gateway on the 
inner sanctuary has hardly any tower over it. In other words, the towers diminish from 
the outside inwards towards the centre. Why? Because when one identifies as a human 
being with the gods one is dismissing all material things. Therefore, a symbol of material 
strength or power or importance is a worldly symbol, and must be as far away from 
the shrine as possible. The gates that have the highest towers are the furthest from the 
shrine, belonging, as they do, to the material world, and symbolizing the importance 
of the temple in that world. The gates that are near the shrine have little importance 
attached to them materially. And the same is true of the shrine itself. This example is 
very typical of a whole series of great temples of southern India, the most famous of 
which is Madhura or Madurai. But there are a number of other marvelous ones further 
north which we will examine later notably Chidambaram. 

fig. 4.20

Now we are going to walk through one of 
the southern temples. The approach is via an 
axis which allows one to come in more or 
less directly to the inner shrine, and the gates 
diminish in importance as one passes through 
them. The inner shrine is inscribed within a 
circle inside a square.

In our approach we pass through a whole 
series of assembly halls, for people to meet 
and discuss religion and listen to swamis. 
We begin at an outer gateway (fig. 4.22). 
Curiously enough, although not built as early, 
it is tiered in the same way as the temple we 
saw in Mahabalipuram. It is not a perfect 
square, however, but an elongated rectangle 
in plan. Though it’s a gate it has a shrine at the 
top, with a single roof across the gate.  
As in Mahabalipuram, it represents the home 
of Brahma, the great creator god. Underneath 
there are a whole series of little buildings 
represented, as in the second and the third 
and the fourth zones of the earlier shrine, 
except that this gate has eight zones. So it is 
clear that the whole superstructure represents 
the diversity of the gods, beginning with 
Brahma, and extending far below him. 

Once inside the gate we find ourselves on the 
axis, with a view through a succession of walls 
with gateways (fig. 4.23). 

fig. 4.21

fig. 4.23

fig. 4.22
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Now we have passed through some of the 
high gateways (fig. 4.24) and have reached 
probably the third zone or the fourth 
zone. We have arrived at the bathing pool 
Fig. 4.25, 4.26, 4.27). The great pool on 
the right is for ablution; ritual ablution 
is a very important part of the ritual of 
prayer. The worshipper has to immerse 
himself / herself completely and clean 
themselves. 

In India people are not even allowed into 
the inner temple enclosure without taking 
off their shoes and washing their feet. 
They must do that first and afterwards 
wash their whole body. 

fig. 4.25

fig. 4.24

fig. 4.26

fig. 4.27

Further on, we reach the inner areas and 
the buildings are becoming smaller (fig. 
4.28). They are now shrines for various 
divinities in the Indian religion, and in 
many of these shrines ritual acts take place 
— including ritual dance. 

Finally, we have come to the innermost 
shrine — the least imposing building in 
the whole complex (fig. 4.29). A modest 
building, with originally a thatched roof, 
later replaced with a replica made out 
of gilded tiles. It represented the focus 
of the dismissal of material things, and 
of replacing them with a focus on the 
spiritual world. This is the inner shrine. It 
has a perfectly square plan with a perfect 
circle inside it. 

Basically anybody can enter the inner 
sanctum of a Hindu temple, as far as 
the shrine itself — only a priest may 
enter that. The shrine is very small. 
But any member of the public may 
circumambulate it. Incidentally, a non-
Hindu is not refused entry into a Hindu 
temple, because Hindus believe that all 
religions are one, and they don’t exclude 
any other religion. Frequently in a Hindu 
temple you will find symbols of Judaism 
or of Islam or of Christianity. You may 
even find an image of the Virgin and 
Child in a Hindu temple. Because, if these 
images are divine and meaningful to other 
people, then they are meaningful to them 
and they respect them in their religion. 
Similarly they don’t exclude anyone who 
is pure from the temple — as long as they 
have taken their shoes off, and washed. 

fig. 4.29

fig. 4.28
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All the temple complexes in the south are generally like that. Are they an indication of 
what the ancient religions were like in the Indus valley? They probably are. Because they 
are very different from the rest of the country. It is an architecture that holds a spiritual 
message. From the way the building is designed one has a sense of what it is to escape from 
the material world into the spiritual world. And every worshipper has to make that journey, 
circumambulating the whole building over and over again until they reach the centre. 

As we go north we start to find other influences and other kinds of building. 

India is a very big sub-continent with a very large population — speaking not one 
language but many different variations of languages including two basic core languages. 
So it’s very hard to generalize about the cultures of India and Hinduism. The Hindu 
religion has many ramifications and different sects and different shades of meaning 
and understanding. Hinduism evolved over a period of at least 3000 years. The 
Bhagavatapurana texts, thought to be about 900 AD, represent a considerable focusing 
of attention on the lives of Rama and Krishna that are concerned with ethics, nobility 
and love in Hinduism. But it is not just love as sort of general affection, its love as a 
strong passionate thing. It is not just love of other human beings, it is love of god, love of 
being, love of existence in a passionate way. So that became a very powerful and strong 
aspect of Hinduism. 

When one talks about the essence of Hindu faith, it is very difficult to generalize about 
that, because different parts of India would put different emphases on faith and belief, 
so it’s not easy to say that everybody in India is praying to Krishna and Rama… In some 
areas they would put other divinities forward as more important. Generally though, 
Shiva is omnipresent in the whole of India — with other gods and goddesses dominating 
in different places. 

Similarly, it is not easy to generalize about Hindu architecture, which reflects many 
different traditions. Until modern times these were rather separate from each other, so 
that, in the vast areas of India, there tend to be regional variations in architecture, which 
make it quite difficult to generalize. 

We now move from the south Indian temple, the temple of the ancient Dravidians, to 
examine the temples in rest of India. Northern and central Indian culture is thought to 
have evolved as a result of the Aryan invasions. Differing sets of values came in with the 
Aryans — the Indo-Europeans. They brought in different forms of worship and differing 
attitudes to the gods.

It is reasonable to assume that the Aryans originated somewhere in Central Asia, 
probably slightly to the west of Uzbekistan, near the Caspian Sea. And it seems that they 
spread out very fast, to the east — and the west.

They were originally nomadic people, very proud of animals and horses particularly, and 
with simple weaponry and their own gods. 

 We don’t have an accurate understanding of those ancient civilizations. So we can only 
go back to the oral traditions of the “Rig Veda” and the “Vedas” — these are mostly 
from the Aryans. But it seems possible that these early religious texts were also very 
influenced by the ancient cultures of India. And so the “Vedas” seem to represent some 
of the values of the ancient cultures of the Dravidians, but rethought by the Aryans in a 
new way. It does seem that the Aryans were interested in a simplified form of worship, 
through sacrifice, and that may be the reason why eventually we have Buddhism and 
other alternate forms of religious belief originating in the north. Recently researchers 
into the ancient northern religions in India have identified the central importance of tree 
worship, which is rather surprising. It suggests a much simpler kind of religion than the 
ancient complex Dravidian religion. The result of all that is that we find a different kind 
of temple in the north — and in some respects a simpler kind of worship. 

Now the division between the southern Dravidian culture and the northern Aryan one 
is basically the difference between the Tamils and the rest of India. But the Tamil culture 
occupies quite a large area of southern India. Nevertheless, at a fairly early period, we 
do find northern temples coming down into that area. So again, because we don’t have 
very good documentary evidence, we have to assume that there was a strong northern 
influence infiltrating into the Tamil region. 

Among those early temples at Mahabalipuram which have survived because they were 
rock-cut, there were northern type temples. Yet Mahabalipuram is a fair distance south 
on the east coast of India.

The Mahabalipuram style of northern temple is a very early northern type, with the 
following characteristic features: The most important room is the sanctuary, the cella, 
the centre of worship in which images of the gods are placed, and this has a high tower 
over it. The tower is kind of miniature sacred mountain, with the home of Brahma 
at the top. Now that clearly differs from the southern temple type. (The Dravidian 
temple, as described above, had a very small cella, forming a very small sanctuary in the 
middle, surrounded at a distance by high towers which were built over gateways in the 
surrounding walls). The northern temple has a high vertical emphasis over a central focus. 

It is interesting to think back to the development of the cave. When men started to build 
caves artificially, one of the forms that the caves took in the manmade form was a kind of 
big domed shape, a beehive-shaped structure, representing a cave with a narrow entrance 
into it. That is, in a way, a prototype of the Aryan temple, the northern temple. 
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Fig. 4.30 is the diagram of the spatial mandala which was the 
foundation of this northern, early northern temple. Again 
we have a problem: probably many of the early temples 
were built out of wood or soft, unbaked clay — and not 
baked brick or hewed stone; so we have very few survivors 
of early temples. The oldest temples in India that we can 
really date as of a northern type are from the 7th century 
AD. In Mahabalipuram the rock cut temples are dated from 
in the 7th and 8th centuries AD. In many parts of India, in 
the flood plains, the early temples were actually built out of 
bamboo, or other frail materials. 

Fig. 4.31 is one of the Shore Temples at Mahabalipuram. 
It was not carved out of natural rock, but was constructed 
of stone on the edge of the ocean at a later date, 8th to 9th 
century AD. Yet it is the same kind of temple as the earlier 
ones, simply slightly more elongated. There is also a high 
artificial mountain over the sanctuary, and in addition there 
is a smaller one over the entrance. It has the same plan as the 
ancient cave; there is an entrance room and that leads into the 
sanctuary, into the holy of holies. And in the holy of holies 
there is usually an ambulatory or two around the cella and the 
statues of the gods. In the entrance there is a space where the 
public can congregate in a small number and there is space 
also for some areas of Hinduism, a sacred, ritual dance in front 
of the entrance to the cella. When one looks up at the towers 
of the Shore Temples one can see the hierarchical layering of 
the homes of the gods with the great dome of Brahma’s house 
in the centre at the top, and a symbolic kalash or vase — 
usually made of bronze — at the top of the whole structure. 
There are representations of various guardian animals around 
the temple (fig. 4.32). 

fig. 4.31

fig. 4.32

fig. 4.33

The finest example of northern temple type in southern 
India is in Tanjore, which was the capital of a great central 
southern kingdom, that of the Chola. The Chola were 
conquerors of not only southern India and Sri Lanka but 
also of parts of northern India including Bengal, Sumatra, 
Malaya, Burma — thus building a powerful empire. So their 
later capital in Tanjore were judged to be worthy of a great 
temple. In that city there is one of the finest temples in India, 
with the largest of all sanctuary towers, representing a sacred 
mountain, with many layers of houses of the gods, together 
will two very large ceremonial halls in front of the sanctuary.

The ambulatory around the inner sanctuary of the Tanjore 
temple is illustrated in the dark square in the centre of the 
plan (the tower is over that). The plan shows the outer hall 
and the inner hall for ritual dance purposes. In the forecourt 
of the building there is a mast signaling the spiritual centre 
of creation and beyond that an outer gateway. The outer 
gateway does not have a high tower over it as you find in 
most of the southern temples because this is now conceived 
in the northern way. The whole complex is surrounded by a 
shaded ambulatory and it also contains some minor shrines. 
There is no space here to go into the geometry, but you 
can see that it is thought out very geometrically. The plan 
can be interpreted in terms of different mandalas — one 
is a sacred mandala and another purusha mandala (that is 
a “human” mandala) — and so the same building can be 
interpreted as relating humans to the gods, to divinity, to 
eternity. If one tries to work out how a purusha mandala 
would work superimposed on the plan one actually ends 
up with the centre being the main hall, which would be the 
body, the mast would be the genitals, the sanctuary the head 
and the space in front of it the heart. And the human body 
can be drawn out on that plan, as has been done in analyses 
of the design of a number of Hindu temples to show the 
relationship between humankind and divinity. 

The northern temples, as I have said above, were often built 
in materials which were easily destroyed, like bamboo; but 
these materials were also exceptionally light, strong and 
flexible and the result was often a very tall building with 
curved forms (fig. 4.34). 

fig. 4.30

fig. 4.34
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Unfortunately, few of the surviving early temples are 
like that. They were mainly built in stone, otherwise 
they wouldn’t be still there. Those illustrated here 
(fig. 4.35 – 4.41) date from between 950 and 1050 
AD in a religious centre named Khajuraho. There is a 
great collection of splendid temples in this one place. 
It is located in almost the exact centre of northern 
India. These temples are interesting because from 
them one derives a sense of how the Hindu temples 
were developing at that time. They were growing 
vertically, so although each building was quite small, 
there was now a great tower over the most sacred part 
of the building containing the statues of the gods, 
and then a series of other towers diminishing in size 
over the ritual halls and the entrance. The whole 
temple was elevated to increase its impressive height, 
with a high flight of steps leading up to the porch 
and the main hall. The lower walls around the outside 
were sculpted to represent the stages of development 
of human beings and to celebrate love. At the highest 
point of each temple was the great umbrella of 
Brahma, creator of everything. At the very top of that 
was the bronze kalash. Also over each of the lower 
domes there was a bronze kalash. At the sides were 
balconies; they contained seats to allow spectators to 
watch ritual dances inside these halls — and they also 
let in the light. 

fig. 4.35

fig. 4.36

fig. 4.37

fig. 4.38 fig. 4.40

fig. 4.41

fig. 4.39

On either side of the entrances to many 
of the temples there were flanking 
shrines (fig. 4.42). These were lesser 
shrines of divinities to which people paid 
respect and left flowers as a part of their 
circumambulation of the temples  
(fig. 4.43). 

We believe that all of these ancient 
buildings were originally brightly 
coloured. Certainly, modern Hindu 
temples are often very brightly coloured. 
(Note: These Hindu temples, which were 
regarded as bizarre by some architectural 
critics in the nineteenth century, were 
taken seriously for the first time by the 
Chicago school of architects. And they 
had a strong influence on Louis Sullivan 
and Frank Lloyd Wright — who were 
fascinated by them. And the way in which 
the ancient Hindu architects handled 
horizontal and vertical expressiveness 
came to be reflected in the architecture of 
the Chicago school). 

A view of the ambulatory inside the 
sanctuary, showing some of the sculpture 
flanking the inner shrine (fig. 4.44). 

fig. 4.42

fig. 4.43

fig. 4.44
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 Is there any knowledge about the architects who designed these 
buildings, and the way these buildings were built? We do have a very 
curious kind of knowledge. When a temple was dedicated a drawing 
was placed in a jar which was buried in the foundation as part of the 
ritual. The drawing represents the kind of form the temple is intended 
to take (fig. 4.45). It indicates the generating mandala (bottom right 
hand corner), and it includes a representation of the main tower. 
And that was associated with a drawing of a guard and included a 
geometrical calculation. It is believed that this was an analysis of 
the kind of proportioning that was used, in itself representing a 
theological justification for the use of that proportioning in this 
building. So these drawings, which were on leaves, (ola leaves) are 
sometimes nearly 1500 years old. We only have them retrieved from 
buildings which were already disused. The foundation jar is not to be 
taken from a living building. But we have enough of them to know 
that that is the way they were being worked out by designers before 
they were built. 

The other sources of information about ancient architectural 
traditions are several books by later Hindu scholars. One famous 
book, published about 350 years ago, has wood engravings and copper 
plates of drawings of temples showing the way in which they were 
designed and discussing proportions (fig. 4.46). Now presumably 
that publication was made at a time in Indian culture when tradition 

fig. 4.45

fig. 4.46

was still very strong. So probably these plates do represent the way people had been 
considering architecture for hundreds of years before then. And they do give one a 
sense of the way in which they worked. We can see that they could draw very well. 
They drew buildings properly before they were built. The temples weren’t just put 
up by builders using their imagination as they worked. They were built as a result 
of a careful calculation of the plan and the elevation and the proportions of the 
parts. So probably that tradition of design goes back again at least 1500 years. That 
bears comparison with what we know about other cultures. We are starting to find 
fragments of drawings now showing how carefully drawn ancient Greek buildings 
were before they were built. We have the same kind of fragmentary evidence for 
early Islamic buildings — enough to show to show that the Moslems drew their 
buildings out, just as we would, in very elaborate drawings before they built them. So 
probably the Hindu temples were all drawn on ola leaves or some sort of parchment, 
some sort of drawing material using inks, not unlike our inks, before they were built, 
calculating very carefully the visual effect of what was being done. 

As a result of that, a number of modern scholars have started to try to analyze and 
understand the proportioning systems of ancient India. In this example (fig. 4.47 
on next page), a German scholar has endeavoured to understand the proportions 
that were used and how a mandala was interpreted in terms of an actual building. 
The connection between the mandala and the building derived from it is a very 
interesting problem. Because theoretically a mandala is really a ritual diagram, for 
ritual activities in relation to a particular god. So theoretically it doesn’t necessarily 
form the basis of a building. But those ola leaves, like the ones I have just shown you, 
suggest that they actually served as the bases for the plans of buildings. So scholars 
are studying the relationship between the meaning of the mandala, the symbolism of 
the forms in relation to various gods and the way in which the proportioning system 
evolved from one initial proportion to another. The subject is highly debatable. But 
there is the evidence of algebraic calculations on the ola leaves. There was certainly 
mathematical thinking going on. The designs were very logically thought through. 
Now this is an interesting issue, because it brings us to a comparison with the 
Renaissance in Europe, where they attached such great importance to proportioning. 
They thought that mathematics, the logic of numbers, was a divine creation of God. 
By relating their designs to the logic of numbers they were working with the divine 
themselves. They were thus bringing their designs into harmony with god’s creation 
by using number proportioning. It is possible that that type of thinking had existed 
in other cultures before the Renaissance. Recent historians, including the Australian 
John James, have argued that Gothic proportions were all mathematically related. 
And that that was a shared idea, going back into antiquity. Perhaps there was much 
more number proportioning in the design of Greek temples for instance, than we 
realize. And so on into Roman buildings, medieval buildings — and likewise ancient 
Hindu buildings. 
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fig. 4.47 fig. 4.48

fig. 4.49

fig. 4.50

fig. 4.51

fig. 4.52

The tradition of house building, as a cultural phenomenon in India, was very important. 
From the Indus valley period through until modern times, houses were very significant 
as generators of architectural forms. And the houses had certain rituals to themselves — 
the kind of rituals that we saw in the Brahmin house at the beginning of this chapter. So 
now I want to look at some houses of this kind in specific conditions. For instance, a very 
difficult problem is a house in a very tight urban environment as a dwelling for a merchant 
but also as a shop. In such situations where building sites are very expensive, and no one 
could afford to buy much land, there were only narrow frontages. How did a merchant 
develop a shop and a house with a private living area in such a tight environment? Here is 
a good example in the sacred city of Madurai in South India (fig. 4.48). The shop is in the 
front, with its own courtyard, where the merchant would sit with his accountants; then 
there is a passageway leading through a doorway. The latter is kept closed because it leads 
to the purified area of the house, again with its own courtyard — and then beyond that 
is the kitchen. The last involves unpurified activities. So there are three zones in such a 
building: a shop, a family courtyard and a service courtyard. The result is a very tight small 
building, extremely small in scale — it is something like 25 to 30 feet long perhaps. And 
yet the merchant has achieved the separate parts of a Hindu house that we saw earlier. 

 Another problematic situation is up in the 
mountains, where the designers of houses 
all have to deal with steep sites. How does 
one design a house that has a courtyard 
on a steep site? In this case there is a shop 
in front and an open domestic court with 
a covered part at the back — and then 
the kitchen service area. But when one 
examines the section, one finds that the 
zones are distributed down a steep hillside. 
So the shop is at the top, the main living 
house is at the centre, then below there is a 
service area for cooking — and then at the 
very bottom there is, often — a workshop. 

In other very congested urban areas they 
would end up with a double-storied 
solution. So here, for instance, there is 
a lower court serving as the court for 
business and also doubling as a court 
for entertaining. Then there is a flight of 
stairs up in to an upper court where there 
is the private, purified family zone of the 
house. Because of the density, people 
tended to not live in separate rooms but 
to live and sleep in spaces open to the 
court, as they were in the Brahmin house 
discussed at the beginning of this chapter. 
So there are only two small rooms which 
can be closed off with doors; the shrine 
room and the “dark room” — just as in 
the Brahmin house. 
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Here are illustrations of one of 
these merchant buildings. First, 
the house from the street  
(fig. 4.53).

Next, the plan of it (fig. 4.54). 
This merchant building is in 
Jaffna in Sri Lanka, and it has 
the same three zones. First is the 
shop, then the family area — 
with an extension of the family 
area which could also be used 
on occasion by the staff — and 
finally there is the kitchen, with 
an outside service zone attached 
to it. 

A view of the street with a 
bullock cart passing in front of 
the merchant building; the shop 
has screens against the sun to 
protect the goods (fig. 4.55).

Inside the shop there is a weighing scale 
and storage (fig. 4.56). Unfortunately the 
private zone is no longer used as a house, so 
we have storage in areas where you would 
normally have had people living. This 
zone has now another weighing scale in 
what was once the central court (fig. 4.57 
& 4.58). Beyond that is the marginal area 
which was once part of the living space, but 
which could at times be accessed by people 
of lower caste, with the well for water in 
this area. Then the kitchen beyond it with 
stones for grinding grain and salt (fig. 4.59). 
Then, finally, further beyond that, lies the 
service court of the building (fig. 4.60). 

fig. 4.55

fig. 4.56

fig. 4.57

fig. 4.58

fig. 4.59 fig. 4.60

fig. 4.54

fig. 4.53
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The homes of the rich were simply bigger versions of these (fig. 4.61). Because 
they were frequently built in dense cities, they were often double-storied. 
Basically, everything on the ground floor was open to visitors, and everything 
upstairs was part of a private, purified zone. Not only were visitors received 
downstairs but also many people of different castes worked there. The kitchen 
upstairs was used only by the members of the family or workers of the same 
caste. So everybody upstairs belonged to the same group and therefore the 
upstairs could be purified. There, a living room looked down on the street, 
above the room for guests, and over the entrance there was a room used mainly 
by the men for relaxation. Then there was a “dark room” above the room that 
was next to the entrance at the bottom level; the latter used for storage. There 
was also a general activity room in the middle and on the left and at the back a 
large store room at the lower level with a kitchen above it on the upper level. 

Here is a section through that house (fig. 4.62). So that was an urban house, 
owned by a fairly affluent merchant family. Situated as it was, in the middle 
of a densely built city, they have to be rich to afford such a big site, with a 
large courtyard. 

fig. 4.65 Cambodia. Ankor 
Wat. A mixture of different 
influences — mainly from 

Hindu temples in north India 
and south India.

fig. 4.64 An example from Cambodia. 

fig. 4.63 Hinduism spread into 
South East Asia and Indonesia, 

and many shrines with sacred 
mountains remain — somewhat 
mixed with Buddhist influences.

The Chola empire was instrumental in spreading 
Hinduism over a thousand years ago into Burma, 
Sumatra, Java and Malaya and beyond into Indo-
China. The forms that the buildings took in those 
areas were surprisingly varied. The reason for that 
was that in places like Indo-China and Indonesia 
there tended to be a balancing of those following 
other religions and Buddhism with those following 
Hinduism. As a result the architecture became very 
strangely mixed. It was neither pure Hindu nor pure 
local traditional nor pure Buddhist, it became hybrid. 
It is possible to see how complicated the situation 
was in Angkor Wat, where we find some of the 
Hindu monuments of one of the great civilizations 
in Cambodia. We know that successive rulers there 
were of alternative religions. So the father of a king 
was a Hindu and his eldest son who succeeded him 
was a Buddhist, and then his grandson was a Hindu 
again — while all paid respect to local religions. 
So in the design of the same buildings it proved 
necessary to make them adaptable to serve as Hindu, 
traditional and Buddhist shrines. It is therefore not 
possible to consider the architecture of these areas 
either pure Hindu or pure Buddhist. 

The other issue which is very intriguing is the effect 
of the south of India — of the Dravidian traditions 
in these areas — because the main trade from India 
was from the south, essentially Dravidian, and 
therefore the culture and their religious architecture 
tended to be courtyard oriented. So there is in 
Indonesia, Malaya and in Cambodia a curious 
mixture between Dravidian and northern Indian 
influences. 

This ruined shrine is an ancient Hindu shrine in Java. 
It has a courtyard with a tall sanctuary in the centre 
(fig. 4.63).

This temple in Angkor is thought to be Hindu, 
and again it has the tall “sacred mountain” over the 
sanctuary (fig. 4.64 & 4.65).

fig. 4.61

fig. 4.62



CHAPTER 05 BUDDHIST
—
2 Phases:

A. Early Buddhism: termed HINAYANA (“Lesser Vehicle”) or THERAVADA. C.500 onwards 
/ This form of Buddhism has no form of belief in gods. Instead, early Buddhism focuses on the 
transformation of consciousness. 

Doctrine: As all existence is suffering, one has to come to terms with the material world and with the self. 
Material things are impermanent and ultimately bring only disappointment

Buddhists believe that all the material world is actually an illusion, including the self.

As Buddhists understand that reincarnation is an inevitable part of existence (a belief derived from 
Hinduism, in which man or woman is either born as a higher, more noble being, or as a lower order 
of being), a major aspect of Buddhism is to strive to escape from the eternal cycle of birth and rebirth 
through the extinction of the self.

DHARMA 
/ truth (= the Hindu Moksha) = the Way to Enlightenment, the cessation of suffering, and an end to 
reincarnation.

SUNYANA 
/ emptiness, a state of mind that is neither existence nor non-Existence — it leads to total Enlightenment.

ENLIGHTENMENT 
/ banishment of self and therefore of the cycle of death followed by rebirth. It leads to the ultimate state of 
bliss, NIRVANA. Enlightenment is dependent on actions for good and evil = KARMA

The tenets of Buddhism are: 

THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS: 
/Suffering — from human Karma. 
/The Origin of suffering — reaching for the wrong things in life — or the right things in the wrong way 
/Cessation of suffering — by the discipline of shedding negative desires. 
/ The Path or Way — to enlightenment, through: 
Right understanding, Right purpose, Right speech, Right action, 
Right livelihood, Right endeavour, Right mindfulness, Right concentration.

BUDDHA 
/ the state of perfect being. (Gautama was not the first or the last). Buddhists count five Buddhas before 
Gautama, all originating from Vajradhara/Adi Buddha , “the Void”. 

B. Second Phase: Later Buddhism, termed MAHAYANA (the “Greater Vehicle”). C.400 AD. onwards 
/These Buddhists revere the Lord Buddha and those have renounced Nirvana in order to remain to 
lead others on the Way — the Bodhisattvas — and make offerings to them at shrines. (They became the 
models which all devotees should follow). In household life they honour their parents, guests and other 
worthy persons. 

They accept that a creative force ‘symbolized’ by an early legendary Bodhisattva was the material and 
efficient cause of all things, and follow some ideas similar in their general nature to those of modern 
Hinduism as it has developed in the last two millennia.

The aspiring Bodhisattva follows six paths 
/ Donation: means giving one’s goods, and even one’s body and soul, to those who have need of them. 
/ Morality: means observing all the precepts above and encouraging others to do the same. 
/ Patience: means enduring hardship and injury from others 
/ Vigour: means unflagging energy in overcoming vice and cultivating virtue. 
/ Meditation: consists of practising trances and concentration. 
/ Wisdom: is the direct realization of the truth of emptiness and isolation.

Buddhist Religion as a determinant of architectural order; temples, monasteries and houses  
/ (a) Hinayana Buddhism in India and Sri Lanka 
/ (b) Mahayana Buddhism in Nepal, Burma, Indonesia, Thailand, Cambodia, China and Japan. 
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 Something extraordinary happened to mankind in the 6th century BC and 5th century 
BC. There have been a number of attempts to explain it. None wholly satisfactory! The 
phenomenon that happened was the emergence of a number of extremely deep thinking 
people who created revolutions in thought and religion. And they all lived within a 
period of about 150 years. In China there were Lao Tzu and Confucius and in Greece 
a number of great thinkers, led by Heraclitus and followed, of course, by Socrates; in 
India there was the Lord Buddha. These were just some of the people who rethought 
the world at that time. And why would they all have lived in that short period, in 
different parts of the world? There are two explanations that are current. One was 
the sudden surge in speculative thought due to the development of writing — which 
is a possible explanation. The other theory is more far-fetched. But it is an intriguing 
one because some great men have believed in it, including Einstein. And that is that 
something happened to affect the brains of men — possibly more radiation from the 
sun — that increased the capacity of the brains. Of course it’s a far-fetched theory, but 
if you’d like to read about it, a popular version of it is in a book by Velikovsksy in which 
he discusses the various ideas of the effect of sun spots or solar radiation on the human 
mind. But, whether that’s acceptable or not, the fact is that we had a whole group 
of human revolutionaries in thought who were born around 550 BC or in the next 
century and all seem to have been totally original in their thinking. They are impressive 
because their thinking is so deep-rooted and so difficult to counter, that their effects 
have been felt ever since. So you still have people who are great admirers of the thinking 
of Socrates, the thinking of Confucius, the thought of Lao Tzu and the thought of the 
Lord Buddha. 

Beginning with the Lord Buddha: The Lord Buddha was originally a prince of a 
small kingdom in the Himalayas, sometime between the 6th and the 5th c B.C. He 
married and had a child, and when he was still fairly young, probably in his twenties, he 
renounced his royal way of life, and began a long pilgrimage in search of enlightenment, 
leaving his wife and child behind in the kingdom, rather in the same way as Jesus Christ 
retired into the wilderness. And then the Lord Buddha travelled as a sort of beggar 
around the plains of the Ganges River in northern India, searching for people who 
might enlighten him and provide him with thoughts to make him ponder more. He 
was searching all the time for the meaning of human life. Now that is the task of any 
Hindu, to search for truth — to search for enlightenment, to search for a vision of 
eternal existence… But the Lord Buddha had a curious attitude to Hinduism. What was 
it he didn’t like about it? He didn’t care for the caste system which had evolved over the 
previous half-millennium — which meant, among other things, that Brahmins of the 
priestly caste were privileged, and became the senior caste. So theoretically the rulers 
had to do what the priests said. And then below them in hierarchical order were the 
merchant caste, the agricultural castes, the fisher castes and so on. He disapproved of the 
whole caste system — as he disapproved of inequality in principle. He felt that, surely, 
if material things are not important, these differences between human occupations are 

not important either. Everything is equal. So why should we have these distinctions in 
human society? So he rejected totally that whole structure of Hindu institutionalism. 
Which meant that he rejected the principles of Brahmins and their teachings and 
he rejected their rituals. He rejected the rigidity of organized religion. He thought 
that religion is not something institutionalized, organized, it is something personal. 
So he asked for a religion in which each individual can confront the challenge of 
understanding existence in his own terms. 

Eventually, after a life-time of wandering, the Lord Buddha sat under a sacred tree in 
a temple (we call it the Bodhi tree) and suddenly felt that he had had the experience 
of seeing the truths of eternity, which he termed “enlightenment”. From then onwards 
he travelled around trying to persuade everybody he knew and everybody who would 
listen to him to reject Hinduism and instead to turn to a personal religion in which the 
search for personal enlightenment was the only goal. But of course it was necessary to 
try to lead them. With the result that he developed the rules leading to the path, or way, 
of enlightenment. Essentially, they were concerned with the correct way in which the 
individual should pursue understanding. To try to have aims in life which are right and 
to avoid those which are wrong. To try to speak correctly and honestly and not mislead 
people. To undertake actions which are positive and not those that are negative. To 
earn a living in a way which did not harm other people. To strive throughout life to do 
the right thing. To think clearly and well and not think wrongly. And finally to focus 
attention all the time on these goals, and not be misled or distracted from them. These 
were his eight paths to enlightenment. There were also Four Noble Truths. These were: 
To accept that life is suffering. To accept that the origin of suffering comes from within 
us — because we are often looking for the wrong things in life — or if we are looking 
for the right things, we are not doing that in the right way. The third of the Noble 
Truths is that it’s possible to correct suffering and eliminate it — and that that can be 
done by shedding unnecessary desires. And the fourth Noble Truth is the importance 
of reaching enlightenment. Nothing else mattered to him. Certainly no material things. 
He didn’t write a manual for other people to follow; there was nothing equivalent to the 
Bible or the Koran. His followers, who themselves were often very thoughtful people, 
tried to write out some rules, and these eventually evolved into some holy books for 
Buddhism. But fundamentally there is no one holy book which might have come from 
the Buddha himself. There are simply his rules, conveyed by word of mouth. It is an 
incredibly simple religion. And in its purer form, which was called the Hinayana form, 
it was practiced for some four hundred years before it started to be corrupted at all. The 
great exponent of it, and the powerful man who spread it throughout the Indian world 
and the world of South-East Asia, was the powerful emperor Asoka, who eventually 
renounced the world himself. It was his children who travelled to different countries to 
spread the message of Buddhism. 
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How do they build a religious movement which didn’t have any material values, didn’t 
value anything material or worthwhile? That is difficult to understand. If one were to 
ask a thoughtful Buddhist what is the most important element in the complex of a 
Buddhist temple, they would not say the temple building, they would say a tree. Why? 
Because that sacred Bodhi tree reminds them of the enlightenment — it is that species 
of tree under which the Buddha himself gained enlightenment. So the focus of any 
Buddhist temple is its Bodhi tree. Now the next thing which would be regarded as 
important in Buddhism is a reminder of the importance of the existence of the Buddha 
and the fact that he reached enlightenment. Or maybe a reminder of the existence of 
one of his disciples (known as a Bodhisattva) who had done the same thing but turned 
back from eternal life in order to help other people. How could one remember such 
people? Well there was a very simple way. 

Fig. 5.1 shows a typical Himalaya village, of a type that has existed for millennia right 
across northern India. And in the foreground is a mound of earth. (It is cut off at the 
bottom of the picture unfortunately). Now this mound of earth is like those that one 
might find not only in India but in many parts of the primitive world outside of the 
door of a house. It contains the burnt ashes of the grandparents of the house — or the 
great-grandparents or other ancestors. In the case of this mound, it was made of ashes 
covered with clay. In the middle of it was an urn, containing the ashes of the ancestors of 
the family, probably four or five of the ancestors of several generations mixed together. 
What was the purpose of placing the mound near the entrance of the house? Because 
they regarded the spirit of those ancestors as still being alive. For them, the spirit of 
life was never-ending. Because they believed in reincarnation, the mound represents 
their spirits as still being alive. And if anyone needed to have help with family problems 
they would go out to the mound and talk to the ashes of their ancestors about those 
problems, hoping that they might enlighten them, through thought, on how to solve 
them. This practice was derived from primitive religion. (Similar practices still exist in 
many parts of Africa, and in parts of South and North America.) And that activity still 
survives in northern India among the more primitive communities. 

fig. 5.2 . This one 
doesn’t have an urn, 
it has a framework 
made out of stone 
and one can 
actually access the 
interior to put more 
ashes in the pots.

fig. 5.1

When the Buddha was trying to propagate his ideas in 
the Ganges valley, there were at that time petty kings in 
different parts of the Ganges. Some of those rulers became 
advocates of the Lord Buddha’s view that material things 
should be abandoned and there should be no organized 
Hinduism in their kingdom. And of course they were 
very much reviled by the neighbouring kings who were 
persuaded by the Brahmin caste to defend Hinduism. So a 
series of wars began during the Buddha’s lifetime between 
Hindu kings and Buddhist kings. During one of those wars 
a king was killed who had been one of the great supporters 
of the Lord Buddha. When he was killed the Lord Buddha 
decreed that his ashes should be buried in a large mound 
of earth situated near the Ganges, to honour his advanced 
state of Enlightenment (fig. 5.3). His memorial has possibly 
weathered in size to become smaller over the years. It 
is thought to have been five metres high originally. The 
miraculous thing is that it is still existing. It is the oldest 
surviving relic of Buddhism in material form.

fig. 5.3
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 When the Lord Buddha died, his followers immediately decided to build a great 
mound to commemorate him, and successive generations made it even bigger. So it was 
covered with successive layers of stone and finished with earth and clay plaster. 

 We don’t know for certain where the Lord Buddha’s original tomb was. Two to three 
hundred years after the Lord Buddha’s remains in the form of ashes had been buried 
in that great mound, they were redistributed. It is thought that after Asoka, the great 
conquering emperor of India, became a deeply committed Buddhist, he decided to 
redistribute the ashes of the Buddha into twelve different sites, which were the twelve 
centres where early Buddhism had grown up. Because the Lord Buddha had visited 
them, they extended across northern India. So all twelve sites received some of the ashes 
of the Lord Buddha. Later, the Buddha’s teeth were distributed to places even further 
afield. We don’t know whether they are genuinely his teeth — but they were believed 
to be so by loyal Buddhists. Of course, the Lord Buddha wasn’t a man who believed in 
venerating material things. But he himself had set the pattern by erecting the mound 
over the king’s ashes near the Ganges, thus setting a precedent for commemorating 
the progress to enlightenment of important people. So they took that precedent and 
used it for him. The largest of these mounds are called “stupas.” There are twelve stupas 
which contain the ashes of the Buddha across North India. The very famous example 
is at Benares, which was the site of the Buddha’s first monastery: there, a collection of 
advocates of the Buddha had early gathered. Benares has earlier been a very ancient 
Hindu centre of worship on the Ganges. 

An even more admired collection of Buddhist shrines is in Sanchi, in northern India. 
In fig. 5.4 we see the main shrine containing the ashes of the Lord Buddha. It had, 
surrounding it, paths of circumambulation on two levels. One was on the mound 
itself, in a sort of stepped base of the stupa, with staircases going up to it. The second 
was a circumambulation path inside a stone boundary fence around the base of the 
stupa. Circumambulation began on the eastern side because that is the direction of the 
rising sun. Buddhists would circumambulate towards the noon position of the sun and 
then move to the west, the setting of the sun, and then on to the north the night and 
so back to the beginning. At the top of the stupa there was another fence around the 
sacred umbrellas, in honour of the Lord Buddha. (You will remember that umbrellas 
were carried over very important or royal persons in ancient Persia. Here we don’t have 
merely one umbrella, we have three to emphasize the honour due to the Lord Buddha. 
The upper fence surrounded these, but it also represented a protection of the ashes 
of the Buddha. (In fact the latter were not actually placed at the top of the stupa, but 
lowdown in the traditional position, at the heart of the stupa). 

On the left of the large stupa at Sanchi is a smaller stupa 
(fig. 5.5). This is the stupa of one of the followers of the 
Buddha who was himself on the verge of enlightenment 
but decided to turn back and help other people. He was 
a “bodhisattva”- as they were called. And because such a 
person was also worthy of being remembered, he had a small 
mound containing his ashes too. Smaller mounds such as 
these are called either “stupas” or “dagobas.” And again, 
because the “bodhisattva” was a very honourable person, 
admired for his sanctity and for his teaching, he has an 
umbrella over his mound as well. This “stupa” also had a 
path for circumambulation provided around it, but this time 
near the base. 

Here is another of the smaller bodhisattva stupas (fig. 5.6). 
This one has circumambulation at a slightly higher level. 

fig. 5.4

fig. 5.5

fig. 5.6
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The main stupa is, of course, unique on each site 
because it commemorated Lord Buddha himself. 
The small stupas might be many in number; there 
might be up to a hundred of them around any 
shrine. The fences became more decorated with 
time and elaborate gateways were built leading 
into the enclosures. They had sculptured figures on 
them, so most of them are now in museums  
(fig. 5.7). 

Associated with the complex of stupas there was 
another type of building which early Buddhism 
began to accept as acceptable on a religious site, 
and that was the gathering hall or meeting hall.  
In this meeting hall (fig. 5.8) people would discuss 
human life, the Noble Truths of Buddhism and 
the Path to Enlightenment. As time went by, 
the gathering halls grew larger, reflecting the 
importance of the site, until some of these halls 
could hold a thousand people. Such a hall was 
called a “chaitya” hall. It wasn’t a temple, it wasn’t 
even a sanctuary, originally. Sometime later on — 
many years later — they would place a small stupa 
inside the chaitya hall as a symbol to honour the 
Lord Buddha. Nowhere in early Buddhism was 
the Lord Buddha ever represented as a person 
— as a human being. The closest they came to 
representing him was when they depicted an 
elephant with a solitary umbrella on the back of it. 
We have already seen a chaitya hall in a previous 
chapter — but it was carved out of natural rock. 
The actual number of surviving built chaitya halls 
from the early period is very small. They are mostly 
ruined, built out of brick and modest in size  
(fig. 5.9). 

After five centuries of Buddhism some of the 
stupas became bigger. Here is one of the giant 
stupas from Sri Lanka (fig. 5.10). 

fig. 5.7

fig. 5.8

fig. 5.9

fig. 5.10

All this time the Brahmins of Hinduism had remained very antagonistic to Buddhism. 
Even while Buddhism had the support of emperors like Asoka, and the Mauryan emperors 
basically supported it for generations, Hinduism was waiting in the wings  
to come back. And with the huge caste of Brahmins determined to eliminate Buddhism it 
was slowly defeated in India in the course of the first millennium AD. After c.800 AD there 
was very little Buddhism left in India. But it survived in the neighbouring countries of Sri 
Lanka and Burma in its relatively early pure form — although later adulterated. From the 
latter it spread to Tibet and Nepal, and from the former to Indo-China and Indonesia.

 Sri Lanka was converted to Buddhism officially by one of the children of the emperor 
Asoka, sent from India. There, Buddhism developed over hundreds of years. So the 
stupas became very large. They were re-covered and made bigger with every generation. 
So this stupa in Anuradhapura is 500 feet high, and the umbrella over it originally had 
thirteen levels, although now that is broken off. The huge walls of the treasury surround it. 
Unfortunately it has been allowed to fall into disrepair in the last few centuries. 

fig. 5.11

fig. 5.12

fig. 5.13

fig. 5.14

Fig. 5.11 is a smaller stupa in another 
pilgrimage town, Polonnaruwa, which 
was built hundreds of years later. The 
circumambulation is highly organized 
around it, including some covered 
ways to provide shelter from the heat 
of the sun.

In fig. 5.12 some of the surviving early 
chaitya halls are illustrated. 

Some Buddhist sites, but not all, have 
tanks of water for ritual ablution, 
following the Hindu belief of the need 
to purify oneself before visiting a sacred 
place (fig. 5.13).

The only other kind of building that 
was found in early Buddhism was the 
monastery. The surviving evidence we 
have of this form in the first period of 
Buddhism comes from rock-cut caves. 
Naturally monasteries built out of 
perishable materials didn’t survive; but 
we do have archaeological evidence for 
the forms of some of them (fig. 5.14). 
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When we come back to discuss the two types of Buddhism. As we have seen, there 
was/is an early form of Buddhism which is called “Hinayana,” the simple vehicle, 
or “Theravada” And there is the later from of Buddhism, “Mahayana,” the greater 
vehicle. The Hinayana or Theravada Buddhism of the pure simple type is rather austere 
and appeals to thoughtful people, and not necessarily to the average person. The 
Mahayana appeals more to the average person because it involves the worship of idols, 
the acceptance that one is expected to pray to an idol and ask that idol for help and 
intervention, which is not at all possible if you are followers of Hinayana Buddhism, in 
fact the latter didn’t accept idols. And so Mahayana Buddhism is a much more popular 
kind of Buddhism and much more widely accepted by all levels of society. To that extent 
it reinforces some of the traditional values of society, and it has become very strong 
and powerful in the whole of East Asia. Hinayana Buddhism is theoretically limited 
now to just a few countries — but even they have accepted many Mahayana beliefs and 
practices.

Beginning in the 1st century BC and the 1st century AD, some Buddhist monasteries 
began to be decorated with images of the Lord Buddha (fig. 5.15).

It would have been inconceivable in early Buddhism for the Lord Buddha to be 
represented in human form. Perhaps accepting it was an attempt to counter the 

fig. 5.15 fig. 5.16

influence of Hinduism. Possibly, in desperation the 
Buddhist elders began to feel the need to popularize 
the religion and to draw people in. So they began to 
develop a new kind of Buddhism, which involved 
direct worship of the Lord Buddha, and the making of 
offering for his intervention in a material way which 
was clearly counter to the spirit of early Buddhism, 
but which was felt to be a necessary adaption in 
the circumstances of the time — and the growing 
conflict with Hindu Brahmans in which the Buddhist 
religion found itself. That new form of Buddhism is 
not called the “Hinayana” (“the Lesser Way” or the 
Lesser Vehicle”) but the “Mahayana” (the “greater way” 
or the “larger vehicle”) Buddhism. And Mahayana 
Buddhism involved the representation and worship of 
the Buddha as he had been in his lifetime. 

In accord with these developments, beginning in 
the 1st century BC, there appeared a much more 
decorated style of building, and the representation 
in living form, not only of the Lord Buddha, but the 
Bodhisattvas, his spiritual adherents and disciples.

Some of the rock cut monasteries of that period are 
multi-storied. The growth of monasteries in Buddhism 
is due to the importance given to the renouncing 
of the material world. Often, if people were really 
determined to adopt a Buddhist way of life, they 
would give away all their possessions and retreat into 
a monastery. How would they then live? By begging. 
Such devout Buddhists depended on other people to 
feed them. From the early period there were not only 
monasteries for men but also for women. The Lord 
Buddha had himself made provision for women to 
have their own communities.

So from a period beginning around 100 BC the  
stupas began to be very decorated. They weren’t shrines 
in the sense that people were praying and making 
offering to them — but their importance served to 
remind the devoted that they were in the presence of 
the Lord Buddha.

fig. 5.17

fig. 5.18
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Fig. 5.19 shows an early representation of 
the Buddha. The styles of decoration and 
carving are very Greek influenced because 
this was the period of Hellenistic culture, 
both in Greece itself but also in Asia 
Minor, Persia, Central Asia and northern 
Pakistan. So there began to be Hellenistic 
influence in India as well.

In the early period of Mahayana 
Buddhism the concept of the sacred 
mountain was revived. From this period 
onwards sacred Buddhist sites not only 
had stupas but there were sacred towers 
as well. These sacred towers representing 
Brahma, the Creator god, served to 
remind the worshiper that Brahma 
was the only divinity acknowledged by 
Buddhism. (In fact, it is quite uncertain, 
whether Brahma was very important 
to a Buddhist, or not. Early Buddhists 
accepted that life was created, but not 
that it was created in tangible time, so 
they accepted Brahma — but not quite. 
But Mahayana Buddhists did accept 
Brahma. They accepted the idea of the 
act of creation, so that for them the tower 
represented creation. 

This is the kind of decoration around 
the bottom of a late stupa (fig. 5.21). 
There is also a walkway along the top for 
circumambulation. 

fig. 5.19

fig. 5.20

fig. 5.21

The only decoration found in some of 
the earlier caves — and which must have 
been important all along — was painted 
decoration. The paintings represent the 
ceremonies of circumambulation, the 
honouring of the bodhisattvas, and so on. 
(fig. 5.22). 

Now, apart from the rock-cut 
monasteries, we have through 
archaeological studies, as earlier discussed, 
some knowledge of what the early built 
monasteries were like. This provides some 
evidence of what Buddhists thought of 
architecture. They clearly thought that 
it needed to be extremely simple and 
unpretentious. This example (fig. 5.23)  
is quite a big building, about 20 metres 
square. There were outer walls to close 
it in and to give some privacy and 
protection, the latter partly from the 
wild animals in the jungle. But the 
central paved courtyard was completely 
open, surrounded by shaded spaces in 
which the monks could live and sleep. 
It’s possible that there were ropes slung 
between the columns supporting the roof, 
enabling the inhabitants to achieve some 
privacy, if they wanted it, with curtains 
or even with bamboo screens. We don’t 
know for certain because these are only 
archaeological excavations. But basically 
they were open buildings — minimal  
in concept. 

The plan in fig. 5.24 shows a dining hall. 
It has an entrance area, which probably 
was for washing and then one went up 
a flight of steps in to another walled 
building, where there was again a central 
courtyard for light.

fig. 5.22

fig. 5.23

fig. 5.24
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As far as surviving buildings are 
concerned, we don’t have anything much 
older than about 700 or 800 years. This 
one in Sri Lanka is about 710 years old; 
it is a small monastery. Three of the 
monks are standing outside the entrance 
(fig. 5.25). It is very open in concept. 
One can see right through the building 
into the courtyard and out through the 
other side (fig. 5.26). There were screens 
on the windows, so there must have 
been occasions when they felt a need 
to protect themselves against animals 
or thieves. Inside, you see some of the 
young novices — they sometimes became 
novices in their early teens. There is the 
senior Buddhist monk on the left (fig. 
5.27). The courtyard has planted inside 
it some bodhi plants and some symbolic 
geometrical stones. But it’s very open. 

On the left you see a wall, but it’s 
believed that these walls were a later 
addition built between columns, 
probably only 200 years or so ago. 
Originally, the whole building was 
open, like those in the ancient plans we 
saw. The monastery is symmetrical: one 
end was used by the senior monks, the 
other by the junior monks where they 
did the cooking.

fig. 5.25

fig. 5.26

fig. 5.27

In this plan (fig. 5.27), there is shown a 
treasury building on the left hand side, 
where everything precious could be 
locked up and kept safely. Then there 
is the main open courtyard building. 
Assuming that the flanking rooms are 
later, it has the same sort of open plan as 
in the ancient archaeological sites. 

There are a number of larger versions 
of the same kind of monastery. That 
illustrated here is in Lankatilleke, also  
in Sri Lanka, and about 700 years old 
(fig. 5.28). 

fig. 5.28

fig. 5.27
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Houses seem to have had a very similar history. 
Ananda Coomaraswamy from Sri Lanka was one 
of the very few people to actually study Buddhist 
art and Buddhist traditions and Buddhist 
architecture seriously — about 130 years ago. 
As part of his work he examined some of the 
old Buddhist houses. Here we have a Buddhist 
house that he thought was about 100 years old 
then — so it is about 230 years old now, at least 
(fig. 5.29 & 5.30). He thought that it was what a 
typical Buddhist house would have been like in 
Ceylon and he presumed that it represented an 
ancient tradition. It has two closed rooms, one of 
which was called the “dark room” (coming from 
Hinduism). But that is not surprising. Because 
women need a private place for childbirth. It 
is only natural that they would have adopted 
that idea from the Hindus. The other room is 
a store with a door, so that they could lock up 
their precious things. The rest of the house was 
completely open. If they entertained strangers 
visiting their house, there was no privacy. At one 

end there was a grain store, but that was also open 
to the whole of the space. 

In this house some of the columns have 
unfortunately been joined together with walls, but it 
is still possible to form an idea what it was like.

fig. 5.31

fig. 5.29

fig. 5.30

The building has no windows and a simple 
courtyard, except that the walls on the sides 
have been added in the last 100 years. It is 
thought that it was originally completely 
open, like Coomaraswamy’s plan. Such a 
house frequently had a symbolic tree in 
the middle of the courtyard, often a Bodhi 
tree, and the family gathered at one end 
and the workers at the other end to eat 
meals and relax. 

All of this confirms that for Buddhists 
domestic architecture is about simplicity, 
directness and lack of material values.

All the people in this photograph lived in 
that house! (fig. 5.33)

The design of the doors in the houses 
confirm Buddhist philosophy. Actually, 
this one is more complicated than most 
(fig. 5.34). Buddhist doors are usually 
made of one piece of wood. At the ends 
of each door they carved a pivot — so 
that there was a pivot top and bottom; 
they were then fitted into the holes in 
the floor and the beam across the top. 
This one is more elaborate, it has two 
doors and two, rather strange, sliding 
pieces of wood for closing and locking 
it, but basically you can see that an 
attempt has been made to keep it as 
simple as possible.

fig. 5.33

fig. 5.34

fig. 5.32

fig. 5.31
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A typical farmhouse from about 
1805 (fig. 5.34). This is the back 
door, and there is a front door 
on the side of the house. The 
man outside is a workman from 
the fields. He is an employee 
of the family, and he enters 
through the back door where the 
implements are kept.

 On entering through the front door, a visitor has the general feeling is of a 
completely simple open house with very few partitions. There appears to be no 
privacy at all. You see everything at first glance, including, if you are there early 
in the morning, the mats where the family are sleeping. 

There is the same openness in this house as in the earlier house we saw. There is 
a dark room on the right hand side but the rest of the house is open. Buddhism 
takes a very different approach to domestic architecture from the Hindu. It 
doesn’t have to concern with any of that purification, or any of that formality. 
Strangers walk straight into the middle of the house; there is no private zone 
— a completely different concept of life. 

fig. 5.34

fig. 5.35

Fig. 5.37 shows a view looking the other way 
in the courtyard and towards the back door 
where the workman enters. That now has now 
a screen so that when the family are there they 
have a little privacy from workmen bringing 
farm implements into the house to store. 

The storage room shown in fig. 5.38 for 
ritual vessels is probably a later addition to 
the house, again influenced by Hinduism. 
Behind the man standing in a sarong, 
next to the main entrance door, there was 
originally the rice bin. It is now screened 
off by a solid wall. The sunken area in the 
middle of the courtyard is green with 
grass and moss in good weather and in dry 
weather becomes sand. 

Looking the full length of the courtyard in 
fig. 5.39. Notice the circular marks in the 
courtyard grass created by the rain dripping 
from the tiled roof. 

The outside of the house is shown in fig. 5.40. 
The whole building is raised on a small plinth. 
Just beyond the edge of the plinth you see the 
same row of drip marks from the roof. 

This house has a very good example of the 
Hinayana approach to joinery — that is, to 
make everything as simple as possible. So 
here, in fig. 5.41, an entire doorway made up 
out of four pieces of wood. The first is the 
top lintel, the second single piece of wood is 
the door itself with its two projecting pins 
at the ends on one side, the third one is the 
wooden stop for the door, and the fourth 
one is a sliding wooden bolt. Four pieces 
of wood for a complete doorway. So it is 
very simple and very much in the spirit of 
Hinayana design, i.e. that everything should 
be as minimal as possible. 

fig. 5.36

fig. 5.37

fig. 5.38

fig. 5.39

fig. 5.40

fig. 5.41

However, when one examines 
the plan (fig. 5.36) one begins to 
see that after all, some privacy has 
been introduced. First there is 
the dark room, which is taken of 
course from the Hindu tradition 
and which gives the women a 
private place to retire to and a 
place for childbirth, and next to 
it in the centre is a store room 
for the household goods and for 
utensils used in rituals. At the 
bottom of the plan is a rice bin 
raised on stilts. But otherwise it’s 
very open. The main entrance 
door is at the top of this plan.
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By contrast, this is a large house for a 
nobleman. Now one might expect a 
nobleman’s home have many rooms and a 
very ceremonial entrance and so on. But 
the Hinayana Buddhist nobleman’s house 
is just a much larger version of the small 
house. It has a much larger courtyard, and 
the rooms are around it, all opening out 
into the courtyard with hardly any privacy. 

Above the rooms in this photograph it 
is just possible to see that there is a low 
mezzanine for storage of the grain supply 
for the house.

The main beam carrying the rice bins is 
above the wide side door, which leads to an 
outside terrace.

fig. 5.42

fig. 5.46

fig. 5.44

fig. 5.45

fig. 5.43

We now move from the architecture of Hinayana Buddhism 
to that of Mahayana Buddhism. In Tibet and Nepal the 
elaborate stupas reveal that they are countries that have 
adopted the Mahayana Buddhism fiercely and determinedly. 
The stupas are now no longer simple mounds of earth (even 
if a mound of earth is 500 feet high, as is sometimes the case 
in Sri Lanka and India). Even a small stupa like in fig. 5.47 is 
now a very complicated, monumental structure. It has a base 
to raise it high, with steps leading up to the base and then 
the stupa itself is a distinctive semi-domed shape, and rising 
above it is a symbolic pillar, a kind of small pagoda which 
represents the original umbrella. Whereas in Sanchi we had 
two or three umbrellas, we now have a representation of 
thirteen umbrellas on the side of a vertical cone. 

This is the type of plan of the area around such a stupa 
(fig. 5.48). It is very elaborate, the site being given all 
the treatment that an architect could give to create an 
impression of the monumental. 

Even where there was an early stupa in Nepal, earth in its 
original form, it has now had added to it very impressive 
surroundings, composed of concentric fences and walkways 
and stone buildings (fig. 5.49). On the top of the mound a 
very elaborate construction of symbolic umbrellas in wood 
rises to a tremendous height. There is also another addition 
— so that the stupa now represents the Buddha himself. It 
may contain ashes from the Lord Buddha, but now we see 
the whole stupa as the Buddha incarnate, his eyes from the 
treasury looking out at you.

This is another Nepalese stupa (fig. 5.50), this time not of 
earth but of masonry. There are elaborate steps around the 
base and some very small stupas on the outer edges which 
represent the Bodhisattvas, and the great stupa itself has 
the Lord Buddha’s eyes looking fiercely out at you from the 
treasury and a very elaborate pagoda- like structure above 
representing the umbrellas. 

fig. 5.47

fig. 5.48

fig. 5.49

fig. 5.50
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A map showing the wide variety of types of Buddhist shrine 
construction spread out across South East Asia, up through 
Burma into China and eventually Japan (fig. 5.51). They 
become very elaborate on the right hand side of the map: that 
elaboration is part of the Mahayana attempt to make ritual 
structures out of what was meant by the Buddha himself to be 
unpretentious, simple reminders of sainthood and nirvana. 

Here is the first of these very elaborate structures (fig. 5.52). 
This one is in Rangoon in Burma, illustrating the extent 
to which Burmese Buddhists moved over from Hinayana 
towards Mahayana Buddhism. There are a large number of 
shrines to Bodhisattvas around the base and quite a small 
stupa commemorating the Lord Buddha. There is a very 
elaborate stepped base below the stupa and a tall pagoda 
above it of umbrellas. But the extraordinary thing about 
this stupa is that the whole structure is covered in ¼” of 
solid gold. So it’s an incredible investment in materialism 
in a religious sanctuary. Of course its dazzling in its 
impressiveness, and very beautiful. 

Java, the principle Indonesian island, is no longer Buddhist, 
it is of course almost wholly Islamic. We do have some 
relics of Hinduism in few of the islands, particularly Bali, 
but most have disappeared. As Buddhism was overcome by 
Hinduism in India, so it was overcome in Indonesia. But 
we do have some shrines left from the early period. They 
date back to the first millennium AD. Fig. 5.53 is a shrine 
which is otherwise quite like a Hindu temple, but it has to 
be a Buddhist temple because of two characteristics. First, it 
has a stupa with an umbrella pagoda in the shape of a tower. 
Secondly, the plan is not axial, but centralized, and very 
symmetrically disposed around the crossing of two axes. 

 Now a much larger version of that is this wonderful shrine 
of Borobudur in Java — which is regarded as one of the 
world’s great treasures (fig. 5.54). Much of the early money 
raised for the conservation of antiquities in the world by 
UNESCO was spent on conserving this building, because 
it’s such a beautiful example of a great Buddhist shrine. It 
has a large stupa commemorating the Lord Buddha in the 
middle, surrounded by and encircled by a series of terraces 

fig. 5.51

fig. 5.52

fig. 5.53

fig. 5.54

carrying miniature stupas or dagobas of Bodhisattvas. The 
whole assembly is standing on a square base from which one 
climbs upwards. The axial directions are emphasized and the 
terraces have countless number of dagobas of Bodhisattvas, 
those honourable people who devoted their lives to 
instructing others in Buddhism and volunteered to return 
before enlightenment to help others.

Fig. 5.55 is a view of the upper platform at Borobudur looking 
towards some of the small shrines of the Bodhisattvas. Up 
close and peering through the square openings one can 
actually see that each dagoba has a statue inside, representing 
a Bodhisattva sitting cross-legged in meditation. At the top of 
it all is a tall finial which represents the umbrella. Borobudur 
dates from a fairly early period, about 1300 years ago.

Fig. 5.56 is one of the very early conglomerations in 
Cambodia which are like Borobudur, but, although this does 
not have a stupa in the middle, it is regarded as a Buddhist 
shrine. 

Fig. 5.57 is of a similar type of structure in Angkor Wat 
in Cambodia. As was mentioned earlier, the Cambodian 
kingdom generally alternated between Buddhism and 
Hinduism throughout the reign of the Khmer regime, almost 
until the middle of the second millennium AD. Because 
the allegiance of the ruler tended to be alternating, there 
are some structures which seem predominantly Hindu and 
some structures which are clearly Buddhist. This example is 
definitely a Buddhist structure with its circular, central stupa 
encrusted with other dagobas. It has many of the features that 
you saw in Borobudur, that is, it has the same square plan and 
then the circular central part from which this stupa rises. 

In this illustration (fig. 5.58) we are looking at the character 
of the Bayon, one of the great complexes at Angkor, seen from 
ground level. 

That is an introduction to Mahayana Buddhism. We will be 
returning to the subject when we discuss the architecture of 
China and Japan. 

fig. 5.55

fig. 5.56

fig. 5.57

fig. 5.58
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CHAPTER 06 CHINESE (PART 1) 
—
CHINESE CIVILIZATION(S) 
/ Shang Dynasty c. 1500 – 1028 BC. 
/ Han Dynasty c. 206 BC – 222 AD. 
/ Six Kingdoms c. 222 AD – 581 AD. 
/ Tang Dynasty c. 618 AD – 906 AD. (Chang’an) 
/ Northern Sung Dynasty late 10th c. – early 12th c. (Kaifeng) 
/ Ming 14th c – early 18th C. (Xian & Beijing after early 15th c.)  
/ Ching early 18th c. – early 20th c.  
/ Republic of China. Early 20th c. 

CONFUCIANISM  
/ Moral training in harmony with the cosmos 
= Man is first a social animal: Empathy demands correct observance of relationships and behaviours. 
= formation of character through the establishing of harmony in society 
= reflecting in family and social life an image of the order of the universe.

TAO (pronounced Dao) 
/ The Way = The Path = the basic principle behind life and everything in existence. 
/ Enlightenment means coming to terms with : existence (being) = heightened consciousness = joy.

THREE CHINESE PHILOSOPHY/RELIGIONS 
/If a man asked, “What must I do among other men in this everyday world?” Confucianism supplied 
the answer: Be aware of your duties to your family, to your society and to your civilization — and to the 
eternal powers that both threaten and preserve you. 
/If a man asked, “What is my place in nature?” Taoism supplied the answer: You are part of it and must 
understand its subtle ways — to your own advantage — and the vision of eternity anticipated in wild 
places, in gardens, in painting and in poetry. 
/ If a man asked, “What can I hope for beyond this world?” Buddhism supplied the answer. Search for the 
truth about the illusion of appearances and the goadings of your passions — to understand the very nature 
of existence, and find faith and hope beyond transient human codifications.
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In studying Chinese architecture, we are able to see a clear example of the 
extent which religion determined the way in which architecture was made.  
To introduce that theme I am going to take you to a house in the capital, 
Beijing (fig. 6.1). This house was built as the home of a fairly affluent family 
about two hundred and fifty years ago. It represents a house of a well-off family 
in Beijing. The first illustration shows the entrance from the street. The houses 
line the street in a row; the buildings are surrounded by high walls. They are all 
approximately the same size, each has one main doorway. It is not possible to 
see into the houses at all. (A high surrounding wall is one of the main elements 
of a Chinese building). 

If we look at the same house from above (fig. 6.2) it is clear that the house has 
three basic zones. Across the front on the street side there is an entrance zone. 
In the middle there is a large courtyard, and at the back there is a servant’s zone 
across the width of the site. The entrance zone is not entered axially; it would 
only be entered axially if this family were a princely family or a family of the 
highest echelon of nobility in China. Otherwise the entrance would always 
be off-centre. There is a reason for it being off-centre, which I’ll discuss later 
on. But once one enters one finds oneself in the entrance courtyard which 
runs transversely across the site. The houses rarely have any other orientation; 
the reason for that is because north is regarded as a direction of darkness, a 
direction of winter, a direction of cold winds, so the houses turn their backs to 
the north. Chinese houses are generally entered from the south and their axes 
run from south to north, which means that the main rooms face towards the 
entrance, that is, to the south. One might add to that the belief that north was 
a dangerous direction because barbarian invaders tended to come into China 
from the north as well. So these beliefs together made the north undesirable. 
The south is the direction of the sun, of course, of life, light and everything 
cheerful. The house is also very ceremonial. All very axial, once inside, there 
is a main access up to the hall of the ancestors, which is the main living 
room of the house, and that is also where the senior members of the house 
would live, usually the grandmother and/or grandfather, or, if it’s a young 
family, the father and the mother. On either side of that central room there 
are other habitable rooms. Next to these would be ancillary service shelters 
for the kitchens — which would fundamentally be in the open air, in the 
corner courtyards. (The Chinese traditionally cooked in the open air.) If the 
grandfather and/ or the grandmother lived in the main hall and entertained 
the whole family in their home, then the suites of rooms on the sides would 
be for the married couples who belonged to the family. So married sons and 
daughters would live in the side suites. The main hall was often called the ‘Hall 
of the Ancestors,’ as the shrine to the family ancestors was at the back of the 
hall. Thus it became the main prayer space for the whole house.  

fig. 6.1

The long transverse courtyard beyond the hall 
of the ancestors was the servants’ court and the 
women servants, particularly, would live there. 
There would not be many male servants with 
rooms there, if any, because the men would tend to 
live in rooms off the entrance court. Their main job 
would, of course, be to look after the animals who 
would be stabled there, and to bring in the heavy 
goods coming into the house. Whereas the task 
of the women servants would be to look after the 
family and the children and do the cooking and 
serving. One of the things one may observe is that 
the house is a very strongly formal building. It is 
very fixed in its shape and design. There is a reason 
for that, which we will come back to in a moment. fig. 6.2
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Fig. 6.4 is the street door looking into the entrance court. 

A view of the entrance court (fig. 6.5). The formal door into 
the main living court is on the left and the entrance from the 
street is over beyond the man on the right. 

Fig. 6.6 shows the main doorway into the central court of 
the house from the entrance court.

The door way into the main courtyard of the house, seen 
from the entrance court, is shown in fig. 6.7. The reasons why 
these children’s seats are now in the court is that the house has 
recently been commandeered by the government and is now 
used as a school. 

fig. 6.3

fig. 6.4

fig. 6.5

fig. 6.6 fig. 6.7

Here we are in the main court and you are looking at the side 
buildings on the left, with the central front of the main house 
with its higher roof, on the right (fig. 6.9). 

This view is looking back towards the entrance doorway, with 
the entrance court visible beyond it (fig. 6.10). 

This is one of the rooms now converted into a school room (fig. 
6.11). It gives a sense of the way in which the windows and the 
screens were meant to work. It is important to consider, at this 
stage, how the Chinese dealt with extremes of temperature. It 
could be very very hot in summer and very very cold in winter. 
And so there was a problem. How would one design a house for 
such climatic extremes? Should it be designed for the summer 
heat or the winter cold? The Chinese decided — partly because 
they were lucky enough to have silk as a clothing material 
— to design their house for the summer, and then to use silk 
clothing to protect the inhabitants in winter from the cold. The 
advantage of silk is that it’s both a good insulator and it’s also 
very thin and light. So one could wear eight or ten layers of silk 
without a problem, and thereby one could achieve eight or ten 
layers of insulation around one’s body. The result is that where 
in China, there is a very cold climate, the houses were designed 
primarily for the hot summers, and yet they found way to 
remain warm in winter.

fig. 6.8

fig. 6.9

fig. 6.10

fig. 6.11
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Fig. 6.12 is a diagram of another very similar house 
illustrates how little difference there is between the houses. 
Basically houses conformed to a standard plan throughout 
the whole length and breadth of China up until the 
twentieth century. 

A view from above of the second house allows one to see the 
main court, the entrance court in the front and the doorway, 
the gateway, leading into the house, the high roof of the 
ancestral hall, and the side suites of rooms (fig. 6.13).

As mentioned above, the governor, a member of the royal 
house or an important citizen might have an entrance to 
their house which was slightly different, in that it would be 
symmetrical showing from the street how important the 
inhabitants were. This is illustrated in this drawing made in 
the 11th century AD (fig. 6.14). 

Finally, there was an even grander version of the first two 
types of house (fig. 6.15). This one had an extra court. So 
it had an entrance court where the animals would be led 
in and where they’d be unharnessed and put in stables. In 
the entrance court one would dismount from one’s horse 
or donkey, or from a carriage or carry cart, and then enter 
on foot through the main door into the formal reception 
court of the house. On the far side one would go into the 
reception hall of the house for visitors, a grand ceremonial 
hall. And then beyond that would be the private court with, 
at the back of the private court, the Hall of the Ancestors, 
with on the sides, suites of rooms for the other members of 
the family. And at the rear of the whole house there would 
be a service court for the servants. 

This roof plan (fig. 6.16) gives an idea of the formality of 
such a type of building — although this one is without an 
entrance court. 

And here’s a plan of that house fig. 6.17). The street door 
enters into main visitors’ court, a reception court; it is very 
formal, yet they have to use it also for dismounting from 
their carriages or horses — and the stables are along one 
side. So this is a simpler version of a grand house. 

fig. 6.12

fig. 6.13

fig. 6.14

fig. 6.15

fig. 6.16 fig. 6.17

The entrance to such a house (fig. 6.18). 

A view of the outer court, with the main reception hall of the 
house with three large doors, transversely placed to welcome 
visitors (fig. 6.19). 

Fig. 6.20 is a view of the private court of the house. In this 
photograph taken a hundred years ago one can see the tiny 
children wearing voluminous winter garments — they have 
many layers of silk — the children are padded up like this to 
keep them warm in winter. 

Fig. 6.21 shows the inside of a hall, like the Hall of the 
Ancestors, and again converted into a school — but it conveys 
a sense of what it was like. Luckily the screens and the side 
windows are still in place. 

Another view of the same sort of room (fig. 6.22).

fig. 6.18

fig. 6.19

fig. 6.20

fig. 6.21

fig. 6.22
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Originally, there was very little furniture in a typical Chinese house. Richer houses might have, in the main 
hall, a large timber construction which was a flat table-like structure with matching weave and padded 
mattress on top, and on this a group of people could sit together — it was large enough for five or six 
people to recline on it. This was apparently the only kind of furniture they had in China in antiquity. Later 
on, somewhere in the middle of the first millennia AD, they started to use separate chairs for important 
people, following, perhaps, Persian practice.

In old Chinese paintings one sees that the focus of activity was the big platform on which people sat 
-and around it are a few side tables and a few small chairs near it for the important guests. It is possible 
to generalize and say that fundamentally in China, as in Japan, ordinary people sat cross-legged on a flat 
surface, they didn’t sit on a chair until fairly recent times. 

We have seen the influence of a very important train of thought that developed in China in the first 
millennium BC, that culminated in the writings of a school called the Confucian school, named after 
the philosopher Confucius, who lived in the 6th century BC, and whose sayings were collected in a book 
called the “Analects.” His influence was very active in a number of small Chinese kingdoms in propagating 
the idea that human beings should focus their active lives on benefiting society. Of course Confucianism 
wasn’t strictly a religion, it was a philosophy, but it eventually became a spiritual doctrine. The central 
idea of Confucianism was that one should devote one’s whole life to the benefit of society as a whole, and 
not to oneself. One is part of a system. One is born into a certain position in society and one must do 
everything that is expected of your position and respect the position of other people. One respects one’s 
parents, one’s brothers and sisters, one’s children, one’s teachers and these acts of respect take on a ritual 
form, which is that everything in society has its place and its order, and society is only stable and only 
happy as long as that order is respected. 

The role of the architect is to give visual form to that order, to demonstrate it in the building. So if the 
senior member of the home is the person who should be respected, then the senior person has the central 
position in the house at the end of the axis of the building. If the children of the senior member of the 
house are important, they relate to the senior by being at his/her side, respecting the senior but also being 
respected in turn themselves. The people who are on lesser importance, who are the servants, have their 
own position in the house. And the whole thing is organized in a pattern and a series of rituals which 
allow the architect to maintain these positions and mutual respect formally in the architecture. The 
influence of the Confucian point of view is even easier to appreciate in the traditional Chinese town plan, 
which we will see later. 

fig. 6.23

fig. 6.24

fig. 6.25

Now, I would like to make the point that Confucian philosophy by the time of the Han dynasty had set 
out very clearly exactly how a town should be designed, that the town should be formally ordered with 
the main axis running from the south to the north — and at the centre on that axis should be the most 
important building of the city, which should be the office and palace of the emperor — or the office and 
palace of his representative, the governor. And that would be the main building in the city: everybody in 
the city would pay respects to that person and his family, who would live with him. Then, on either side, 
also in a central position in the town, naturally, would be the markets of the town serving the health of 
the inhabitants by providing them with food, liquids and necessities. The markets would lie on either side 
of the central axis, to the east and the west and in front of the palace of the emperor — or his governor. 
Subsidiary buildings would be grouped according to their importance and to the way in which people 
lived. They, tended to live in city blocks, rather large urban areas, which we would call neighbourhoods, 
and each neighbourhood had its own subsidiary buildings, its own temples, its own bathhouses and other 
necessary subsidiary buildings. The whole town was made up of these large blocks, ordered in an axial way 
very regularly on either side of the central axis. The manner in which Confucian thought organized a town 
was thus, in principle, a large version of the layout of a house. 

Everything in Confucian thinking was to do with stabilizing society and making society happy through 
that crucial concept, respect. And that would always remain the dominating philosophy in China — even 
in periods of instability. Because it’s something which the majority of the people would accept as very 
valuable and worthwhile and they would maintain it in the society, as long as they could. But if the society 
broke up into civil war and life became very dangerous and unstable, these Confucian values could not 
be maintained. As a result quite early on, Confucianism was challenged by other ideas. Some of them 
originated with creative poets who argued that it wasn’t from society — from order and respect — that 
we achieve happiness. For them, happiness came from their accord with nature, from their awareness as 
individuals that they were in tune with nature. 

That idea originated, according to tradition, from a poet named Lao Tzu, who was one of a group of 
people who essentially propagated the idea of individualism as opposed to the groupings that constitute 
society. Instead of achieving happiness from an ordered world, one which was manmade and in which 
everything was pre-determined, they thought that one might obtain more happiness from affinity with 
nature, which has a different kind of order — one which did not have a man-made structure. 

And so from the mid-5th century BC onwards the Chinese were continually confronted by two 
conflicting philosophies. One was the importance of family and society and of maintaining order and 
stability — and the formal values in society, and the other was escaping from that order, and savouring 
life as an individual. Naturally, if one was a poet and had to be original and creative, one would favour 
the latter. Eventually the Chinese came to terms with these two opposing attitudes in a very clever way. 
Because, although they started they started off as philosophies, between 200 BC and 180 AD they both 
became religious faiths. By 300 AD they were institutionalized religions in China. Unfortunately, only a 
century or so later, the whole society fragmented and became unstable. At just this time Buddhism, which 
had invaded China in the first century AD, began to gain ground as a reassuring religion. 
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From the second great period of Chinese history, the Han Dynasty, 
contemporary more or less with Roman civilization and with China 
controlling its first great empire, there survive quite a large number of 
engravings and models in clay. Fig. 6.26. is one of these bas reliefs. It seems 
to depict a house — perhaps it is a monastery or a religious building. 
The building has a single axis running from the entrance through the 
reception gate to the main hall at the back. So it’s exactly the same ordered 
plan, but it has in addition a tower, and this tower probably had some 
sort of a gong on it — which suggests that perhaps it wasn’t a watchtower 
so much as a religious tower and therefore it really represents a religious 
building. What it is showing is, first, the Confucian principles of design 
in the layout, and, secondly, that there was no fundamental difference 
between a temple design and a house design. A temple was simply a rather 
larger and grander house of religion. Thirdly, we know that towers were 
associated with both houses and religious buildings before Buddhism 
became important in China. They were made of wood and had tile 
roofs, so it’s not surprising that when Buddhism brought the Mahayana 
descendent of the stupa up into China, although the first few stupa towers 
were of masonry, the emphasis soon focused on a vertical structure made 
of wood with tiled roofs on a series of levels, a series of symbolic umbrellas 
— which came to be known as a pagoda.

Here are shown the multi- layered structures in different forms (fig. 6.27). 

This is the main pagoda of one of the very early temples in China (fig. 
6.28). Notice that the finial above the roof is a kind of series of umbrellas. 
So it is almost a symbolic stupa, instead of being a mound of earth it’s 
symbolic as a tower with many stories. The tower serves a double purpose 
in that it also draws attention to the importance of the temple. And these 
towers in China are often very high — frequently above 200 feet high — 
and some of them as much as 375 feet. Now this is the temple of which a 
poem was written in 752 AD by a poet called Du Fu which is called “On 
going to the top of the Chang ‘an pagoda” with a party of friends: ‘It’s 
high pinnacle pierces the boundless blue — a violent wind is blowing,’ 
So this very ancient pagoda was used by people as a way of enjoying the 
view from a height; they were permitted to go to the top and they were 
able to enjoy something very unusual in the populous flood plains of 
China. China did not have vertical buildings until this time — except the 
military watchtowers of the Han Dynasty. 

Fig. 6.29 is one of the earliest pagodas — dating from the 6th century 
AD. It is made of brick, and definitely looks as though it’s meant to 

fig. 6.26

fig. 6.27

fig. 6.28

fig. 6.29

be a succession of umbrellas. There seem to have been a number of influences on 
the form of the Chinese pagoda: the ancient Chinese watchtower, the multi-storied 
tower which existed in India (we saw one at Bodhgaya which was commemorating the 
enlightenment of the Lord Buddha) and the series of umbrellas on top of a stupa. 

The first bas-relief dated from the Han Dynasty, the period of a great empire in China. 
Unfortunately that empire came to an end c. 300 and by 350 AD China was in chaos. 
For the next two and a half centuries China was wracked by wars, uncertainties and 
instabilities — Confucianism went into decline. People were no longer impressed by 
such ideas that stability was introduced by respecting your neighbour and by respecting 
your family and your rulers. And so during that period, the Six Kingdoms period, 
Taoism and Buddhism rose in importance. The mass of the common people turned 
to Buddhism, but the educated classes tended to turn to Taoism, because it was the 
philosophy and religion of poets and creative people and its emphasis on retreat from 
society appealed to them during this unsettled period. By 700 AD there were thousands 
of temples in China. All the religious buildings of ancient China were exempt from 
taxation. For this reason the earliest religions became very rich — and because they 
had many thousands of adherents the buildings became larger and larger. Nearly all of 
the new Buddhist temples were built of timber, except the pagodas which were mainly 
built of brick on stone. Eventually, almost half of the wealth of the country was in the 
hands of the Buddhist religious communities — and that wasn’t being taxed. This led to 
a growth of discontent with Buddhism; an increasing numbers of the monasteries and 
temples were pillaged and destroyed. Much of the Buddhist land was taken over by the 
state treasury. This was a tremendous setback for Buddhism, which was threatened with 
extinction in China for a period. But under public pressure, Buddhism was reinstated, 
though it never quite recovered the tremendous popularity and strength it had had 
during the Tang dynasty. With the end of the Tang dynasty, Buddhism then took on a 
slightly new form. It became a religion which emphasized more strongly retreat from 
worldly affairs. Various shades of Buddhism thereafter existed in China, but that which 
most emphasized denial and retreat was known as Zen Buddhism — which also became 
very important later in Japan. 

During the next dynasty, that of the Sung period — Taoism and Confucianism 
were very important to Chinese civilization and remained important, together with 
Buddhism, up to the 20th century. So one sees in China three complementary religions 
coexisting. They had many shades, many sects and many different types of adherents. 
At the same time, western China had been engaged in Islamic trade since Tang times 
and since then there had always been a significant population of Moslems in China, 
mainly in the west, but although sizable it is small compared to the population of the 
whole country. There was also a small community of Christians, which was started in 
the 10th century, growing slightly in number to the 17th and the 18th centuries but not 
significant compared to the dominance of the main three religions.
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This Buddhist pagoda is the earliest surviving one 
that is built in timber (fig. 6.30). Almost all of the 
earlier timber temples and pagodas were destroyed 
in the 9th century AD. A few other earlier ones 
have succumbed to age. Of the remainder, this 
is the earliest surviving timber one. It conveys 
an impression of having many storeys, which are 
expressed externally with balconies — a series of 
umbrellas; In spite of this external impression, 
internally the whole building has a single volume. 

Fig. 6.31 is a section through the pagoda. Although 
the internal volume is broken up in some of the 
pagodas, this pagoda has actually one volume 
extending up right through it. 

The form of the pagoda was quite influential 
on the forms of temples too. Soon multi-storey 
halls began to appear. These were particularly 
appropriate for the housing of large statues and 
images, allowing as they did, for double-storey 
volumes. Here is a very early one, again built in 
wood (fig. 6.32). 

Although this temple appears multi-storied on the 
outside, it is only one volume inside, the internal 
space extending right up to the top of the roof  
(fig. 6.33).

 Only the Buddhist temples had pagodas, but 
all Chinese temples were built in the same 
pattern, whether they were Buddhist, Taoist and 
Confucian. The common pattern was axial, with 
a north to south orientation and the entrance 
always from the south. The succession of halls was 
transverse. The first hall formed an entrance, the 
second was usually the main hall for the housing of 
shrines and images and the third hall was a treasury 
for valuable donations to the temple. There might 
even be further halls if the temples were very 
important. This temple built in the thirteenth 
century has four transverse halls (fig. 6.34).

fig. 6.30

fig. 6.31

fig. 6.32

fig. 6.33

Fig. 6.35 is a plan of a larger temple in which there 
is, first, an outer gateway, then an inner gateway 
and, finally an innermost gateway. From there 
one proceeds across a courtyard to a small hall 
and beyond into another courtyard with another 
small hall and then one comes to the first shrine 
hall. Behind that one proceeds through another 
gateway to another shrine; behind that there is a 
bigger shrine hall and beyond that the treasury and 
then yet another loggia. And at the sides there are 
very elaborate north-south axes in parallel with 
transverse halls. So there is a total of something like 
twenty halls in this one temple complex. 

Fig. 6.36 is a tenth century or eleventh century AD 
painting of one of these temples. 

Fig. 6.37 is an earlier painting, probably from the 
seventh century AD, of a shrine with an image in 
it; north is on the left and south on the right. 

We have observed that the pattern of the layout 
of the temple is the same as that of a house, but 
enlarged. This illustrates a general principle that, in 
many cultures, religious buildings tended to have 
their origins in the forms of houses. 

.

fig. 6.34

fig. 6.35

fig. 6.36

fig. 6.37
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Now we move to rural buildings. If Confucianism 
was so important in the towns and the cities, how 
did the country people react to the idea of the 
need for order and the need for respect within the 
family and society? Did they follow it? Here are 
some examples. The first (fig. 6.38) is a big country 
house. It has two different kinds of roofs. One 
type is the main roof and there are three of them, 
and the other type the side roofs. So one can see 
that the farmhouse is composed basically of two 
courtyards with a central hall, a hall at the back 
and an entrance, exactly like a house in the city. 
The farm is larger, because the side buildings are 
necessary to provide stores.

Here is a smaller country building (fig. 6.39). It has 
a transverse roof in front, a transverse roof behind 
and two side roofs. It therefore only has one court, 
so the form of the house is compressed. But they 
compensated for that by making the inner hall 
double-storied, as the ceiling height is low. That 
provides a lower level which is the main hall for 
visitors. Animals and goods and the farm produce 
are kept next to the entrance. And on the upper 
level is the family ancestral room. 

Fig. 6.40 and 6.41 are other examples of 
farmhouses. Note that although they are farm 
buildings, they are always symmetrical and axial. 
So the question whether Confucianism influenced 
architecture in the countryside is answered. Every 
farmhouse is symmetrical and it has the same basic 
elements (fig. 6.42). 

This is one of the double-storied farm houses (fig. 
6.43). One entered through a single door into the 
only court, behind it there was a reception hall for 
visitors and upstairs the ancestral room. The small 
courtyard in the centre of the farmhouse receives 
the farm produce and there, visitors are also 
received (fig. 6.44). 

fig. 6.38

fig. 6.39

fig. 6.40

fig. 6.41

fig. 6.42 fig. 6.43

These houses are typical of those traditionally built between 
Shanghai and Beijing. Fig. 6.45 shows the lower level and 
the upper balcony.

Fig. 6.46 shows the handrail of the upper balcony in one 
of the houses. Fig. 6.47 is of the stair going up to the 
upper balcony.

The latter has sliding screens — the translucent screens are 
made of rice paper to keep out the wind in winter (fig. 6.48).

Fig. 6.48 is a view of the outside of a double-storey 
farmhouse. This slightly larger farmhouse has an 
entrance block which is double-storied to provide more 
accommodation for the family.

fig. 6.44

fig. 6.45

fig. 6.46

fig. 6.47 fig. 6.48 fig. 6.49 
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Now we are looking at a typical urban 
street (fig. 6.50). It gives an idea of the 
appearance of an original street of a town. 
All of the houses are basically the same, 
each has in the front a blank wall with a 
single doorway. 

On this typical street the main entrances 
would be on one side — the north side 
of the street, that is, the street is on the 
sunny south, seen from within the houses. 
However, the servants sometimes might 
like to have their own entrances at the 
back of the house. So frequently you 
might have small doors on the other side 
of the street which would go into the 
servants block opposite (fig. 6.51). 

Fig. 6.51 is a grand doorway. (These 
examples are in Xiang).

Now when one goes in through that door, 
straight ahead of one, one finds this wall 
which has usually a mural or some sort 
of tile work, called a “shadow wall” in 
Chinese. Now what they mean by that 
is it’s a wall which blocks the entry of 
evil spirits coming in. (Evil spirits seem 
to travel, like, light in straight lines). 
So if one can have a wall opposite one’s 
entrance, one will stop the evil coming 
into one’s house. Similarly, in many 
Chinese towns there are mirrors above 
the doorways which perform the same 
function in reflecting evil away. In this 
illustration (fig. 6.23) there is a shadow 
wall and that means that, upon entering, 
one has to walk along to the left to reach 
the inner door to the house.

fig. 6.50

fig. 6.51

fig. 6.52

fig. 6.53

Fig. 6.54 shows the courtyard of this small private house typical of an urban family house. 
There is only a single courtyard and the main reception room at the back is divided so that 
one side of it is for visitors and the other side is for ancestral worship. 

How ancient is this kind of planning? The Confucians of course date their philosophy 
back to Confucius, so that is 6th century BC, but Confucius himself dated his philosophy 
back to an emperor of that name, who was another 6 centuries or 7 centuries earlier, 
so Confucius traced the idea of formal design in housing and towns back to the Shang 
dynasty — the first great civilization of ancient China. Here, based on archaeology, we 
have a reconstruction of a Shang house, 14th to 11th century BC (fig. 6.55). The house 
seems to have two entrances. It turns its back to the north, it looks to the south, it has a 
basement platform and a sheltering roof and in-between them is a pattern of supports 
filled with screens, so there are three elements of architecture in it. The central axis, that 
seems to have run north to south, is approached by a flight of steps. Probably there are two 
buildings here side by side. So that suggests that the principles of Confucian design are 
very ancient indeed, much more ancient than the sixth century BC.

fig. 6.54

fig. 6.55
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We have established that in traditional Chinese architecture 
there are elements of construction. The first is a plinth at the 
bottom, raised up so that flood water and mud can’t come 
into the house; The second is the roof at the top to keep off 
the rain (which could be very heavy in many parts of China) 
and in between is the third, a series of vertical columns in 
wood to hold up the roof, with the spaces between closed off 
by screens. And those were the basic elements of traditional 
Chinese design. This analysis leads to a very interesting issue 
about the roof construction. That the roofs are constructed 
of vertical and horizontal elements and not in the way we 
think a roof being constructed, of trusses which are based on 
triangles. That is clearly shown in fig. 6.56, bottom left. That’s 
how they constructed the strength of the roof, and then they 
added in filling waterproof surfaces between the rectangles, 
and because they were adding them in, it became very easy 
for the Chinese to curve the roof surfaces. When did the 
Chinese begin using curved roofs? Well, curiously enough, 
the evidence is that it was very late, about 500 to 600 AD. 
And why did they do it? Well I have tried to hint at where 
they may have had the idea from, in an earlier lecture — from 
the Dong Son culture. 

From that time onwards, from about 550 to 600 AD, 
Chinese changed from very rectangular forms to forms 
including curved roofs — curved in both directions, curved 
in the slope of the roof and curved also along the eaves, and 
sometimes the ridge as well. 

Here’s the difference between the pre-500 AD building at 
the bottom, a typical Han temple elevation as we know it 
from the bas reliefs, and some of the models and the Tang 
dynasty temples and houses with roofs above shaped like 
that — with curves (fig. 6.57).

Here the basic principles of construction are shown (fig. 6.58). 
The timber posts do not go into the ground, because of the 
danger of rotting. They stand on stones. Above ground, the 
whole building becomes kind of a latticed framework so the 
columns don’t need to be fixed in the ground because they are 
held in position on their stones by the framework. Also evident 
is how the roof line will be shaped at the top of the beams. 

fig. 6.56

fig. 6.57

fig. 6.58

In the diagrams the roof curves are being introduced (fig. 
6.59). A simple one is on the right, another version of it on 
the left. Then the curves start to become accentuated as one 
moves up. The caption contrasts the two kinds of construction. 
Now the reason for showing that is to draw attention to an 
interesting phenomenon that happened quite early on, which 
was the method of constructing overhanging eaves. 

Besides the problem of supporting the eaves, there is one 
other problem in Chinese timber construction, and that is 
trying to deal with the spans of these very heavy roofs made 
as they were out of a number of levels of tiles. There were at 
least two or three layers of tiles, so the roofs were very heavy. 
How did they deal with the problem of span between the 
columns and the strengthening of the roof ? They used the 
same technique to solve both. That is they created wooden 
corbel at the top of each column. Now the capital on a Greek 
column does create a corbel a little, so does the Persian 
capital, but the Chinese really exaggerated the projecting 
eaves on corbels, as you can see in the next pictures (fig. 6.60 
and 6.61). 

In fig. 6.62 we have an early example of corbels in a 
tombstone in masonry. That is from the Han dynasty, so we 
know the corbelling technique developed very early on in 
China. Fig. 6.63 is a Han Dynasty tower model showing the 
bracketed corbelling of the eaves.

fig. 6.59

fig. 6.60

fig. 6.61

fig. 6.62, fig. 6.63
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A very early gateway to a temple built in Japan by Chinese Buddhist 
missionary monks, dating from about 570 or 580 AD. This gives 
an idea of what a timber building was like at the end of the period 
of the Five Dynasties period just before the Tang Dynasty — it had 
corbelled strengthening of the eaves. 

The Japanese repair buildings carefully, so this is not the original 
woodwork — it has been replaced a number of times. The oldest 
original timber temple buildings in China which has been dated so 
far are from the Fo-kuang Temple, 857 AD. It was built after the 
destruction which went on at the end of Tang dynasty. Fig. 6.62 is the 
gateway. It has elaborate corbels which are worth examining in detail. 

fig. 6.62

fig. 6.63

A section through the main prayer hall of the 
Buddhist temple, showing the construction  
(fig. 6.63). 

Fig. 6.64 is a detail showing the way the corbels 
supported the middle of the rafters. Chinese 
started to use lever counter balances at an angle. 
Supporting the middle of each rafter there is a 
series of counter balances, from the support at the 
bottom end of the overhanging eaves. 

A reconstruction of an early cave temple 
construction, showing how complicated the 
corners of these Chinese wooden eaves could be 
(6.68). There are four or five layers of corbelling.

In this example (fig. 6.65) there are four layers of 
counter-balanced corbels in wood.

A view of the same detail from outside (fig. 6.69). 
One can see both the transverse beam being braced 
and strengthened with a kind of a capital and the 
counter-balanced lever-arms projecting through 
the capital from under the rafter. 

A diagram of a more complicated construction 
(fig. 6.66).

A view of the eaves construction of an ancient 
wooden temple from 857 AD (fig. 6.67).

Fig. 6.70 is a photograph showing the corbelling 
of that roof with double lever arms projecting 
through the wall. 

fig. 6.64

fig. 6.65

fig. 6.66

fig. 6.67

fig. 6.68 fig. 6.69 fig. 6.70
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Fig. 6.71 is an elaborate detail with an angled bracket above the 
middle of the lever arms; the lowest lever arm is supporting the 
middle of the upper lever arm to make it even stronger. A little closer 
to triangulation — but not quite reaching the full potential of it. 

Fig. 6.72 is a fascinating example of counter-balancing. This is an 
ideal simplified temple in which all of the inside columns have been 
removed, and the whole building is balanced on two columns. It is 
a section from a carpentry manual, so we don’t know whether they 
built such ideal buildings. This is from one of the first printed books 
that we have from China, printed in 1103, nearly three hundred and 
fifty years before any printing took place in Europe. It is a marvelous, 
very elaborate printed manual on carpentry. This example shows the 
kind of elaborate counter-balances that could be continued if one 
wanted to further reduce the columns. 

Early roofs on a Japanese 
Buddhist gateway and shrine, 
with only modest curvatures. 
Built in the 7th century AD  
(fig. 6.73). 

Fig. 6.74 is an elevation and 
shrine of the main hall of a 
Buddhist temple, showing 
the outside elevation and the 
shrine inside with images of 
the Buddha. 

fig. 6.72

fig. 6.73

fig. 6.74

fig. 6.71

The fine interior of such a building in Japan 600 AD: all of the structure is in very 
beautifully finished exposed natural wood (fig. 6.75). Fig. 6.76 shows the roof 
construction of such a building.

Fig. 6.77 is a photograph of the roof construction of a Chinese house, showing a main 
bedroom below and cross bracing above.

fig. 6.77

fig. 6.75

fig. 6.76
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Korea is one of the countries near China which were part of the Chinese 
diaspora. They were extensively influenced by Chinese culture. These included 
Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand and in the north, Mongolia — and in the east 
Korea. In Korea a number of beautiful buildings still survive from a fairly early 
period. This one is one of the most ancient (fig. 6.78). It is built in masonry and 
dates from the 6th century AD. But the roof is a more recent reconstruction. 

Timber temples survive in Korea from at least five hundred years ago. They 
are very like the timber buildings we have seen in China. They are usually 
very simple, and often brightly coloured, reminding us that the Chinese 
buildings would originally have been brightly coloured too. The colour has 
generally been lost over time in China and allowed to disappear. In Japan, 
because of Shinto influence, wherever there had been colour on Buddhist 
temples in China it tends to have been removed. (Shinto influence is 
considered in a later chapter). In Korea one has a sense of how the brightly 
coloured Chinese temples might have looked originally (fig. 6.79). 

In Korea there survive a large number of very old, very beautiful environments, 
with the same axial succession of gateways and transverse halls as one would 
find in China. So the sense of Chinese influence is very strong. But Koreans 
are profoundly influenced in another dimension which I haven’t yet talked 
about in China, which is “Feng Shui”. In China itself that is a fourth kind of 
influence on architecture. Accompanying it, there was popular mystical belief 
in the importance of some sites, and the importance of some locations, and the 
importance of some axial directions. These come from a set of mystical magical 
beliefs that were very ancient. They probably go back to the Shang Dynasty 
or even earlier. Generally, these beliefs are grouped together as “Feng Shui” 
beliefs. They were an important influence in China itself over a long period, 
influencing the location of monuments, the location of towns and the location 
of buildings. Incidentally China is not alone in that: the Japanese, the ancient 
Romans, the Hellenistic Greeks, Persians, the early Moslems, all believed that 
there were some magical dimensions which had to be considered in choosing a 
location of a building or a town. So “Feng Shui” was part of an ancient pre-
historic set of values, of beliefs, that came down to modern times. But in those 
communities that are on the edges of major cultures one often finds that the 
central elements of those cultures were exaggerated and magnified. That seems 
to have happened in Korea, where “Feng Shui” became of central importance. 
The location of their buildings and the way their towns were organized 
followed principles which were not only Confucian but also followed the 
“Feng Shui” popular beliefs of mystical pre-determination of pre-ordering. In 
Korea there is simplicity and directness and a very clean form of Confucianism 
and Taoism associated with these strong “Feng Shui” influences. 

fig. 6.78

fig. 6.79

fig. 6.80
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CHAPTER 07 CHINESE (PART 2)
—
TAOISM 
“Tao” / “dao” = the way = the path 

The three dominant beliefs of Chinese were not religions originally, but philosophies, and they became 
religions only later. Just as elsewhere other religions became institutionalized, so the ancient philosophies 
of the east eventually became institutionalized to become religions. 
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Taoism is a very ancient philosophy. The philosophy of Taoism was focused on becoming 
one with the universe. It was seen as the basic principle behind life and everything in 
existence. Being = heightened consciousness = joy. This came from the idea that mankind 
didn’t have to be constantly fighting and aggressively resistant in order to survive. It 
pointed out that water which seemed so malleable — and, as the Chinese would say 
“yielding” — could actually destroy stones over centuries. And that quality of “going with 
the flow of things” was a Taoist philosophy. One didn’t resist, one adapted. And they 
believed that that was the path to happiness. Fighting the world brought unhappiness. 
Going with it, brought happiness and peace — and no stress. So these ideas began as 
part of a philosophy and slowly became institutionalized, and were more and more the 
expected way of thinking in China — especially by the intelligentsia and creative people. 
But that process came to an end after the collapse of the Han Dynasty when China broke 
up into a number of small kingdoms 

 From the fourth century AD Chinese people found themselves in situations that were very 
worrying, unstable and nerve-wracking, and then Confucianism, which had been the great 
ordering philosophy and then the religion of society under the Han Dynasty, began to be 
replaced by philosophies stemming from Buddhism and Taoism. Slowly Taoism began to 
be institutionalized; people from all levels of society went to Taoist temples to meditate 
— endeavouring to reach enlightenment through contemplation. Taoist philosophy urged 
the virtues of individuality, and the need to understand and harmonize with nature. People 
were encouraged to sit quietly, empty their minds and meditate on nature and its processes. 
And that affected Buddhism in turn. So Buddhism began to be more and more in China 
a philosophy of meditation. But that was joined to the religion, and so Chinese Buddhism 
differs from Indian Buddhism, and from the Buddhism in the rest of South East Asia. 

Confucianism also began as a philosophy, of devoting one’s life to society not to one’s self; it 
was concerned with stabilizing society and making it a happy place. So, while Confucianism 
was about order in society, about maintaining order — which meant maintaining respect for 
other people by pulling one’s weight in society. Taoism was concerned with the individual, 
not with society. So the two were rather opposed. The problem with conformity, the 
underlying message of Confucianism, was that it might kill initiative, which meant that 
it might destroy creativity. So if one had an urge to be creative, to think afresh and not to 
conform, one needed something other than Confucianism. Even the Chinese home was 
not a release, for the house was ordered according to Confucian rules. So what did the 
independently-inclined Chinese do? Well, he/she tried to find some alternative to the order 
of the home. But how could they find relief from the domestic ordering if they lived in an 
urban environment — unless they made the effort to travel to the outskirts of the town, 
into the countryside? But the independently-inclined Chinese found a solution — to make 
the countryside come to them, to create their own countryside within the sites of their own 
homes. There they could be Taoists — walking and sitting to meditate belonging to nature 
and to forget for a while Confucian rules and ordering. 

Returning to the home that we began with (fig. 7.1), and you will 
remember how people progressed in a very ordered way through 
the entrance with a “shadow wall” inside designed to keep out the 
evil spirits, and then went to the left onto the axis of the main inner 
doorway. From there they passed through the doorway along axis 
to the hall of the ancestors, behind which there was a courtyard for 
servants. Now that kind of home didn’t have much room for nature. 
There was perhaps a plant in the entrance courtyard, and a plant or 
two in the family courtyard. That’s all the nature that could be found 
in the house. 

Fig. 7.2 is a plan of another house in which the servants’ quarters at 
the back has been moved to the side. Now there is an opportunity 
for the inhabitants to pass through the courts on either side of the 
hall of the ancestors at the back of the plan of the building, through 
doorways into the garden behind — giving them a chance to escape 
into nature. 

One of the great Chinese poets, Tao Chien, who lived in the 6th 
century AD, wrote a poem called ‘Walking out of the cage.’ You have 
a sense of what it means. And it is known that he was one of the first 
people to design a town garden. In another place this poet described 
‘living like a hermit in the middle of a market place.’ So that was the 
idea: to be able to escape within your own home, which is in the 
middle of the town, into nature — and to commune in meditation 
with nature in a Taoist way. 

fig. 7.1

fig. 7.2
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What form was the new, man-designed landscape to take? The important 
point is that it wasn’t just to be a landscape. We tend to think that Chinese 
landscape is the ancestor of the natural landscape of the British. But it isn’t at 
all — It is quite different. It is symbolic landscape. The Chinese were interested 
in symbolizing the qualities of nature in their gardens. What was the major 
thing that they wanted to symbolize? It was the ‘Way’, the ‘path’. Now what did 
they mean by “the path”? For them, “the path” represented the patient aspect 
of nature — akin to the continuous wearing away of stones by water. They 
represented that by exaggerating, by extremes and by miniaturizing. So you 
find exaggerated symbolic mountains, exaggerated symbolic water. Sometimes 
water is only symbolized by sand and gravel, if they couldn’t obtain get enough 
water, or because it was not easy to introduce water into the garden. In that 
way they symbolized the contrast between the horizontal surfaces of water 
and the exaggerated vertical surfaces of the hills and mountains. In another 
symbolism, the mountains represented the bones of life, while the water 
represented the blood in the veins of life. So the contrast between water and 
mountains for the Chinese was a representation of life. In Chinese terms the 
water was passive, yielding, fluid, (Ying), and the mountains are aggressive, 
masculine (Yang).

The next example is a grand noble house (fig. 7.4). The “shadow wall” is on 
the other side of the road to keep out the evil spirits. One enters on the axis 
and proceeds through the house to the hall of the ancestors, in the middle of 
the plan. All the rest of the house is composed of rooms for members of the 
extended family. The rooms are spread out around the garden, and the garden 
itself spreads around the house. So these wealthy people had rooms out in 
the garden. If you have ever read “The Story of the Stone” or any of the great 
Chinese novels, you’d know that the children in them grew up in a house like 
this large house. They could wander into different parts of the garden of their 
own home — the garden was not continuous, but broken into sections, with 
walls with doorways between them. 

fig. 7.3

fig. 7.4

Fig. 7.5 shows three sections of an ancient painted scroll 
show such a garden broken up by walls. They are quite high 
walls, one can’t see over them, and the inhabitants passed 
through doorways from one walled section to another. 

Only one of the gardens — usually the central garden 
-strictly symbolized the Tao. The other enclosed gardens 
interpreted different qualities of experience — and were 
often inspired by poetry or paintings. So that it was usually 
the central garden, the one really related to the house, 
which had water and rocks or piles of earth representing 
mountains. And then the side gardens would be interpreting 
beautiful poetry or beautiful paintings to represent the 
experience of life through the eyes of poets and artists. And 
frequently each poem would be inscribed on a stone in that 
garden, so that you could actually read the poem as you 
looked at the garden. These different gardens were all joined 
by a single pathway that was designed so that it meandered 
through them — linking them together. 

The doorways between the gardens and between the 
house and the garden were not usually rectangular. The 
most common opening in the garden wall was a circular 
doorway — referring back to cosmology (fig. 7.6). The 
circle represented all of creation by symbolizing the moon 
— or the sky — the door was often called ‘the moon gate’, 
or ‘the moon door’. The curved form represented nature, 
as opposed to rectangular elements which were man-made 
and conformed to Confucian order. The Chinese had a 
number of different kinds of curved forms they could use in 
doorways and windows to represent the transition to nature. 

Of these the one that was most common is the perfect circle. 
If they wanted an intermediate transition between the 
rectangle and the perfect circle they might use some form of 
an octagon or some kind of multi-sided form for a doorway 
or window (fig. 7.7).

The most common transition to the garden was a succession 
of circular doors leading out of the house through the 
courtyards that were planted (fig. 7.8). 

fig. 7.5

fig. 7.6

fig. 7.7

fig. 7.8
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Today we tend to think of nature as being primarily 
concerned with plants. But for the Chinese recreating the 
forces of nature and the change of nature could be done 
without any plants at all — merely stones and sand (fig. 7.9). 
Yet, introducing plants would, of course, enhance the sense 
of change. And it was particularly important to have plants 
if the poem or the painting included plants. For the Chinese 
it is the statement of the Tao, of the Ying and the Yang, the 
passive and the active, and the harmony of the whole of 
nature that was important. 

This central garden has a great pool with rocks and water 
lilies in it and quite a lot of other plants (fig. 7.10). Some 
of the most beautiful gardens remaining in China are in a 
town called named Suchow, where there are a number of 
marvelous gardens in a group. And they are all rather large, 
and have central lakes like this one.

In one or two parts of the garden there would be a pavilion 
which allowed a single person to sit to enjoy the garden and 
meditate (fig. 7.11). But they had an important means to 
enhance meditation if there was a group (fig. 7.12). And that 
was: to meditate through poetry. So ordinary conversation 
was not encouraged. Instead, one of the group had to recite 
a line of verse which he or she had just composed. Then 
somebody else in the group would be expected to follow 
with another invented line of verse. And so it would go on 
around the group until the last person composed a line which 
completed it. The Chinese actually created this as a kind of 
game, with penalties if one failed to provide a respectable and 
appropriate line of verse at one’s turn. A favourite penalty was 
to be required to drink a full glass of wine. So if one ended up 
the afternoon drunk it reflected one’s failure to meditate with 
nature properly and to be inspired to good poetry. 

fig. 7.9

fig. 7.10

fig. 7.11

fig. 7.12

The old drawing (fig. 7.13) represents the contrast between the forces of strength and 
aggression — to the point that the overhanging cliff is about to collapse at any time — and 
the placid force of yielding to events — in the form of placid water. It is not meant to be 
a real landscape, although strangely enough, there are in China — in certain areas — real 
landscapes which are rather like this — volcanic landscapes (fig. 7.14). Volcanic rocks are 
hard — they don’t weather easily. So volcanic cores tend to stick up in the landscape. They 
were revealed after many millennia of erosion, when all the sedimentary rocks around 
them have weathered away. In several parts of China there are wonderful landscapes 
created by these vestiges of volcanic activity with the volcanic cores rising out of what is 
otherwise is a land of swamps and water. One of the finest of these areas is the so-called 
“Blue Lake” region (fig. 7.15). They served as sources of inspiration both to artists and to 
the designers of these gardens. So there is a kind of resemblance between the landscape of 
the most beautiful parts of China and the town gardens elsewhere. 

There existed even more symbolism than we have so far discussed involved in the design 
of these urban gardens, because, for the Chinese — as for all traditional people — visual 
symbolism was much more important than it is for us. So for the Chinese, every part, 
every stone, every shape had symbolic meaning, and could be interpreted in more than 
one way. All of the stones used in the garden could be seen as been resembling and 
symbolizing something else (fig. 7.16 & 7.17). 

fig. 7.13

fig. 7.14

fig. 7.15

fig. 7.16 fig. 7.17
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In this photograph we are looking at the main garden of a 
Chinese house in Suchow (fig. 7.18). It would often contain 
a rather large lake at the back of the Hall of the Ancestors. 
Sometimes there would be some sort of a viewing platform 
behind the hall of the ancestors that allowed one to go 
outside from the hall for a view of the lake. 

This photograph shows one of the Suchow gardens with a 
very large lake with rocks rising out of it (fig. 7.19). It will be 
seen that the house has corridors that extend around the lake.

Fig. 7.20 is a painting to symbolize the contrast between 
rectilinear man-made things and the natural elements 
of the landscape. Those things that are man-made are 
all rectangular; but in the landscape hardly anything is 
rectangular — except parts of the bridge — which is man-
made again. So the idea of a French formal garden would 
have been unthinkable to traditional Chinese. They would 
not have taken straight paths into the landscape.

Here again an example from Suchow (fig. 7.21). On top 
of the artificial hill, there is a pavilion which allows one to 
look down into the garden shielded from the neighbours. 
In the next photograph, we are looking out through an 
octagonal window into the lake at the back of the Hall of 
the Ancestors — and one can see the rocky contrasting 
hills coming up from the land side; there are walkways 
through it all.

fig. 7.20

fig. 7.19

fig. 7.18

Here is another example at Suchow (fig. 7.22). There is a 
lake at the back of the Hall of the Ancestors of this house 
and one of the strange free-form doors can be seen, which 
is neither a “moon door”, a perfect circle, nor a rectangular 
shape, but free-form. Doors such as this one are also are 
fairly common in China.

The problem of putting a bridge over the lake was a 
challenge, because it was a man-made element and clearly 
had straight lines. But if one wanted to make it harmonious 
with the non-rectangular character of the garden one might 
give it a zig-zag form, which they often did (fig. 7.23).

Fig. 7.24 is an illustration of a very typical pathway in among 
the rocks around part of the house. The Chinese tried to 
make the rocks as beautiful as possible. But finding beautiful 
rocks was not easy, nor was it easy to find rocks which had 
the potential to have symbolic meaning. One couldn’t 
just go out into the street and find them. So how did they 
obtain them? The answer is that rocks were imported from 
those regions which had very beautiful natural outcrops — 
particularly the volcanic rocks from the Blue Lake region 
and from other parts of China. They would be shipped 
across to the big cities and to the towns and sold there in 
special shops for huge prices; the more exotic in shape, the 
more expensive they would be… And the people buying 
them would know that they would last a long time because 
they were very hard material, so they could sell them again 
perhaps as heirlooms one day if they needed to. Some of 
these rocks could cost in today’s money thousands of dollars. 

An illustration of one of the rocks which appears to be a 
bird (fig. 7.25).

fig. 7.21

fig. 7.22

fig. 7.23

fig. 7.24

fig. 7.25
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Fig. 7.26 is an example of an artificial mountain, so big 
that it’s hiding the house behind it. It is in one of the 
most beautiful surviving gardens in the Forbidden City in 
Beijing, created with a villa in the eighteenth c. AD for an 
emperor who had retired. 

Fig. 7.27 shows a view through one of the free-form doorways 
looking at an artificial mountain made of these volcanic rocks. 
Some of the artificial mountains are thirty or forty feet high.

This garden (fig. 7.28) is actually in Japan, but it is included 
here because it shows how such a garden could be created 
without water using sand to represent the Ying element, a 
horizontal watercourse. Notice as well how carefully looked 
after the trees and plants are. Although it may appear to be 
quite big, the height of the roof of the building reveals that 
the garden is really on a very small scale. The trees here are 
no more than five feet high — the whole thing is miniature; 
the width of this garden is about ten feet.

fig. 7.26

fig. 7.27

fig. 7.28

Here, within the Forbidden City, is the small 
palace of the Chinese emperor in retirement  
(fig. 7.29). In the garden there is the artificial hill 
about thirty feet high made out of volcanic rocks 
with a pavilion on top of it looking down at the 
emperor’s main hall. This is where he would sit 
and meditate in his old age. One has some sense of 
the completely different attitude to the design of a 
landscape garden in China — the main point being 
the contrast between it and the house. The Chinese 
garden is not in harmony with the building as a 
French garden is. It’s totally in contrast —  
a contrast which is fundamental. It must be as 
different as possible in order to express that it is all 
about Taoism — and Tao and The Way — and not 
about Confucian conformity and social order.

Here we are at the bottom of that hill inside the 
emperor’s reception hall looking at the lower slopes 
of the hill from the hall (fig. 7.30).

fig. 7.29

fig. 7.30
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From this point we will consider architecture in relation to the 
Chinese designs of towns and cities: Fig. 7.31 is a painting more 
than a thousand years old in water colour of life in a Chinese town, 
probably Han Chao, quite an important town, and you see how life 
in the street is represented in the foreground, the gateway into the 
house behind it and some women descending to greet visitors from 
the main reception hall inside the entrance. And the design of the 
house is all on one axis as you have seen, representing a high degree of 
civilization and order. That sense of stability, safety, security, order, is 
of course Confucianism.

The complete symmetry of all the old drawings of Chinese extended 
family villages and small towns demonstrates how everything from 
the small house to the large town could be really thought of as being 
very centrally axial and very ordered (fig. 7.32). When a number of 
houses were built together, they were placed on parallel axes, all with 
a north-south axis, facing south, and there is total symmetry and 
order (as in the bottom centre drawing). 

Confucianism taught that if one is looking for happiness in life one 
will achieve that happiness by being part of an ordered society that 
is safe and secure, and predictable. (Almost the opposite of Taoist 
approach to happiness, which was to be in harmony with nature). The 
Confucian view was that one should subjugate one’s own personal 
individuality and one’s own will to the need for social order, to find 
happiness. In this illustration (fig. 7.33) the top plan is a village and at 
the bottom are some sections through it. The whole village is ordered 
around the head-man. The head-man’s dominance of the village is 
expressed by having his house also serve as a community centre for 
the whole village. Access to the town is through a main entrance into 
a transverse courtyard / street. Then one enters into his reception hall 
and then to a hall at the back which is the hall of the ancestors — the 
ancestors of most of the people in the village, because, of course, 
such a small village is often the home of a clan who are theoretically 
distantly related to each other. And then all the separate houses 
of individual nuclear families are organized along the cross–axis, 
with some on parallel north/ south axes, which are all part of the 
geometrical ordering of the whole town. The town turned a blank 
outer wall to nature (except for some small high openings). If it was 
attacked, the villagers defended the corners of the town from towers. 

fig. 7.31

fig. 7.32

fig. 7.33

Towns and cities were simply larger versions of the village in the 
previous example. Fig. 7.34 is the plan of a town that was slightly 
larger than the previous one. The whole town had an entrance hall 
for receiving visitors, and then the axis ran through the centre of the 
town towards the main shrine of the ancestors of the town at the 
north. And then the cross-axis gave access to the houses. 

Now that was not merely the plan of a typical town but the same 
arrangement was the plan of a typical block in the traditional big city. 
So, if one went into Beijing a hundred and fifty years ago, one would 
have tended to find that the city blocks were like this. There would 
have been one entrance into each block usually, in the centre of the 
south side. The street along the bottom, on the outside of the block, 
would be one of the main cross streets of the city. From the gate 
one would find oneself in the central entrance area, and inside there 
would be one or three main subsidiary streets running east / west on 
either side. One hundred and fifty years ago there were many cities in 
China which had city blocks of this kind. 

Returning to our example, it had the defensive towers because it was 
out in the country side. (They would not of course have been needed 
in the city). The shape was a perfect rectangle. There was nothing 
natural about this — it was totally artificial, totally man-made. No 
wonder the Taoists hated it. That was not “The Way”. Everything was 
intellectually ordered, controlled and determined. 

One could take the whole thing another step in the design of a big 
city. This example (fig. 7.35) was the greatest city of the Tang Dynasty 
— to the Chinese was one of the greatest periods of Chinese history, 
a golden age. The great city was the capital, now called Chang ‘an. 
Today we don’t have the whole city surviving, there is just a small part 
of it. But we do have some ruins of it, which are extraordinary. Here 
is the plan of the town. It was eight kilometers (five miles) across 
the southern side: One entered through the main entrance (6); then 
straight ahead, the main north-south axial road led to the palace 
of the emperor (4). The south wall of the palace was one and three 
quarter kilometres long (more than a mile) — just that one wall. In 
the plan, (5) and (7) indicate the two great markets of the city, one 
on either side of the central axis. Not only was there a main gate at (6) 
but there were two gates on either side of it, each leading to a vertical 
north / south axis. 

fig. 7.34

fig. 7.35
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Fig. 7.36 gives a sense of the southern wall of the imperial 
palace as it survives today after 1500 years. It is 45 to 50 feet 
wide at the top. This gives some idea of the scale of the city. 
The walls were designed in that way so that chariots could 
race around them at high speed to defend the city — with 
plenty of room at the top to pass each other. 

In fig. 7.37 we see the thickness of the wall and the bastions, 
and the site of one of the great gateways. 

Fig. 7.38 shows an original gateway with a reconstructed 
guardhouse over it. (This great field of ruins was deserted 
for about four hundred and fifty years and then in the early 
fourteenth century a new dynasty decided to reuse the ruins 
and revive Xian as a capital. They didn’t actually keep it as 
the capital for very long because the capital was moved to 
Beijing in the next century). The upper levels of the gateways 
were originally built out of wood. After 800 years they had 
been destroyed; they were rebuilt in wood with some brick 
and masonry, probably in a style somewhat resembling their 
original form. But the new rulers couldn’t reoccupy the whole 
city as it was far too big. So they chose the area surrounded by 
the imperial palace walls as the new site and rebuilt the city 
inside those. The gateway shown here is the southern gateway. 
And of course it is multi-storied because that’s where the army 
offices and barracks were. It was necessary to have a number 
of guards and policemen there controlling who came in and 
out — and to collect customs dues. 

fig. 7.36

fig. 7.37

fig. 7.38

If we try to understand how Buddhism was affected in its journey from India to China, 
then we have to realize is that Chinese Buddhism is not as concerned with the idea of 
nirvana — of reaching another separate state of existence. In Hinduism and Buddhism 
in India there is a conceptual separation between the world of the here and now and the 
world of eternity; they are seen as being almost two separate worlds. For the Chinese, 
Buddhism it is all one. Taoism influenced Chinese Buddhism in that what became 
important for the Chinese was to meditate on reality — that is the task of the Chinese 
Buddhist — and to come to terms with the inter-connectedness of everything in the 
world. The approach is quite Taoist really, in the hope of either, coming to a heightened 
state of awareness, a heightened state of consciousness. That is the task of the Buddhist. 
In later Chinese society the intellectual classes tended primarily to be Confucian and 
the creative classes not surprisingly tended to be primarily Taoist. The working classes 
and the bulk of the people tended to be primarily Buddhists. The three were really not 
in opposition. There is a great deal of fusion between them. But Buddhism of course 
was the dominant religion of the bulk of the population — and after the Tang period 
it always dominated Chinese society. In periods of stability, however, Confucianism 
would gain ground and return as the philosophy or religion of social order and social 
respect. So we are here examining the effect of Confucianism on the design of towns,  
in which order becomes everything. 

Here we are looking at the gateway in the opposite direction, from the centre of the city 
(fig. 7.39). The view is from the bell tower. Some modern building work was already 
going on there when this photograph was taken in 1983.

Fig. 7.40 shows the outside of the bell tower in the centre of the city. The reason for the 
bell tower is that in the 14th century AD there was a curfew at night as a form of police 
control. After dark people weren’t allowed to move around, but had to stay indoors. 
Then the curfew was sounded again in the early morning to allow the people to emerge 
from their houses and move freely. This gives a hint of what life in a traditional Chinese 
town was like. 

fig. 7.39 fig. 7.40
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In this illustration (fig. 7.41) we have entered an old corner of Xian, to show the sort of street scene 
you might have found there. On the main streets which followed the main north-south axis there were 
the earliest forms of the shops, open stalls and some shops in shallow recesses under storerooms and 
warehouses — and sometimes above, spaces for the dwellings of the families of the shopkeepers. There 
were probably also avenues of trees, because the streets were so wide. But on the side streets at right angles 
running east-west there were sometimes small trees but no shops. (Today there are modern hand railings 
in the main street because of the traffic).

Originally, lining the side streets there were just blank walls, because the principal of the quarters being 
separate self-contained units meant that they were closed to the side streets except from the necessary 
entrance doors to each block. But, as the principal of completely enclosed quarters began to be replaced 
in time, the continuing walls of side streets came to be punctuated by doors giving entry to private houses. 
This example is a side street in modern Xian (fig. 7.42). 

fig. 7.41

fig. 7.42

And this is a side street in Beijing, showing the 
external entrance of the first house in this chapter 
(fig. 7.43). 

These are some other examples of exteriors  
and interiors. 

Fig. 7.49 shows a small house in Xian. Like many, it was rather derelict because it was rented. The family who 
owned it had moved to a modern apartment, and they had rented it to working people who were not looking 
after it. As one walked in the side streets one often found, through a simple plain door in a blank wall, an 
entrance to a temple. This is the courtyard of a suburban temple off one of the side streets (fig. 7.50). 

fig. 7.43

fig. 7.44

fig. 7.49 fig. 7.50

fig. 7.46 fig. 7.47 fig. 7.48

fig. 7.45
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The royal family moved away from Xian in the 14th century and 
Beijing was built up as the royal capital in the succeeding centuries. 
Fig. 7.51 is one of the fortified defensive towers on the corner of 
the outside wall of Beijing as it was in the photograph taken about 
150 years ago, in the 19th century. And you notice there is already 
development outside of the city wall. 

Fig. 7.52 shows the main gateway to Beijing in a photograph of the 
nineteenth century. It was a grander version of the main gateway of Xian.

In the plan of Beijing (fig. 7.53) the great gateway is numbered (16). 
Below it is the extension made in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. And so the main north-south access was extended down 
to a new great outer wall about three centuries after the city was 
originally laid out. The plan of Beijing was fundamentally the same 
as Xian, with the difference that there was a huge garden on the 
left hand side of the imperial palace which could be opened on 
certain occasions to the public, shown as number (2) in this plan. 
But otherwise the design of early Beijing was very like the plan of 
Chang’an that we saw earlier — and the streets were very similar. In 
the centre at the north was the huge Imperial Palace, the “Forbidden 
City,” marked (1) in this plan. The extension included, within the 
outer wall of the city, the great Temple of the New Year and the Altar 
of Heaven (22). Originally these were outside of the city. 

Here is an aerial photograph of Beijing (fig. 7.54). It doesn’t show 
that temple complex. It’s mainly of the northern part of the city.

The Imperial Palace (The Forbidden City) from outside (fig. 7.55). 
Again it had a totally blank wall surrounding it. 

fig. 7.51

fig. 7.52

fig. 7.53

fig. 7.54

fig. 7.55

The Forbidden City in plan (fig. 7.56). It has a central axis and 
the great wall is entirely surrounded by a moat. The central axis 
passed through a series of three great gateways in succession 
before one came to the inner gateway of the palace and then to 
the main reception hall of the emperor, where he would receive 
members of the public and important delegations. And then 
behind that were two halls, one square and one rectangular, 
which were two other halls to be used for the private reception 
of important delegations of ambassadors and other public 
events. Then, within a walled rectangular enclosure, there 
were three halls for the private dwelling of the emperor and 
his family at the rear. To protect the Forbidden City from the 
north, there was a shielding wall at the back, a rear gateway and 
finally, a high hill. Because it was believed to be so important 
for the emperor to be shielded from the evil forces of the north, 
an early emperor had constructed an artificial hill behind the 
imperial palace; this hill eventually reached about 400 feet 
high and was until modern times a great feature of Beijing, the 
highest vertical element of the whole of the city. 

This photograph illustrates the inner part of the progression 
from the inner moat to the third of the inner gateways (fig. 
7.57). Above that is the gateway to the imperial palace, the 
main reception hall in which the emperor gave audiences to 
the public, and then the square room behind the hall of the 
ambassadors, and then the other hall behind that for private 
meetings. The residential rooms of the emperor are behind that. 
And then at the sides are all the subsidiary halls of important 
officials and members of the emperor’s family. 

In this longer view it is possible to have a sense of the succession 
of experiences as one enters (fig. 7.58). First, there is the main 
gateway of the palace with Tiananmen Square outside it. Then the 
succession of courts until one reaches the inner Forbidden City.

This aerial view shows the three outer gatehouses (fig. 7.59). 
There are five bridges across the moat that take people from 
Tiananmen Square into the main gateway.

Finally, an aerial view of those five bridges and the main 
gatehouse with the second gatehouse beyond it (fig. 7.60).  
Then the innermost gate that leads you to the royal audience hall.

fig. 7.60

fig. 7.59

fig. 7.58

fig. 7.57

fig. 7.56
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A view of that succession of gates taken in Mao’s 
times from street level (fig. 7.61).

The third of the outer gate houses, with the two 
projecting side pavilions housing the police and the 
army to protect entry into the royal palace  
(fig. 7.62).

Fig. 7.63 shows the entry through one of those 
gates. This is the assembly area inside, looking back 
at the gate (fig. 7.64).

A view of the outer forecourt of the approach to 
the main audience hall, involving passing over a 
bridge across the serpentine moat (fig. 7.65). 

Fig. 7.66 is a plan of the audience area, showing the 
succession of three audience halls. 

fig. 7.61

fig. 7.63

fig. 7.62

fig. 7.64

fig. 7.65

The exterior of the entrance to one of the 
side halls (fig. 7.67). 

A view of one of the side halls (fig. 7.68). 

The main Audience Hall seen through the 
gateway (fig. 7.69)

A view of the series of platforms stepping 
up to the main Audience Hall (fig. 7.70).

A view of the inside of the Throne Room, 
the “Hall of Supreme Harmony” (fig. 
7.71). The platform of the throne, where 
the emperor, the “Son of Heaven”, sat in his 
great gilded chair is on the left hand side. 
Incense beakers were lit around him; he sat, 
usually in silence, to receive delegations. 

fig. 7.67

fig. 7.66

fig. 7.68

fig. 7.70

fig. 7.69

fig. 7.71
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The roofs were gilded and the columns painted red 
as a sign of royal authority. This is a view of one end 
of the main Audience Hall (fig. 7.72).  
The royal apartments are behind that wall. 

Behind the halls of royal apartments there was a 
kind of a “shadow wall” at the back to protect the 
emperor’s family from evil spirits (fig. 7.73).

On one side of the private palace were the homes 
of the royal concubines. Fig. 7.74 shows the house 
of the chief concubine, again treated with red to 
mark her importance, the inner doorway (fig. 7.75)
and then the great door with gilded knobs leading 
through (fig. 7.76). The next view is taken in the 
courtyard in front of the palace of the concubine, 
with her main reception hall on the axis (fig. 7.76). 
Finally we enter the throne room of the chief 
concubine; it is well preserved, and gives some idea 
of how these rooms appeared in the early twentieth 
century (fig. 7.78). 

fig. 7.77

fig. 7.78

fig. 7.76

fig. 7.74

fig. 7.72

A view of one of the streets in the part of 
the palace occupied by the concubines 
and the junior members of the royal 
family (fig. 7.79).

Finally we reach the end of the main axis 
of the Forbidden City (fig. 7.80). At the 
back of the “shadow-wall” there is the 
artificial hill built to protect the whole 
complex from evil spirits. In the next view 
we are climbing it (fig. 7.81). 

fig. 7.79

fig. 7.73

fig. 7.75

fig. 7.81

fig. 7.80
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At the other end of the city, in the south, is the great 
complex for the heralding in the New Year. It includes a 
concentric series of platforms and temples for celebrating 
the harvests. This great complex is related to nature; 
and because it deals with something which is universal, 
rectangular forms are replaced by cosmic, circular ones.  
It is possible to observe the relationship on the north-south 
axis of all these halls to each other and to the open air 
sacrificial platforms for the New Year. 

Fig. 7.82 is an aerial photograph that shows the way in 
which circular platforms are superimposed above each  
other, with at the top, the hall of the harvests. The next  
(fig. 7.83) is a view of the gateways of the great open air, 
terraced platform for welcoming in the New Year.

The great circular terraced platform is called the Altar of 
Heaven — which of course explains the cosmological shape 
(fig. 7.84). The design is determined by the use of symbolic 
numbers, always related to 4, 12, 28. (Four seasons, twelve 
months, twenty eight days in a month). 

A view of the top of the sacrificial circular platform  
(fig. 7.85).

The view down the terraces, one below the other, with one 
of the side gateways below (fig. 7.86). 

fig. 7.82

fig. 7.83

fig. 7.85

fig. 7.84

fig. 7.86

 One of the temples to the annual dedication to Heaven — 
it has again very rich decorations and a blue-green tower 
roof (fig. 7.87). Number symbolism plays an important role 
in the way the temple is organized.

A closer view of another temple of — that of the Prayer for 
Good Harvests (fig. 7.88). This triple-roofed temple is placed 
on a three-tiered platform. Cosmology is symbolized by the 
circular form and orientation. Again, number symbolism is 
involved in the number and spacing of the windows and doors. 

In contrast to those buildings we are going to conclude by 
returning to examine a very early Chinese temple. 

This temple is in Japan, it was built by Chinese Buddhist 
missionaries (fig. 7.80). In this complex all the forms are 
rectangular because they are concerned with the world 
around us, not the heavens. This is a temple dedicated to 
man’s coming to terms with experience in a Confucian way. 
So the gateway is rectangular, and of course it harks back to 
the most ancient Chinese architecture. . 

This is the view through that gateway towards the great hall 
along the main south to north axis (fig. 7.90). In Japan the 
roofs have been rebuilt and are steeper than they were in 
China, but otherwise the Japanese have been very careful 
about maintaining, replacing and repairing the woodwork. 
So here in Japan, we have a very ancient Chinese type of 
architecture, well preserved, its character very simple and pure. 

fig. 7.87

fig. 7.88

fig. 7.89

fig. 7.90
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CHAPTER 08 JAPANESE 
—
SHINTO 
/ It was anciently believed, that everything in nature has a spiritual dimension — and, has its own divinity, 
manifested in a god or a spirit. 

ZEN BUDDHISM 
/Emphasis on meditation into the nature of things — especially the self.  
/ Meditation leads to a higher state of consciousness about reality — and eventually to enlightenment. 
/ Concern with the importance of space = physical emptiness — which should naturally be indeterminate. 
/ Also: Concern to achieve tranquility, simplicity and naturalness. 
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Scholars in Japan stress the complete separation between the nature of prehistoric — 
very ancient — Japan, and Japan after Chinese influence reached it in the 6th century 
AD. In fact we have only a very limited understanding of what took place in Japan 
before Chinese Buddhist priests arrived. But we have to accept that there was a period 
of at least a thousand years of Japanese development before Chinese influence became 
important. 

The Japanese interpret this early period as having had two building traditions that were 
mixed. One building tradition seems to have involved pit dwellings. In those early days 
people must have lived in underground caves when the caves were artificial they were 
often vertically dug into horizontal ground and the Japanese then covered the resulting 
shallow pit with a roof. The other kind of dwelling was one raised up on stilts. And it’s 
apparent from later representations that in a very early period the two became mixed. 
There is no direct evidence of Dong Son culture being there; however, important early 
bronze casting was being done in the Red river in North Vietnam in Dong Son times 
and so the fact that the ancient Japanese had acquired bronze casting does suggest Dong 
Son influence — as does quite a lot of other evidence. So probably the great trading 
efforts made by the Vietnamese from the northern Red river in Dong Son and the 
south river at Mekong touched Japan and influenced early Japanese culture. We have 
some evidence of the way some of the ancient buildings appeared from bronze reliefs 
on plates and bells. The buildings were made of wood and thatched, but what is really 
interesting is the characteristic boat-like form of the ridge. Such ridges continued into 
the traditional rural architecture of mediaeval Japan. 

This is another illustration of an ancient bronze relief. This one is very clear, it shows 
a temple or a house approached by a ladder going up onto a raised platform on stilts, 
with a roof with overhanging gables and an important ridge member. The overhanging 
gable is supported on a single pole which is free- standing. All these elements we saw 
in Indonesia, in houses and temples influenced by the Dong Son culture, and confirm 
a link with the south. The oldest standing architecture in Japan has many of the same 
features. This is one of the two temples in Japan of that type. It is completely rebuilt 
every twenty-five years. (They do not rebuild it on the same site — the new one is 
built alongside and then the other one is demolished). They may have been slightly 
modified in the course of seventy-odd rebuildings, but presumably they give a sense of 
what the original temples were like. This building is raised on stilts and approached up 
a gangplank. There is a free-standing pole in front of the gable; the gable is no longer 
leaning very much. But there is some expression, in the projecting fascias at the end, of 
one of the symbols so characteristic of the Dong Son culture: the representation of the 
horns of the bull which defended sailors against the evil spirits of the ocean (that bull 
being the vehicle of Shiva — the great warrior god of the Hindus.)

This side building of the temple (previous spread) 
is on stilts and has free standing column under the 
gable end of the thatched roof, with an elaborate 
development of the ridge, which includes logs to 
weigh it down against the wind.

fig. 8.1

fig. 8.3

fig. 8.2
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This is the main temple of the Ise shrine, which lies north-east of 
Osaka. It is one of the ancient temples of this type. There is a large 
main temple porch entrance with a separate roof and a wide flight 
of steps leading up to it. In spite of its size and importance, but as a 
reminder of the ancient style, the temple has thatched roofs and the 
same treatment of the ridge; the rafters project at the eaves in the 
same way and a free-standing column supports the eaves at each end. 
Some of the smaller buildings around it are even more clearly similar 
to those in the bronze engravings.

Plate shows the free standing column at the gable end and the 
projection of the ridge, which is now just a hint of the leaning gable 
that was originally there. 

Some of the side buildings have, instead of a proper flight of steps, a 
notched log, which, of course, resembles the gangway of a simple boat 
and is exactly similar to those we saw in Indonesia. So the evidence of 
the link to Dong Son Culture seems quite strong. 

fig. 8.4

fig. 8.5

fig. 8.6

The rural architecture in Japan in remote areas tends to 
appear descended from this ancient style. When the roof is 
thatched there is nearly always some kind of a projection at 
the end of the gable. In some of the more mountainous cold 
areas of Japan the traditional houses are very large because as 
well as the family they actually house all the workers. They 
are larger than those shown in those bronze engravings.

This is one of the most famous of the rural types of farm 
house. It is called the Gasso house. It is very cold up in the 
mountains — extremely cold in winter. The whole building 
is designed to keep you warm. 

These projecting wings were added recently to provide a 
separate kitchen and a separate bathroom and lavatory. 

 The overhanging gable end is again represented by an 
overhanging ridge.

fig. 8.8

fig. 8.7

fig. 8.9

fig. 8.10
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This plan shows the new separate kitchen; but the traditional cooking area was a metal 
tray in the floor of the house. At the top right of the plan is the entrance — at ground 
level so that the farmer and his labourers were able to enter in wearing their work 
clothes and then had a space to take off their muddy clothing and boots. Originally 
there was an ablution area inside, but, as you can see, it has now been moved out to a 
separate building near the entrance. Once in the entrance one had to step up onto the 
raised platform of the house. When one had stepped up onto the raised platform, there 
was another entrance lobby to control the wind. Then one entered into the main living 
area, a diagonal area with two sunken metal trays for fires. The floor was otherwise a 
wood and bamboo construction. The two metal cooking trays meant that cooking 
could be separated from entertaining and the women from the men. There was a private 
sleeping area, with a very important shielded corner for the owner of the house and 
his wife. The girls slept in the room in the top left of the plan, and the room below 
in the plan was the prayer room. There were sliding screens that allowed access and a 
“tokonome” niche for devotees to pray. The men’s sunken tray for the fire is at the top of 
the plan; the men slept in this room and around the fire. There was a secondary access to 
the prayer room and through it to the women’s room, around the outer edge in a kind of 
enclosed veranda. 

A view of the diagonal space, with the two sunken metal trays and the floor made out of 
split bamboos covered with mats. This is another house — but Gasso houses are all very 
alike. The bamboo floor is clearly visible.

fig. 8.11

fig. 8.12 fig. 8.13

Produce was stored for the winter in the attic; and of course 
there was extra sleeping space in the attic for children and 
for some of the workers. There was an additional upper attic 
in the largest Gasso houses.

This photograph allows one to see how the buildings were 
constructed. All the wooden members were tied — they 
are not bolted together. Which resembles the Dong Son 
tradition — and those of Indonesia. 

An illustration of the tying of the roof members together. 

This view is of the veranda which runs round the outside 
of the Gasso house; it shows what the house would have 
looked like in summer when they were trying to cool it 
down and they opened it up as much as possible; the sliding 
screens allowed the breeze to blow through the house. 

In winter heavy wooden screens gave them more control of 
the climate inside. Only a small amount of light penetrated 
through the tiny rice panels. 

fig. 8.14

fig. 8.15

fig. 8.16

fig. 8.17 fig. 8.18
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The Gasso house was an ancient type of house up in the 
mountains. If one went down into the coastal areas one found 
a smaller house — as in those areas they didn’t have such 
extended families. This example is a more typical traditional 
Japanese farm house from the region between Tokyo and 
Osaka — one of the most populous areas of Japan. 

There that they are similarly able to either open up the 
house for light and cross ventilation in summer or close the 
wooden screens in winter. The gable is projecting a little — a 
reminder of the ancient tradition. 

In this kind of house there is an area of the floor that is 
sunken — and at ground level — to allow the workmen 
to move around inside the house, particularly in winter, 
without having to clean their feet in order to climb up onto 
the raised floor. So the whole of the plan, up to the cooking 
tray, is actually at ground level, and the raised floor reserved 
for is the main living room, and other rooms on either side 
of it. Since the cooking tray, which is again made of metal, is 
at the edge of the raised floor, the men can come in from the 
cold in the fields and warm themselves at the fire without 
having to clean themselves up in order to climb onto the 
platform. There is a boiler on the natural floor level, which is 
part of the washing equipment for household clothes. Again 
there is a takanami niche in the prayer room which doubles 
up as a room for the women to weave. Then there is the 
women’s private room next to it and a store room used as a 
sleeping space for the workmen. 

A view of the interior of that kind of house. 

fig. 8.19

fig. 8.20

fig. 8.21

fig. 8.22

A diagram of the principles of design of the traditional farm 
house. Everything on the right side is at ground level and on 
the left side, the living space is on a raised platform. 

In the north of Japan — where it is very cold, the coastal 
houses have walls insulated with thatch to keep out the cold. 
In the roof there remains a very clear remembrance of some 
kind of a boat at the ends of the ridge. 

This is the plan of that type of house. Again, everything that 
is on the left is on ground level and everything to the right 
is raised up on a platform. In the centre of the raised floor 
there is a tray for the fire. 

A photograph of the entrance. 

A view of the interior. There are thick mats on the floor 
above the bamboo surface to try to keep the inhabitants 
warm in winter, and a woman is making the fire in the 
hearth. 

fig. 8.23

fig. 8.24

fig. 8.25

fig. 8.26 fig. 8.27 fig. 8.28
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As centuries passed an even more civilized society developed. I will come later to the 
introduction of Chinese influence on temples. Here we have what the architecture of the houses 
of a very highly civilized society looked like in Japan from about 700 to 800 AD onwards as 
they really took over the culture of China and adapted it to Japan, modifying all the time and 
producing a very fine kind of domestic architecture. There is a pagoda in the background. 

This is a view in a little village climbing up a slight hill to one of the houses. The date of this 
house is about 1300 A.D. But the date of the village is much older: it was the original capital of 
the Japanese kingdom Kashihara Jingu. This was the house of the lords of the district, who were 
of course very important Japanese nobility. It is one of the most historic houses there. The next 
illustration is of the outside of the house.

The entrance. There are deep street drains in the streets of the village to deal with floodwater, and 
sliding doors close the entrance to secure the house.

fig. 8.29

fig. 8.30 fig. 8.31 fig. 8.32

A sketch of the house plan. One enters into a 
courtyard, which is the central of three courtyards. 
This central courtyard has the main well in it on 
the left, and the house of the lord and his family 
is approached from it on the right. Around the 
courtyard are some service rooms and store rooms 
for produce; the house was the focus of a huge 
estate. There needed to be accommodation for 
many workmen, a huge number of animals and a 
large number of stores for produce. 

This house is in a more sophisticated style, with 
extremely refined woodwork perhaps under 
Chinese influence, but more refined than the 
Chinese because the Chinese tended to keep the 
wood in natural shapes and the Japanese started to 
plane it down into squares and rectangles. So we 
begin to see highly refined woodwork a thousand 
years ago. 

Returning to the plan again, here is a detail. It 
shows the street line, the first courtyard and the 
main entrance. After entering the house from the 
courtyard to the right, there was a raised platform 
with a store room for utensils for family use — that 
is also where the maid or maids stayed who did 
the immediate work of looking after the family. 
Beyond was the oven and stove for the family 
cooking on the natural ground level. One entered 
the raised floor of the house through either of two 
pairs of doors. That on the right of the house was 
for the private use of the family, that on the left for 
receiving guests. Going up the shallow steps there 
were two ante rooms before one entered the main 
room of the house. This main room had a takanami 
niche in the top right corner. Added onto the 
house in about 1390 AD were the two top rooms 
on the left, to celebrate the emperor’s visit to the 
house. There was an ante room and a room for 
the emperor to sleep in. The emperor had his own 
bathroom and toilet  — off the veranda room and 
his own private garden. 

fig. 8.33

fig. 8.34

fig. 8.35
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This view (fig. 8.36) is taken from the roof and 
provides an opportunity to look down at the 
emperor’s private garden and the planting in 
the courtyard beyond it. The former is a kind 
of Chinese garden — very beautifully created. 

This is not the same house (fig. 8.37), but 
it enables one to see how that woodwork 
developed and how it became more and 
more refined; the Japanese have a word for 
that, shibui, which means extremely fine 
and elegant. 

Returning to the original ancient house, here 
we are moving through the entrance into the 
kitchen area, which is on ground level, with 
a large sliding door at either end to let in the 
air and provide cross ventilation. Also in this 
picture is the maid of the house (fig. 8.38).

Fig. 8.39 is a house very similar to that, which 
shows more clearly the entrance area. There 
are steps leading up to the main living area 
on the right, whilst the rest of that floor, the 
kitchen and service areas, is on the natural 
ground level. 

fig. 8.39

fig. 8.38

fig. 8.36

fig. 8.37

Looking up into the roof (fig. 8.40). The main roof beams are 
nearly always natural in shape — just very roughly shaped and then 
the refined woodwork begins above them. What appear to be top 
lights are actually openings in the roof to allow the smoke of the 
kitchen stove to escape. Fig. 8.41 is looking up at another of the roof 
constructions, which is even more refined in its woodwork.

This is a typical stove, not in this case in the ancient house, but in one 
very similar to it (fig. 8.42). And here is a view up into the woodwork 
of the roof above the stove, with the lifted roof to let off the smoke, 
and very rough main beams. This rectangular frame on ropes is to 
allow the hanging of pots over the fire. 

An analysis of four different styles of roof constructions in Japan 
(fig. 8.45). Note that none of them are truly triangulated in our 
sense of the word; the Sasu comes closest to it, but the others are not 
triangulated; they follow like Chinese construction — everything is 
rectangular and depends on vertical loads. 

Now we are looking at the refined roof 
construction of an elegant house, again 
not our ancient house, but another very 
like it — but more refined because it’s 
later. Here, all the woodwork is extremely 
refined except the main beams. This is a 
view of the raised level of the house where 
visitors are received (fig. 8.46). Fig. 8.47 
is the raised living floor of such a house. 
In this case there is a metal tray for hot 
coals laid on the floor, very elegantly done. 
This, of course, serves to keep tea or soup 
warm in the living room of the house. The 
windows are of rice paper. Again, there are 
very strong beams above. 

fig. 8.40

fig. 8.41 fig. 8.45

fig. 8.46

fig. 8.47

fig. 8.42

fig. 8.43

fig. 8.44
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An analysis of the difference between windows in the summer 
and windows in the winter. In summer everything is open to let 
through cross ventilation, as it is very hot in summer. In winter all 
the screens are closed up. 

The floors are created of woven straw mats. These mats have little 
wooden frames and they fit into each other to give you a very 
nice, finished and smooth floor surface, it’s not rough like that in 
the farm houses. So these are tatami mats. The point being made 
by the author of the drawing is that westerners quite erroneously 
thought that the Japanese house was a modular house, with the 
module tatami mat, and that the whole house was designed on 
this basis. But this author is pointing out is that that’s not true. The 
tatami mat changes in its size for any given room, (bottom on the 
left). Although the tatami in any given room are all of the same 
size, the size may vary from room to room. So there is no such 
thing as a standard tatami mat size which is used for the whole 
house. Normally the pattern of laying out the tatami is very simple; 
it’s one of those two patterns. 

Here you see the tatami mats laid out on the floor, and the sliding 
screens which serve as doors, with a very rough roof construction. 
Everything is open to let through cross ventilation. Not a very 
good house to listen to television in if you don’t want your 
children and your friends to be disturbed, because you can hear 
every sound throughout the whole house. 

Returning to the question of the different requirements for summer 
and winter. In this very clear diagram which has been brought up to 
date to include glass walls and glass screens, one sees how many layers 
of insulation it is possible to find in a typical modern Japanese house. 
It was not uncommon even in a medieval house to have four or five 
layers to achieve enough insulation in winter. 

The sliding screens are extremely simple. The track is made of a 
wooden half round nailed onto a flat board, so, if there are four or 
five tracks, they are created by these half rounds. The result is that 
it is possible to lift out the sliding screens quite easily, and that is 
what they do. They store the winter screens up in the roof space 
and they are brought down for winter. 

fig. 8.48

fig. 8.49

fig. 8.50

fig. 8.51

fig. 8.52

This was the emperor’s bedrooms. In the 
takanami niche he has a reverent thing 
for contemplation, a painted Buddhist 
scroll, usually representing a wonderful 
landscape. In the foreground is the bed, a 
roll of bedding laid out on the floor. 

Looking past the bed at the view of the 
emperor’s garden with the screens open. 
The bathroom is on the right.

In another house, this is a room which 
has been cleaned up. There is a takanami 
niche with a Zen Buddhist scroll of 
wildlife for meditation or contemplation 
to help on the path to enlightenment. 

Here, a pair of scrolls with painted 
representations of life are fastened to the 
doors. They are paper scrolls, so that when 
the doors are removed they can be stored 
for safety. 

fig. 8.56

fig. 8.55

fig. 8.54

fig. 8.53
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Returning to the first ancient house, a view from 
the emperor’s sleeping room through the ante 
room to the main living room of the house. The 
screens were painted for the emperor’s visit 400 
years ago, and are normally kept in boxes in the 
roof space. 

The ante room to the emperor’s sleeping room. 
In ante rooms like this the Japanese are able in 
modern life to bring the typewriter, the computer, 
the sewing machine and the television to avoid 
them intruding on the more formal rooms of the 
house. 

A piano has been moved into the ante room.

The main living room of the same house. The 
closest the inhabitants and their guests could get to 
comfort was a tiny thin cushion around a very low 
table where they would squat and have their meals 
and relax. 

fig. 8.57

fig. 8.58

fig. 8.59

fig. 8.60

In the evenings, the ante room before the main 
living room was used as a stage for the entertainment 
of visitors with music. Here, the mother of the 
house (who could play seven or eight traditional 
instruments) entertained guests after dinner. 

There she is again playing a traditional instrument. 
To block off the kitchen which lay at the other 
side of the ante room, the lobby, they put a very 
beautiful screen to close it off, to provide it with a 
background. That is an aspect of very fine quality 
of traditional life in an ancient Japanese house. 

The roof space of the house with its very rough 
beams. It is in this space that the boxes in which the 
screens and the paintings are stored are kept when 
they are not needed. 

The final slide of the ancient house is of the farm 
land outside that house; it was part of the big 
estates of this noble family before the war. These 
were mostly fields of rice. 

fig. 8.61

fig. 8.62

fig. 8.63

fig. 8.64
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The arrival of Chinese influence that happened in the 6th 
The arrival of Chinese influence in the 6th century AD and 
took the form of Buddhist missionaries bringing Buddhism to 
Japan. They came mostly from southern China, and brought 
with them the highest qualities of Tang Dynasty architecture. 
And because the Japanese are so good at maintaining these 
buildings, and China has gone through centuries of turbulence 
and war, the best preserved early Chinese buildings are actually 
in Japan — and not in China. This building (fig. 8.65)  
is probably from the early 7th century, it is a gateway, which 
was illustrated in the chapter on Chinese architecture.

Passing through that gateway (fig. 8.66), we reach, on its 
central axis, the main hall of the temple, the Kondo (fig. 
8.67). In that main hall the idols were placed and all the 
main worshipping took place. The only thing that we know 
has changed from the ancient Chinese appearance is the 
roof pitch. Perhaps because the Japanese decided that the 
Chinese buildings were not protective enough against 
the rainfall — or perhaps to make them more beautiful 
somewhere along the line, in about the 14th century, they 
decided to re-pitch the tile roofs of these old Chinese 
buildings with a higher pitch. 

A view inside the Kondo, looking up into the bracketing 
system of the roof (fig. 8.68). 

fig. 8.65

fig. 8.66

fig. 8.68

fig. 8.67

There are left in Japan two temples which are thought to 
be more or less exactly what they were like in the 7th or 8th 
centuries — except for the higher roofs — and there are 
large number of others, probably as many as eighty or so, 
in which parts of the building survive from those very early 
times. Fig. 8.69 is one of the treasuries from the far side of 
that complex.

The corners of the roof are slightly curved, and this 
characteristic was accentuated as they increased the pitch of 
the roof (fig. 8.70).

The Chinese temples in Japan each had a pagoda, but the 
Japanese examples became more exotic than those in China. 
Again, it’s thought they may have been modified with 
time. There is some dispute among Japanese scholars as to 
how much of them has been changed and how close to the 
originals they remain. This one certainly was built originally 
in the 8th century AD or the end of the 7th. It seems to have 
been modified so that one has alternating roofs of different 
spans giving a rhythmic quality which the Chinese pagodas 
don’t have. Perhaps an attempt was made by the Japanese in 
the 13th, 14th century to make the building more beautiful. 
But the structural system is that of the early Chinese style 
(fig. 8.71 & 8.72). 

fig. 8.69

fig. 8.70

fig. 8.72fig. 8.71
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Chinese royal buildings had always had 
red columns and walls. The same practice 
was observed when a temple was under 
royal patronage in Japan. Here is the great 
temple of Nara (for a time the capital of 
Japan), at the emperor’s residence, and it 
has this very distinguished red colouring. 
It is thought that it was built in the 8th 
century or the 9th century in its present 
form. It is an elaborate, very beautiful, 
complex (fig. 8.73 & 8.74).

There is a very elaborate bracketing, triple 
bracketing system in the roofs (fig. 8.75).

This illustration gives a sense of how the 
overhang was achieved (fig. 8.76).

fig. 8.73

fig. 8.74

fig. 8.75

fig. 8.76

There were three aspects of religion in Japan. The first were the ancient religion called Shinto; 
it was basically a religion which believed that everything in nature had a spiritual soul. So 
stones and plants had souls and that was their “karma.” So everything in nature had meaning 
and value and one had to respect everything around one. In the earliest phase of Japanese 
religion there was a sort of polytheistic exploration of the allegorical, metaphorical expression 
of the souls through god-like forms, as spirits. These became less and less important as times 
passed in Japan. But the fundamental issue is that to the traditional Japanese everything is 
worthy, everything has meaning and everything has its own place. That is very central to 
Japanese thought. We will now consider how Shintoism became changed. Today, Shintoism 
is basically worship of ancestors; that belief survives to some extent in most Japanese homes 
and relates to the visiting of cemeteries, the visiting of the places where their ancestors are 
remembered and the equating of them with all nature around them. (That is a very brief 
summary of contemporary Shinto). 

Buddhism was introduced to Japan during the Tang Dynasty, the era of great Chinese 
prosperity and order, and at that time Chinese Buddhism was very much influenced by 
Confucianism. So it included emphases on the need for order, on injunctions to respect your 
neighbour and to be virtuous — which are among the basic precepts of Buddhism but were 
aligned to the principles of Confucianism to create stability in the government and stability 
in society. Buddhism later changed in Japan, particularly as periods of uncertainty, warfare 
and instability developed. Japanese Buddhism began to be more and more interested in 
qualities that were linked to Shinto; that is, to the omnipresence of meaning in everything. 
The fact was emphasized that we humans are nothing — because life is endless — our life is 
just a speck of sand in eternity, we are therefore meaningless and represent nothingness. What 
is meaningful is the whole of eternity, the whole of creation, the whole of everything around 
us, the whole of the universe. By the 14th c AD this had become to Japanese Buddhists the 
most important realization. Enlightenment came through understanding that. And in being 
fully aware of it. This view combined with the influence of Zen Buddhism, grew in strength, 
and the Confucian element ceased to be quite so important in Japan. And there began to 
be influences from Buddhism into Shinto and from Shinto into Buddhism. And inevitably, 
these beliefs had had a profound influence on the later architecture. 

Now we need to return to the early period in Japan. At this period from the 7th or 8th 
century, centralized government was developing in Japan and the Buddhist religion was 
officially recognized by the emperors as their official religion. Shintoism at that time was not 
so influential — the Japanese were trying to emulate the best qualities of Chinese society. So 
they developed towns and architecture which was determined by Confucian ideals of order 
and refinement. Not surprisingly, the plans of the early Japanese capital cities were very like 
the plan of Changan, the great Chinese capital of the Tang Dynasty. The main difference is 
that, whereas the Chinese city tended to make each block a separate neighbourhood, this 
happened less in Japan. In Japan there were subsidiary cross streets, and there was seldom the 
development of a sense of a neighbourhood within each block as had been intended in China. 
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We now pass to the study of the architecture that was associated with 
that type of city. A plan of the city Nara, and a view of one of the great 
gateways (fig. 8.79).

This is the great gateway to the Imperial City in Kyoto, as it survives 
(fig. 8.77). One of the things about wooden architecture is that it 
tends to burn down very easily, and it is amazing how many times 
the imperial palace in Kyoto has burnt. So what is left is a weakened 
structure of the 19th century, one of the few remaining parts of the 
imperial palace (fig. 8.80). 

Passing in through the gate, there is the great hall, the Kondo where, 
the Emperor received members of the public and delegations, with a 
beautiful courtyard of sand in front of it (fig. 8.78). Another view of 
the Kondo (fig. 8.81). The interior in one of the side halls (fig. 8.82). 
Beyond, there is the great simplicity and beauty of the gateway on the 
left behind the tree, and the stairs.

The old Residential Hall is now used for public meetings and 
gatherings. Fig. 8.83 is the original Residential Hall of the Emperor 
— as it was rebuilt after numerous burnings in the 19th century.

The hall clearly represents the Tang Dynasty Chinese style,  
although modified in Japan (fig. 8.84). The roof has very elaborate 
bracketing system (fig. 8.85).

The Kondo again (fig. 8.87). The Emperor’s throne inside the Kondo 
(fig. 8.88). 

The form of temple that developed in Japan had, likewise, Chinese 
architectural elements and forms. After the transverse entrance 
building, beyond a courtyard was the transverse main hall for prayer 
and then, after another courtyard, a transverse treasury behind 
it. Usually there was a vertical element in the form of a pagoda, 
characteristic of the Buddhist temples and also of some of the Shinto 
temples. So Shinto buildings started to be influenced by the formal 
organization of the Buddhist temples (fig. 8.89). 
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A view of a relatively early building: the relic hall of the 
Kamakura clergy of the 13th century (fig. 8.90). During 
this later period, when the two influences, the Shinto and 
the Buddhist were really influencing one another, Japanese 
nationalism was growing, resulting in the partial rejection 
of Chinese influence — of course it was hard for them to 
reject it entirely. Nevertheless many aspects of this temple 
are not Chinese. And the roof is made of thatch — which is 
much closer to Shinto. So we begin to find important royal 
buildings which have much more a Shinto quality than a 
Chinese Buddhist quality.

Sometimes we even find a combination of the two; here there 
is a tiled lower roof and a thatched upper roof (fig. 8.91).

This is a very typical Shinto main hall. The form 
fundamentally comes from China. But the way in which it is  
treated, with only natural materials, no paint and a very heavy  
thatched roof is much more Japanese Shinto (fig. 8.92).

In the Kamakura period the Japanese began to develop an 
independent design for the pagoda. Then it became very 
exotic indeed.

So from the late 14th century there were two conflicting 
influences. The first, the indigenous Japanese emphasis on 
natural materials and Shinto divisions; and second, the 
Chinese influence, in which Zen Buddhism begins to be 
very important — originating in China but now being 
adapted to produce an architecture which is extremely 
elegant and simple. An example is this building in Nara 
from the 11th century AD. In the courtyard there is an 
emphasis on symbolic rocks in a sea of sand and gravel.

Another similar building from another site (fig. 8.95). 

Here, from the next great Japanese period, the Muromachi 
period, the Kaisando in Tajimi of 1352 (fig. 8.96). This is a 
simpler form of Chinese architecture, very Zen Buddhist in 
origin, with an emphasis on smallness in size and on simplicity.

The ultimate Zen Buddhist building was the temple which 
was only concerned with contemplation and in which the 
architecture took a back seat. Here is a famous temple of 
that kind south of Nara, in which the whole purpose of 
the temple is for one to sit and contemplate the garden 
(fig. 8.97). The landscape represents the conflict between 
the forces of strength and the forces of passive peace and 
eternity. The entire garden is symbolic. Water is represented 
by sand and mountains are represented by bushes. 

Taking this design approach to its ultimate extreme is this 
temple is near Kyoto. Here, the main meditation garden 
is merely raked sand with a few rocks in it representing 
eternity. Notice the beautiful murals on the wall which 
are composed of layers of flaking paint in different colours 
(fig. 8.98).

In the same period as these gardens was the development 
of a very sophisticated timber architecture — which is 
Buddhist of a more conventional kind. This example 
has great elegance and is extraordinarily elaborately 
constructed. It is a temple in Kyoto from the Edo period 
of the 17th century, standing on an elaborate platform — 
constructed on a very tall timber framework (fig. 8.99).

Also from that period date many of the great castles of 
Japan. Some have forms rather like giant pagodas. They were 
very much circumscribed by imperial edicts as to exactly 
how big they could be and what form they should take. 
Every major centre in Japan was dominated by a lord who 
ruled over that area and lived in a castle like that one, which 
dates from 17th century. (fig. 8.100) 
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Now we come to a building complex which really reveals what Japanese architecture was aspiring to. 
This is the Imperial Villa at Katsura (fig. 8.101). It is an example providing interpretation on a number 
of levels — of contradictory ideas in the same situation. We have been brought up by science to believe 
that everything is linear — that one can take a proposition and examine the meaning of that proposition 
and from that analysis one can develop another proposition and from that achieve a third result — and 
so one can go on reaching a series of progressive logical deductions. Now the criticism of that which 
developed in the mid-twentieth century was that that is actually not true, that the world doesn’t work like 
that. Our minds do not work like that. Our minds are lateral thinkers i.e. we make associations between 
unlikely connections that nobody else would predict. Yet we make them, and from these connections 
we attach meanings to things which are not, in themselves, logical and not linear — they are “lateral.” So 
post-structionalism argued that the view that the world is scientifically structured is wrong. The world is 
made of complexities which are filled with contradictions. Analyzing the Imperial Villa at Katsura helps 
us to understand the complexity of Japanese civilization, particularly as it is expressed in the architecture. 
We begin with the Japanese interpretation of this building in a conventional simple analysis: that it is 
a building about nothingness; that there is no simple clear form to it, it meanders across the landscape, 
the views are basically not linear but diagonal, transverse, unpredictable, meandering. The building is 
therefore, in that interpretation, rather like a natural landscape. 

fig. 8.102

fig. 8.103

But actually, if one looks dispassionately at 
the villa, one sees that the roof of the main 
reception room of the house has a very simple 
rectangular form to which other forms have 
been joined (fig. 8.104). And that that roof 
happens to be higher than any of the other 
roof. So the focus of the building is a perfect 
rectangle. It is anything but an amorphous 
form, certainly not a “nothing” form. It’s 
quite a strong statement. Similarly if one 
looks at the way in which the windows or 
the sliding screens are made to work they 
are really quite rational and as one goes 
into the detail of the building one finds 
that throughout there is a curious mixture 
of logical rationality and things that are 
sometimes unpredictable. 

This is a view of the very logical structure 
changing levels suddenly every now and  
then, with some side buildings added on  
(fig. 8.106). 

When you actually take a section of the main 
building, it is very rational and logical, and 
conforms totally to a logical structural world, 
very beautifully thought out and very well 
made (fig. 8.102).

Here is the entrance into the main reception 
hall (fig. 8.103)

It is only as one looks into the details that one 
begins to notice some very strange things. 
The way in which walls intrude, the way in 
which bits of asymmetry occur (fig. 8.107)

Here, for instance, the placing of the window 
and the way in which the takanami niche 
joins the room are very awkward and strange 
and appear as if they are rather deliberately 
perverse! (fig. 8.105)

fig. 8.101
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The extensions to the building developed in that way; transverse views 
developed which were unpredictable and hard to deal with. Now this was 
all associated with another change that took place in Japanese culture in 
the 17th century — which was the development of the tea ceremony. The 
tea ceremony was an injunction for people to retreat together into a small 
space, which was meant to be a space of nothingness, so it was deliberately 
asymmetrical, deliberately irregular. And in this small space one was to be 
served very formally and very slowly a wide pot of green tea which was quite 
hard to handle — it was very hot — and then one had to sit there and sip it 
until at last one was able to drink it, and during that period no conversation 
could take place. The whole ceremony was aimed at enhancing an awareness 
of meaninglessness — of nothingness. The Katsura Villa is one of the first 
sites in which the tea ceremony was developed to a sophisticated level by the 
lords who were cousins of the emperor at that time. And the whole complex 
is influenced by that approach. It is meant to be a series of buildings in 
which one is made aware of timelessness, one is made aware of the need for 
contemplation. The main building is naturally surrounded by very informal 
Chinese garden, but at the same time the contradictions are that it contains a 
tremendous amount of strong, logical structural statement. Thus the two are in 
conflict with each other all the time. To the Japanese that was not disturbing. 
That conflict to them is part of life. So built into later Japanese thought is this 
discovery of the contradictions that exist in the world between what seems 
to be logical and what seems to be irrational or natural. To the Japanese that 
is part of the wholeness of existence — and that is expressed in this building. 
To the Japanese it is not a problem that parts of the building seem to be 
structured so beautifully, designed so strongly in form — and yet the whole 
building is amorphous. It is a part of the representation of the totality of 
experience. It’s very hard for us to quite see things the way Japanese see them. 
Buildings such as this are quite deliberately designed “nothingness.” Modern 
Japanese architects will take a fairly strongly designed building and they will 
design a path through it which to us is quite illogical and irrational and hard 
to understand. It becomes narrow, it involves awkward steps, to them that’s 
deliberate, and that’s forcing you to see another dimension, to experience 
another reality. To them those are the positive aspects of Japanese design.

Here is the wide Katsura garden with the villa in the background, and in the 
corners of it a number of tea houses in which one could contemplate these 
experiences (fig. 8.109 & 8.110).

A final comment: The same qualities as I have been describing may be seen in an early example in the 
early house discussed at the beginning of this chapter. The house was originally a perfect rectangle. But 
when they added the emperor’s suite they added it to one corner. So they are deliberately breaking away 
from the rectangle. The oldest house with, a high-pitched rectangular roof, is a perfect form. But by the 
time they added the bathroom and the emperor’s suite and the surrounding rooms it was all becoming 
quite irregular. So it is as if a kind of deliberate attempt was made to start with something which is very 
dear to their heart — the ancient tradition of the single form — and then make it amorphous, to break 
it up to unpredictability. The diagonal vista from the emperor’s room back into the living room is very 
characteristic of that phase from the 17th century onwards. They are deliberately introducing something 
that was not axial and not logical in the normal way, but happened at an angle. A contradiction to the 
logical — a statement of nature and reality. 

fig. 8.109 fig. 8.110
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CHAPTER 09 ISLAMIC ASIA (PART 1)
—
/ One of the three monotheistic religions, Islam owes debts to the Jewish and Christian  
faiths (Christ is the major prophet after Mohammed, but in Islam is not the Son of God). 
The main differences are the direct revelation of the religious instructions to the Prophet 
Mohammed, and the emphasis in those instructions — and in accounts of the Prophet’s life  
— on subservience to Allah, and on society and social values, including respect for the 
community, caring for others, hospitality and charity.
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A semi-arid zone extends across Asia from Bangladesh, 
through India, Afghanistan and Iran, and then across 
through Iraq and Syria, including Arabia — and then it 
extends across North Africa, on the northern edge of the 
Sahara desert. Although broken a few times, it is basically 
but one semi-arid zone. One doesn’t find continuous 
habitation, but habitation in pockets, where there is a small 
amount of water accumulating, or wells are available. In 
between these pockets of habitation there are deserts, bleak 
areas where people can’t live. So it’s a pretty tough zone 
to live in, and a very good example of the importance of 
understanding determinism in architecture. When one 
is in extreme conditions like that, one doesn’t have much 
choice about what one can do. Let us begin by considering 
the most extreme conditions of all — at the edge of the real 
desert, at the point where the semi-arid desert becomes a 
true desert (fig. 9.1). 

To live and work in a desert one has to be very cautious. 
Traditionally, you have to be very careful about protecting 
yourself from radiation, because radiation is not only 
coming from above, it comes from below, reflected up from 
the sand. And so it is not easy to dress, in a way that protects 
you, and hence the development of very elaborate clothing, 
which covers every square inch except the centre of the face 
— so not only the women, but in some areas men also, wore 
a veil across the head and face (fig. 9.2).

Now another thing about that kind of terrain is that it’s not very safe. Because 
it’s so uninhabited, criminals can escape easily into it. And so it’s very daunting 
to live in and very daunting to travel through. Just as in the ocean, one always 
had to protect oneself from the risk of being hijacked. And the way they did 
that traditionally was by the use of caravans. Groups of animals, in very large 
numbers — in various countries they are different animals, but naturally 
camels are preferred. When they stopped for the night, they normally, of 
course, would camp. But the camp was very dangerous and they had to protect 
themselves. Usually they kept the animals outside and the people slept within 
the circle of the animals. They had to keep a guard continuously. But as soon as 
someone was willing to finance it one could build in the desert (or in the semi-
desert) a walled haven near each spring or well for spending the night in safety. 
These came to be called caravan resting places: caravanserai. In some cultures 
there were other words for them. In Arabic, they usually were called samaasa 
(singular: samsara, which means a social gathering place — but it’s a very broad 
term). The important element in the caravanserai was the construction of a 
wall around each of them. So one had a walled enclosure and in the middle 
of the walled enclosure was a courtyard, to let light and air into the covered 
spaces — for there should be no openings other than the single entrance 
through the wall. There were no windows in the wall at all except at a very 
high level and the windows at the higher level were from the guard house to 
allow some guards who are stationed all night to protect the doorway, in case 
of attack. That became the prototype building form in the semi- desert Arab 
zone, a walled enclosure (fig. 9.3 & 9.4). 

Here you see some recent walled enclosures, these are built of sand. There isn’t 
a lot of building material in the desert, so generally they had to build in sand. 
How did they make the sand stay compact and adhere? The way they do that 
is by mixing it with clay. Not much clay was needed, about ten percent, and of 
course the problem was to find the clay. That was much easier up to a hundred 
years ago than it is now, because most of it has been used up. The clay came 
from the river valleys. Normally in these semi-arid zones there was a heavy rain 

fig. 9.1

fig. 9.2

fig. 9.3 fig. 9.4
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every four to seven years or so; when there was heavy rain, of course, the sand 
was leached and some clay was extracted from the sandy deposits and flowed 
into the river valley in the rain water. So there were anciently strips of clay in 
these river valleys or stream valleys. The other three to six years when there 
was no rain one could go into those river valleys and take out the dry clay and 
use it to build. So these buildings were constructed of a mixture of sand and 
clay laid in layers, and then hammered into place to make them firmer so as to 
create a more crystalline and stronger structure. This is a very typical house of 
that period. Notice the tiny openings; nobody could ever crawl through them 
— they were just for ventilation. There was one single door, and inside the wall 
there was always a courtyard before one entered the main building. There was 
living space on the roof as well, because they had to have somewhere to dry 
clothes, and it was safe (fig. 9.5 & 9.6).

Now you will often see these traditional houses 
with two courtyards, where they had space to do 
that — and that immediately introduced another 
factor. Whereas we have been looking at the 
determinism of climate and building materials, we 
are now at the third stage looking at determinism 
from social custom. The social custom in this case 
was the provision of hospitality. I think people 
who have grown up on farms will understand 
this. If one lives in such remote difficult areas, it 
is a kind of moral injunction on one to welcome 
strangers. If somebody comes to one’s door, and 
one is twenty or thirty miles away from anybody 
else, one doesn’t turn them away, if they need help. 
One invites them in, gives them a cup of tea, sits 
them down, gets them to rest, maybe offers them a 
night’s sleep, one certainly doesn’t turn them away. 
Now that created a social problem in Arabia. For, 
if they turn out to be dishonest or are meaning to 
attack the inhabitants or their families, then one 
has to protect the families from them. So how 
does one do that? Well, they do that by having two 
courtyards in the house (fig. 9.7).

You see the two courtyards very clearly here. The 
one on the left for welcoming strangers was more 
formal the one on the right, which was much more 
informal, because it was used for cooking; the big 
opening was to let the smoke out. All again were 
executed in this local sand with clay added to it 
(fig. 9.8). 

It is interesting to examine a big house in such a 
semi-arid situation. This example is the royal palace 
in Riyadh in Saudi Arabia, as it was until 90 years 
ago. It is now a museum. And there you can see 
the main door of such a very important building. 
Although it is bigger and grander, the decorated 
patterns on it are done in nails; it is clear there 
wasn’t a lot of money in those societies in those 
days (fig. 9.9).

fig. 9.5
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fig. 9.9
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The palace is well built and nicely finished. This is a typical courtyard 
(fig. 9.10). And here is the inside of a room (fig. 9.11). Although it 
is well finished, it was not particularly different from those of the 
ordinary people.

A larger building within the palace; this one is actually double-storied. 
For the timber elements, they didn’t have big trees in semi-desert areas, 
they bundled light branches and brushes of shrubs together to create 
the columns and the beams.

Normally, if one could, one would build one’s house around a well, or very 
near a well — and the palace naturally has wells in it (fig. 9.12 & 9.13). 

There was one other building material which one could find 
in the semi-arid zone. Of course that was stone from the 
rocky outcrops. (These illustrations are all Saudi Arabian by 
the way, which provides extreme examples of this kind of 
architecture) (fig. 9.14). 

Rocky outcrops provided stronger material, so there was 
a chance to do some corbelling with a minimum amount 
of wood. Using stone one could span a fairly decent-sized 
opening, about one and a half metres (very rarely two 
metres) in span, without any wood, which was a great 
advantage. And one could even create a system of spanning 
across between beams or walls that could be up to a metre 
and a half wide using slabs of stone (fig. 9.15 & 9.16).

But if one was really ingenious, one could take a lesson from 
the ancient Mesopotamian cultures which used baked brick. 
Perhaps they were the people who first developed the arch, we 
don’t know, or perhaps the arch was first developed in stone, 
but anyway from these very ancient societies we do find stone 
arches in these semi-arid zones. And then one could span a 
much bigger distance of course. Even though it is pretty crude, 
the stone-work in this case is nearly five metres (fig. 9.17).

If one shaped bricks in sand and one made those brick 
compact enough by hitting them, so that crystals formed 
between the sand grains and the clay, then one could achieve 
a fairly strong brick, even though it was sun-dried. Then it 
was possible to construct arches in sun-dried brick. A further 
step was to fire the bricks. Primitive firing was generally 
not very effective, because strong baked bricks needed very 
high temperatures. These people did not have a lot of wood, 
so it was not easy to have large fires or make a very intense 
heat. Instead, what they could achieve was something called 
“biscuit firing,” which is very low temperature firing. But it 
was enough to increase the crystalline strength of the brick. 
So by “biscuit firing” the natural sand, and clay bricks they 
could make fairly strong bricks, strong enough to build quite 
solid arches. Here is a ruined market in one of the Saudi 
Arabian northern towns, showing how they could create a 
phasing three-metre wide market walkway out of these rather 
primitive materials (fig. 9.18). 
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What was life like in such a place, in 
the semi-arid desert? This is an old 
photograph of the author taking a 
morning break, during a long trip with 
one of the sheikhs, in the scrub of the 
semi-arid desert (fig. 9.22). The halting 
place was made civilized by laying a 
blanket or a carpet. And the sheikh 
and his guests were attended by a few 
servants who had prepared food and 
coffee and brought it with them. It was all 
laid out very formally and the group sat 
comfortably under the only sizeable tree 
in the neighbourhood. If they had wanted 
to be a little more comfortable, to have 
better shade, and if there weren’t enough 
trees, then they would put up a tent (fig. 
9.23). Although still in the middle of a 
desert, they would have had cool shade. 
One could actually live like that in a tent 
for a long period, but of course it is a very 
impermanent way to live. So dwelling 
places needed to convert that approach to 
something more permanent.

This is normally the way it would be 
done. Using rough stone from one of 
those stone outcrops they might create a 
walled enclosure entered through a single 
doorway into a courtyard. Behind it they 
conceived an open shaded space behind 
three big arches. The latter was rather like 
a tent, but made of solid materials, so that 
it would be permanent (fig. 9.24). 

If they returned to the use of stone — and they 
were actually willing to shape the stone (and of 
course that would depend on whether the stone 
was impossibly hard granite or if it was softer 
limestone or sandstone) then they could actually 
start to make very good joints between these 
stones. Once these joints had been achieved, 
they would begin to have much better arch 
constructions. And then, by putting the arches 
close together and spanning between them with 
fairly large stones, about 75 centimetres up to 
nearly a metre apart, they could build a whole 
series to create a vaulted construction across a space 
which could be as wide as six or seven metres — 
quite a solid construction that we know would 
last for thousands of years (because some of the 
buildings from the Hellenistic period in the early 
Christian period in Syria are built like that and 
they are still standing) (fig. 9.19).

And, of course, it was possible to make even 
stronger arches which, joined together, became 
continuous vaults, strengthened by asphalt. 

Here are some of these Syrian constructions in the 
northern Arab desert which are made of stone and 
asphalt and are extremely strong (fig. 9.20 & 9.21).

fig. 9.19
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fig. 9.21
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A diagrammatic plan of a typical house (fig. 9.25). One entered from 
a public space into a semipublic space, (2), and behind it is the private 
space (3). And the first loggia were part of the (2) space. In the back 
of that loggia was the single doorway — which was kept locked as a 
rule; it was certainly kept closed and had a curtain over it as well, for 
double security; and that was the way through to the private zone. 
In some houses it was quite difficult to pass between zones 2 and 
zones 3. That was the basic way in which people lived. Now the only 
variation on that might have been the provision of a “bent” entrance. 
Obviously if they really desired privacy even in the semipublic zone it 
was quite an advantage to have an indirect entrance, and the “bent” 
entrance could also give the possibility of having guards on duty 
to protect one. So this is a rough sketch of the sort of house they 
might build (fig. 9.26). That first division is actually the semipublic 
entertaining area. Zone two behind it is the living space.

The entrance with a guard, and the court and the entertaining 
space. Then a single doorway into the private zone, that is zone 3. 
And the private zone has a big room which is common, and then 
separate rooms behind that. Notice the bathroom does not open off 
the private zone. As this is the only bathroom in the house, it opens 
off the entertaining zone, providing the opportunity of making it 
available to visitors without intrusion into the private zone. This is 
of course a minimal house but it is actually a very typical one, in the 
whole of that region, from about a thousand years ago (fig. 9.27).

Here, in a mediaeval Islamic town excavated on the African coast, you 
see a number of such houses side by side. In this case there are two 
side by side and one at right angles (fig. 9.28).

A bigger version of that type of house would have two courtyards. 
This example is from near Kuwait, near southern Iraq (fig. 9.29). 
It is a very ancient kind of merchant house. It is more affluent. The 
rich merchant can afford a bigger site, but it’s basically very similar. 
From zone one there is an entrance to zone 2 and zone 2 has a main 
entertaining loggia which is covered. But, in addition, there are two 
side loggias, deep recesses pointing in different directions. The reason 
for that is to allow the owner and his guests avoid the sun throughout 
the whole day. They could move around so that they were always 
in the shade. And then there are rooms for making coffee and for 
secretarial assistants and store rooms around the courtyard to make 
it a very comfortable space. How would one move from zone two to 

zone three? There was only one way, that 
is through a succession of side rooms. 
It is a very carefully hidden connection. 
Zone three was, of course, the private 
zone, and it had a garden in the centre 
of its courtyard and also a back entrance 
to allow women and children to access 
in and out of the house without having 
to pass strangers. That entrance was also 
heavily guarded. There were dwelling 
units around the private courtyard for 
sleeping; attached to them were showers 
and bathrooms. 

This is a view of the courtyard, standing 
in the loggia and looking at the entrance 
(fig. 9.30). 

Looking at the loggia from the entrance 
(fig. 9.31). On the left is one of two extra 
recesses that allowed them to entertain 
in shade on another side of the courtyard 
when the sun was shining into the loggia. 
The men and boys of the family often 
slept in this courtyard at night; it was 
much cooler sleeping in the open air in 
the semi-desert conditions. 

A view of the loggia, with the 
entertaining room behind it (fig. 9.32). 
The inhabitants never sat on chairs or at 
tables, but instead they always squatted 
on the floor (fig. 9.33).
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Now we pass to an even bigger house. This 
one is in Kuwait (fig. 9.34). And here you 
see that there were two main entrances. 
They were both for the public, that on the 
left was for business and that on the right 
was the entrance to the main reception 
and entertaining zone of the house. 

Approaching that house, through the 
main entrance, which is very beautifully 
designed (fig. 9.35). It has what might 
appear a rather strange door. Within the 
large door there is a smaller door, and the 
smaller door does not open right down 
to ground level; it opens to about half 
a metre above the ground. That means 
that any unwanted visitor would have to 
lift up his knees and step over it to get 
in. Why? Because that would make him 
virtually defenseless. (One can’t really 
wield a weapon if one is busy looking 
about getting over a high barrier like 
that). Which would render any unwanted 
intruder relatively easy to deal with.

A plan of the house (fig. 9.36). 
Remembering the first photograph, the 
left door enters into the business court 
(which we will return to later on). That 
on the right enters into the reception 
court, and the office of the business 
man-owner is behind the window, the 
only external window in the walls of the 
house; it has shutters, which could be 
locked at night, and allowed the owner to 
look out to the ocean and his ships. On 
the right of the main entrance is the guard 
house, number 11 in the plan. Inside the 
entrance the loggia is on the right, and 
the main reception room for the owner to 
entertain visitors is behind it. The other 
rooms along the sides of that big court 
were rooms for making coffee, and for 
the use of servants and secretaries; there 
were several rooms for guests to sleep in 
overnight. In the centre of the court there 
is a well. 

A view of the main court, looking back 
(fig. 9.37). The entrance is on the right, 
you can see a big truck outside and the 
large door is open. The loggia is on the 
left, the well in the middle. Notice the 
clever way of creating more shade for the 
guards and the workers, just using matting 
hung on ropes on a frame. 

A view of the main loggia (fig. 9.38). The 
offices for the owner and his secretaries 
were behind it to the left and the main 
entrance on the right, the well in the 
middle of the court. 

In the loggia (fig. 9.39).

The main reception room of the house, 
now converted into a museum (fig. 9.40). 

fig. 9.35
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This view shows the way the roof was constructed (fig. 9.41). Kuwait is luckily 
on the sea, so it has a slight climatic advantage, but it is still a very arid place. The 
only available wood to use for building was from mangroves near the edge of the 
ocean, and so these roof timbers are mangrove poles. They also imported longer 
ones from Africa if these were too short. They put strips of bamboo criss-crossing 
over the beams and then matting, and then, on top of the matting, soil was placed 
to weigh that down; finally, on top of the earth, to protect the building from the 
weather, a layer of plaster — and then white-wash on top of that to reflect the heat. 
The whole construction constituted a thick layer roof, which could be as much as a 
metre thick, providing effective insulation against the sun’s heat. 

In the plan the next courtyard to the left is the kitchen court. Entrance from the 
great court into the kitchen court was through a doorway at the back of the great 
court. The kitchen court contained two kitchens, one for cooking vegetables 
and vegetarian food, and the other one for cooking meat and fish. Each kitchen 
had large high doors to let the smoke out. At the top of the kitchen court there 
was another courtyard for the chickens, the sheep and the goats — the animals 
needed in the kitchen. Then there was a main way through on the left into the 
private family court; the bathrooms were along that side and were all serviced 
from the kitchen court, so that the servants could clean the bathrooms without 
having to go through the private family court. The courtyard below the kitchen 
court was the commercial court, with stables for horses or any animals that had 
to be shipped, stores for goods and rooms for clerks. Access to the commercial 
court was also possible from the kitchen court. 

A view of the end of the kitchen court — looking towards the top of the plan 
and through to the animal court (fig. 9.42). There were showers and ablutions 
for the kitchen staff; one of the doors on the left is the main door that led to the 
private part of the house (fig. 9.43). 

This was the private court, and has along the 
three sides a gallery; off the gallery are a number 
of whole suites of rooms — because this house 
housed an extended family, there were about 30 
people living on the site; they were in three of four 
family groups, so each suite held one of the family 
units off this inner private court. In the middle was 
rather a meagre tree; the climate was so dry that 
they had to water it by hand (fig. 9.44). 

There is another well in the middle of the court 
(fig. 9.45). They provided extra shade with the 
same kind of hanging screens. Up on the roof 
there are balustrades, perforated so as to let the 
air through; these balustrades show that the roof 
space, all the way round, was used for sleeping at 
night. And because they had to keep their bedding 
available there are rooms at the ends for storing the 
bedding (fig. 9.46).

A view of the business court (fig. 9.47). The water 
of the habour can be glimpsed outside that door. 
There are small boats hanging up. There is the 
big door on the left of the stables for the animals, 
usually horses, waiting to be shipped, and the 
offices were behind the photographer on the right. 
This is as affluent a house as one could find in 
Kuwait until oil was discovered. It was one of the 
finest houses in the city. 

fig. 9.45
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Considering the impact of religions Arabia was on the fringes of the great 
conflict between ancient Persia and the Greek empire of the Hellenistic world. 
And so it was influenced a great deal by both civilizations. First, there were the 
traditional ancient religions of the Mesopotamian period. We know now that 
there were very early settlements in Arabia, particularly in the east coast and to 
the south where it is mountainous and had more rain. There was a profound 
influence in Arabia from these early civilizations. When the Jews made a bid for 
independence from the Roman empire in 70 AD and they were defeated and 
driven out of Palestine, we know they went in all directions, and some of them 
even reached Spain but it seems that the majority of them travelled down to 
Arabia. One of the reasons for that was that ancient south Arabia was regarded 
as one of the richest places in the world by the Greeks — they called it Arabia 
Felix (“Happy Arabia”). The reason for its wealth was the growth of trade 
in spices. Southern Arabia had enough rainfall from the monsoons to grow 
spices that was in demand all over the ancient world. And in addition it was 
on the Indian Ocean, where there were prevailing winds that facilitated trade 
routes which made it possible for the Arab sailors to sail across to India and 
Sri Lanka and even as far as to Indonesia and pick up other spices from there, 
like cinnamon and nutmeg — and even Chinese goods — and bring them 
back when the winds changed six months later. From Arabia the goods and the 
Arab spices they were then taken on overland caravans to be sold in Egypt and 
Greece. So there was considerable wealth in South Arabia. It is thought that 
a large number of Jews left Palestine in 70 AD and travelled with the caravans 
returning to Arabia. Scholars estimate that about 30% of the population 
of Arabia from then onwards were practicing Jews; that is, that most of the 
town dwellers and their rulers all practiced the Jewish religion. After a while, 
though, the influence of Christianity began to grow and there was considerable 
conversion from Judaism to Christianity. The Christian communities started 
growing larger and larger after 200 AD. There developed disputes between 
the Jews, the Christians and those who still favoured the ancient religions. 
From that grew the idea of an independent religion that was more appropriate 
for that society — which would eventually be called Islam, “the religion of 
society” — meaning possibly “people who joined to live together to think 
about themselves as a group rather than as individuals”. And this new thinking 
was of course propounded by Mohammed, starting in the 6th century AD 
but really developed to a large extent at the beginning of the 7th century AD. 
His initial idea was, it’s pretty clear from the evidence, that he was going to 
found a new Arab culture based on Judaism, but the Jews were so hostile to 
any deviation from their ancient traditions that he changed his mind, and his 
divine inspiration became linked more to Christianity. But two obvious aspects 
were different, the first was that Islam was meant for Arabs, it was meant to be 
for the people of the semi-arid land, a unique religion, and was based on the 

principles they upheld, which were the principles of 
community and hospitality. And the second thing 
that was very different was that, although they 
held Jesus as the most important of the prophets 
before Mohammed, they could not accept that he 
was the Son of God. When the prophet ordered all 
images of idols be taken out of the Kaaba in Mecca 
and destroyed, he refused to allow a painting, an 
icon, presumably of the Virgin Mary and Jesus to 
be removed and decreed that it was to remain in 
the Kaaba, because he had such a high regard for 
Jesus. There is an interesting continuity there. The 
continuity from Judaism to Christianity to Islam. 
So, except for rejecting the idea that Christ was the 
son of god, the Islamic religion was in many ways 
very close in practice to Christianity but with less 
of an individualistic emphasis. All injunctions were 
communal in Islam. Everything was to be done for 
the sake of the community. 

fig. 9.48

fig. 9.50

fig. 9.49
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When it came to prayer, Mohammed didn’t believe that one should build grand buildings 
for prayer. He thought communal prayer was a simple thing; it should take place in a 
courtyard. During his lifetime he built three buildings in Medina for prayer, they were 
all courtyard buildings, with a few rooms around the edge for people to shelter from the 
heat. But then, there were the great festivals of the Islamic calendar twice a year and when 
these festivals took place there were far more people than could get into a courtyard. So 
for those festivals huge open air prayer spaces, each one a musala (which means literally 
for praying together) were laid out (fig. 9.49). Each prayer space, whether a mosque or 
a musala had to have one built feature, and that was a wall giving an indication of the 
direction in which one should pray. Now the idea that one should pray in a direction 
at all may seem strange to us. But, of course, it is present in Christianity, where prayer is 
towards the rising sun, they pray towards the east. And most religions do pray in a specific 
direction. The Prophet originally taught that one should pray towards Jerusalem, the 
home of these ancient religions, but when he became antagonistic with the Jews, and they 
with him, he changed his mind, and decreed that prayer should be in the direction of 
Mecca, the kernel of South Arabian religion, which held the Kaaba — thought to be the 
original home of Abraham. So from then onwards Moslems prayed in the direction of 
Mecca. The only indication needed was a wall along which people would line up to pray 
in that direction and that wall was called the qibla wall. Sometimes to distinguish it from 
other walls, they put a little niche in the middle of it — or even a small room (the word for 
it, mihrab means “an important room” in ancient Arabic). 

Each of the Islam towns or cities needed a large Friday mosque with a courtyard 
surrounded by a wall in which the communal Friday prayer could take place, and the 
ruler, or his representative could deliver the Friday sermon. But the congregations in 
many of the towns or cities for the Eid — the two great festivals of the Islamic calendar 
— would be twenty, thirty thousand in one gathering. It was not possible to build a 
building to house such a congregation. So the Eid services were open-air affairs, outside 
of the boundaries of the town. But it was possible to build a building that could house 
say, three or four thousand at a time, in the middle of the town. Each town was given 
one, which was called the “Friday mosque”. These buildings had very large courtyards 
and in addition they had very large shaded areas. A fine example is the great mosque 
in Damascus, built 70 years after the death of the Prophet (fig. 9.50). It was erected on 
the site of a major Greek temple which had afterwards been rebuilt as a Roman temple. 
Then that had been converted into a Christian cathedral. Eventually the Moslems 
replaced the latter building, which had been in the centre, and moved the covered built 
space over to one side, which allowed them to create a very large courtyard in the centre. 

This later mosque from Kuwait is smaller but very traditional in the Mesopotamian–
Persian manner. The whole mosque is made in wood, a very expensive commodity of 
course, imported from Persia, Africa and India; it has a great open loggia prayer space 
and a rather smaller inner prayer space (fig. 9.51).

Another mosque of the same kind; this has a big courtyard 
in front of it with side screens (fig. 9.52).

Here is a smaller version of a mosque, modeled in a museum 
(fig. 9.53). Notice the similarity to the layout diagram of 
the typical vernacular house: There are three zones. There 
is an outer zone (the public space) a doorway, and then a 
semipublic space, which is an open air prayer space with a 
loggia, and then the private space, zone three, which is the 
main, covered, prayer hall. 

Here is a bigger version of the same type of mosque (fig. 
9.54). This is built in Cairo about 220-230 years after the 
death of the Prophet. It is at the mosque of Ibn Tulun. It 
has a huge courtyard, with a large covering over the ancient 
well in the centre; then there is the huge prayer hall. Outside 
the entrance to the mosque, they built a sort of tower in 
the form of an ancient ziggurat, which was of course the 
ancestor of the minaret; this is one of the very earliest 
minarets. And there are loggias all the way down the sides 
of the courtyard to increase the amount of shaded space 
— because it is very hot there in summer. That meant they 
could accommodate a large number of people in the shade, 
not only in the prayer hall, but around the sides too. The 
position of the qibla was marked by a little dome over the 
small room behind the mihrab. 

Here is an even earlier mosque in Sana (fig. 9.55). This 
building has very wide, shaded areas. They have been added 
to over the centuries. The entrance is into a southern hall 
which is quite large; then there are two side halls which are 
quite large and a very wide five-bay deep main hall, with a 
projection over centre of the qibla wall. This mosque was 
begun during the lifetime of the Prophet, supposedly to his 
detailed instructions, although it would have been enlarged 
and possibly reconstructed in the following centuries. The 
early mosques are all more or less in the same pattern. In 
the centre there was originally a well, but later on that was 
changed and made into a treasury, a double storied treasury, 
where they could store important documents, the records 
of the community and also old Korans (it was deigned to be 
unacceptable to destroy the Holy Word).
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An interesting thing about humans is that they tend to approach the design of buildings in the same way 
as they would clothing — and perhaps one shouldn’t separate the two! Buildings in many cultures serve 
the function of clothing. So when you are living in northern Europe you can really say that the buildings 
are designed for the winter (and therefore they are not very comfortable in the summer). But in many 
parts of the semi-arid zone — and most of Asia in fact — buildings are not designed for the winter, they 
are designed for the summer. Good examples are houses in China and Japan. If you have ever been in 
Japan or in northern China in winter you will know how inappropriate for a cold climate the buildings 
are. So how do they solve that problem? Well, they put on clothing — clothing another form of building. 
And so the Arabs have done the same. They had, as you have seen, many layers of clothes and they dealt 
with the extremes of climate that way. But as time went by and some of the Arabs became more affluent, 
particularly around the Gulf, where there was a lot of trade, they had the idea that maybe they could 
design part of the house for winter and part of the house for summer. Now the coolest part of the Arab 
house was, as we saw earlier up on the roof, as there were breezes there, very cool in the evening and early 
morning. As a result they had the idea of designing roof rooms for actually living and entertaining in. 

From that developed the idea of having two reception rooms in the house, one on the upper level for use in 
summer and one on the lower level for winter use. The upper one is very open to cross ventilation, catches 
the breezes, is used as a main summer entertaining room, the lower one can be closed up with shutters, is 
much more insulated and becomes much warmer in winter — one can even put braziers and fires in it in 
winter to keep it warmer. So the two rooms in some of these houses are the same size, the upper one or the 
lower one, and identical in furnishing; but, simply, one is for summer and one is for winter. And that idea 
could be developed for other rooms round the same house, one might have both summer working rooms 
and winter working rooms. This is very typical of some of the more sophisticated and wealthy parts of the 
Arabian Gulf. This example is in Bahrain. 

This is an example of another way of solving that problem. If one feels 
that the roof area is the best area for use because of the cross ventilation 
of the winds, might one not capture the breezes and bring them 
down to the lower level? The ancient Mesopotamians and the ancient 
Egyptians thought that one could. And those solutions came down to 
Arabian Islamic times. (One finds the same solutions in Afghanistan 
and India). They are termed “wind catchers” — they catch the wind 
across the roofs of the houses and bring it down to the lower rooms. 
Unfortunately, their effectiveness is not as great as one might think. As 
the wind catchers may not be very big, one only feels the cooling effect 
when one is right underneath them. So to make them really effective 
one has to make them huge. What you are looking at here is a typical 
Egyptian wind catcher from about a thousand years ago. And its size is 
about 10 metres wide and about 6 metres high. Unbelievable isn’t it? 
Huge. Just to get enough air movement down below (fig. 9.58 & 9.60). 

This is a damaged wind catcher, but it gives some 
idea of the way it works, bringing the wind down 
(fig. 9.59). Wind catchers are depicted in the 
ancient Egyptian papyri scrolls. The Egyptians 
understood how limited the effectiveness was, 
because one can see in the scrolls that they were 
placed immediately over a bed, or immediately 
over a desk. They were building them in ancient 
Egypt one thousand five hundred and maybe two 
thousand BC, and they were certainly building 
them in Mesopotamia one thousand BC, because 
we have them depicted in ancient Syrian ola leafs. 

There was another kind of wind catcher — 
apparently developed later — which worked in a 
slightly different way. It doubled the movements 
of air by having a downward pressure on the 
windward side and an upward sucking effect on the 
lee side. So it had two shafts opposite each other. 
And was also cleverly designed so that it could pick 
up wind in any direction. These “wind towers” 
as they were called, were built around southern 
Persia, southern Iran and along the Arabian coast, 
and were actually four-sided towers containing 
four shafts, facing in four directions (fig. 9.61). 
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The wind towers began to be quite 
elegant. There were soon more than two 
or three in each house, one over each of 
the bedrooms and one over the office; 
they could get quite large, high to catch 
a lot of wind. This is a view looking up 
inside one of them, showing the diagonal 
cross walls which create the four vertical 
shafts (fig. 9.63). 

A photograph of a town in the days when 
wind shafts were the best means available 
of cooling the houses (fig. 9.64). That 
town is Dubai, as it used to be. (The 
photograph was taken in 1972). 

These diagrams show different wind 
catchers and wind towers (fig. 9.62). The 
wind tower is at top right. The ancient 
wind catcher is at top left. And the bottom 
diagrams show how wind can be caught 
and directed down onto a terrace or inside 
a room by having slots in the wall. 

This view shows the wind catcher slots 
from outside, in the walls of a room on 
the corner and a terrace outside (fig. 
9.65). What happens is that the wind hits 
the inner surface of the slots and then is 
deflected down. Because the tradition 
was that everybody sat on the floor, the 
deflected wind cools down the sitter very 
effectively. That is also in Bahrain. 

A view of wind catcher slots, looking up 
at them (fig. 9.66).

The interior of a derelict room. Originally 
it was made comfortable with cushions 
along the wall at the back and mattresses 
to sit on. Then the wind blew over one. 
And no loss of privacy at all (fig. 9.67). 

Here is depicted the area of southern Arabia called in ancient Latin, Arabia Felix (fig. 9.68). The Greeks 
had another term for it in their languages, meaning “wealthy Arabia”. And its wealth came from the fact 
that the mountains caught the monsoon winds, which were blown in from the Indian Ocean. Those are 
the highest mountains in that part of the world. And the areas around them are plateaus. Even the plateaus 
tend to be three thousand or four thousand feet high. On those plateaus they have quite good rainfalls, 
although only twice a year because they depend on the bi-annual monsoons for the rainfalls. They have to 
build dams to hold the water for the six months periods between the two rains, each of which lasted about 
ten days at a time. The availability of water allowed them to grow crops, many kinds of vegetables and 
grains. In addition, the earliest coffee sold in the western world was from there (named mocha coffee after 
the Red Sea port of Yemen). Mocha coffee spread first into the Islamic world and then to the European 
world from Yemen. And there were many other important plants, including rare sorts of types of grain, 
that were indigenous to Yemen, because of its rainfall, and were cultivated by the Yemenis into lucrative 
crops. But of course the wealth of south Arabia came from the two great spices they grew, frankincense 
and myrrh. Frankincense was a wonderful perfume and healing agent and myrrh was also renowned for its 
healing properties; it has a rather a strange heavy perfume also useful as a way of disguising noxious smells. 
So myrrh was also used in religious ceremonies connected with funerals. Because large parts of Yemen 
were mountainous rocky areas, farms either had terracing or there were very small areas of arable land. So 
they did not want to build big courtyards in their houses, because that would have taken up arable land. 

As result, their houses had to be much more compact and correspondingly taller (fig. 9.70). If they had 
courtyards at all, they were tiny, but usually the houses did not have courtyards. They achieved their 
security by having the lower windows higher up. Usually the ground floor had no external windows, or else 
very small high windows. Above the ground floor level the buildings rose three or four floors  — and large 
houses were even higher (fig. 9.71). 
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An ancient Yemeni dwelling (fig. 9.72). It is built of stone and looks 
as though it was a fortification. Actually we know that it was not; it 
was a farmhouse. On the right is the farmer’s wife, standing outside 
the building. That provides some idea of the scale of the building. 
One wonders how they built it. The emphasis was on safety and 
security. The windows are tiny — just slits. It is thought to be more 
than a thousand years old. 

The next house is almost as old (but it was a type that continued to be 
built in remote areas until the last century) (fig. 9.73). This structure 
is of sand and clay with plastering on the outside, repainted and 
sometimes re- plastered, every year. We have title deeds that testify 
that some of these sand/clay buildings are over eight hundred years 
old. There is no reason why they should not be, if they have been 
well maintained. This example is interesting because the owner has 
decided to add a grand rectangular room at the top. 

The plan of another house of the same kind (fig. 9.74). The ground 
floor level had stables for the animals; for ventilation they just had a 
few slats. On the next level there was a store room which had a grain 
mill; also there was the first reception room, which was for receiving 
strangers. That is shown in the second plan. It is a very odd-shaped 
room — a semi-circular room. Above that there was the family living 
room, the store room associated with it and the bathroom. At the top 
of the house there was the kitchen, with a little open air space on the 
roof for drying clothes. That example was a simple small primitive 
farm house. Circular houses like those were called nawba in Arabic, 
or noba. They were found all over in the semi-arid lands. 

The semi-circular room in use, showing its strange shape (fig. 9.75). 
This is what the staircase looks like looking down (fig. 9.76). Notice 
how they have strengthened the stair at the centre of the building 
with stone. Although the outside wall is built in sand and clay,  
they brought in stone to make a stronger core to the building  
in the middle.

The next development of the early house came when they tried to make the rooms more comfortable and 
avoid semi-circular rooms by making the whole building rectangular (fig. 9.77). But in layout it was still 
the same basic building. This one had an added room at the bottom which allowed them to have more 
animals and more storage for goods. Again, there were four floors. 

This example shows graphically the length they went to to avoid building on arable land (fig. 9.78). In order 
to leave all the fertile soils free for agriculture, they built the house up on the first stony slopes; it is a very 
ancient one, a square stone building constructed like the first circular stone houses we saw. The arable lands 
are protected by little towers at the boundaries so that guards could prevent the crops being stolen at night. 

A typical town composed mainly of tower houses (fig. 9.79). With the need for market centres for 
exchange and supply there was another justification for building such houses. They didn’t want townships 
to take away arable land. Therefore, the towns had to be kept as compact as possible. 

And as time passed and the population density in an ancient city grew higher, the houses began to grow 
ever taller. In this case, the house in the foreground is only four stories high, but those surrounding it were 
even higher. (fig. 9.80). This house in fig. 9.81 has eight floors. When one takes into account the thickness 
of the floor construction and the fact that that they have quite high ceilings, these buildings reach up to 30 
metres or more. 
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There were two distinct types of house throughout the semi-arid region: a courtyard 
house, if there was enough land. But as soon as they had dense urban conditions or 
were building farms in mountainous terrain, they tended to build tower houses. These 
buildings didn’t have courtyards, unless they are very small. 

Such high houses are therefore found also in the mountain areas of Morocco, Algeria, 
Libya or Tunis. Very similar tower houses were built in Afghanistan, the mountainous 
part of Pakistan and India, with generally the same problems and the same solutions. 

In a big city, like San‘a,’ the capital of Yemen in south-western Arabia, the higher houses 
tend to be eight to ten high stories high. This is a typical one, three hundred and fifty 
years old. It has eight floors (fig. 9.82). They started to build from the ground with 
stone and changed over to baked brick for the thinnest, upper walls. In addition to the 
typical layout of floors, one type of house has, in addition, an entertaining room on the 
top floor, in order to take advantage of the view. That floor was hundred feet above the 
ground, with a wonderful view out over the neighbours, over the whole city and distant 
mountain landscape. But an entertaining room at the top created an interesting problem. 
Visitors then have to come up through the full height of the house. Though they were 
usually not total strangers, but local people, friends of the family, they were not members 
of the intimate family. So how could they be brought up past the family floors to the top 
of the house without intruding on the private part of the house? The solution was that 
they were confined to the staircase. Since the owner only entertained in the afternoon, 
after lunch the family closed all the doors on to the staircase very firmly. So anybody 
coming up to the top room could not access the family floors. If a member of the family 
opened the staircase door and went out onto the staircase in the afternoon they would 
always call out loudly to warn people that they were going from one level to another. 
They make a call to Allah on the staircase, so that visitors would avoid them.

Here is the section of that kind of house (fig. 9.83). One very interesting thing about 
that section is that there is a courtyard three floors from the top; the reason for that is 
that the kitchen there had to serve down as well as up. And so the kitchen could not be 
right at the top of the house — it had to be halfway and, as the kitchen usually needed a 
courtyard, that was halfway. The lower floors were of course, for animals and the storage 
of the farm goods. Above that were the offices and the clan reception room. The result is 
that the form of the house really changed once you reached the courtyard level; the top 
three floors were much smaller and narrower. At that level too, you see in the section that 
there are two vertical shafts. That on the right is the vertical shaft for the drawing of water; 
it was an extension of the underground well, which was simply taken up into the height 
of the house through five floors until one was able to draw water at the fifth floor. The 
other vertical shaft is, of course, that of the toilets and the bathrooms from the private part 
of the house. They had earth closets. In order to remove the faeces out of the house, they 
dropped down the shaft into a container at the bottom of the shaft. (So they were very 
much like the earth closets in other countries except that here there was an extra height 
involved). The urine was separated from the faeces by the way the toilet was designed; the 
urine flowed down the front of the toilet into a drain in the floor and then down a shaft on 
the outside of the house. Because of the high mountain area it dried very quickly. But, in 
addition, they washed down the drain in the floor afterwards with water.

Here we are looking in the entrance hall, high enough to take camels into a house and 
unload them (fig. 9.84). When the camels were unloaded they were stabled in one of the 
side stables and the goods taken upstairs. 

fig. 9.84

fig. 9.83fig. 9.82
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The landing of the first upper level, where 
visitors would be brought to reach the 
main reception room, the diwan, used 
also for clan gatherings (fig. 9.85). 

A view in one of the smaller side rooms, 
with the younger inhabitants sitting 
round and talking; they are actually 
sharing a water pipe with a long tube and 
all ages are mixing together. Notice that 
males are not mixing with females in this 
case, because this is a public reception 
space mainly for men. It is used by women 
occasionally when the men are not in the 
house for some reason or other, in the 
mornings for instance or when the men 
are being entertained at the top — then 
the women could use this room (fig. 9.86). 

Here is a wedding party in progress. In 
the centre is the bridegroom, with his 
hand over his knee and wearing a green 
garland in his turban. This is a reception, 
just before a marriage, of the bridegroom 
being received by all his friends (fig. 9.87). 

When the inhabitants of such a house ate, they ate 
communally too. As usual, they sat on the floor. 
There were no chairs, and they shared a big dish, 
which was sitting on hot coals on a stand (fig. 9.88). 

The cooking was done in the kitchen, situated half-
way up the height of the house, and the cooking 
was done standing at waist height (fig. 9.89). The 
fuel, either brushwood or dried animal dung, was 
placed in a vertical cylinder made of terra cotta and 
the heat rose up from it to heat the metal plates 
which were placed over the top of the cylinders; 
so they cooked rather as we do at waist height on 
circular hot plates. There was even a smoke hood at 
the top, to catch the fumes and the smoke and take 
them out of the house. 

They also washed up at waist height. Their system 
was not unlike ours (fig. 9.90). 

At the top of the house there was the main 
entertaining room for the afternoon siesta, when 
they had guests. This was the grandest room in the 
house (fig. 9.91). The other room that could be 
almost as grand, in a large house, was the diwan 
down below, for clan gatherings. 

fig. 9.87 fig. 9.91

fig. 9.85

fig. 9.88

fig. 9.89

fig. 9.90

fig. 9.86
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In the room at the top of the house the men would normally pass the siesta 
during the afternoon or if they were absent, the women. Traditionally, in 
all the hot countries or medium hot countries including Italy and Spain, 
until recent times, from half past twelve or one o clock all work ceased. 
Nobody worked again till five in the afternoon, the whole afternoon was a 
rest period. One could go to a public bath if one wished to, and then if one 
were home one could have lunch, and then go to visit somebody, usually 
in one’s neighbourhood. If one knew they were entertaining, everyone 
would gather in their top room, known as “the room with a view” (which 
in Arabic, mafraj also has another meaning, “jewel” or “precious”) (fig. 
9.92). So in this room with a view at the top of the house all the friends 
in the neighbourhood would gather and sit, and they would spend the 
afternoon from past two until prayer time, half past five, talking about 
serious things, reciting good poetry and exchanging views; they would 
take turns in saying things that were beautifully expressed. At its highest 
level their conversation would become poetry. (It is interesting that the 
Chinese relaxed in conversation in a very similar way). If the Arabs were 
not engaging in conversation, they might be tempted to have some music 
and to bring out an instrument to play. To drink, there would often be 
sherbet or frankincense mixed with water to make a scented drink, or 
coffee. Because pure coffee was a valuable commodity for export they 
didn’t drink the kind of coffee we do. What they drank was a milder coffee 
flavoured drink made from the husks of the coffee. (Coffee beans have a 
husk around them when they are harvested). In this photograph they are 
smoking cigarettes, but traditionally they would have smoked a water pipe. 
This is an unusually, small group; because it was a normal neighbourhood 
activity, the mafraj would have about fifteen to twenty people seated in it 
in any afternoon. 

The view from the windows, shows a number of other mafraj at the top of 
neighbouring houses (fig. 9.93). Because the tallest buildings are a hundred foot 
high, the minarets are dwarfed. We have evidence that some of the early houses 
were very tall, but presumably when these minarets were built a thousand years 
ago they were higher than the houses. Since then, the houses have gone up even 
higher with the addition of extra upper stories and the mafraj. 

The lower levels of the houses were built in stone using a mortar originally 
made from clay with a little gypsum in it. Gypsum, is a material the chemical 
components of which vary in different countries. The gypsum which one 
finds in many of the semi-arid countries is an excellent building material, as 
it is not very water soluble and makes good mortar (fig. 9.94). 

The problem of the shortage of wood in all these areas 
meant that they had real difficulty in finding a way of 
spanning across between the walls. The cheapest solution 
was to obtain the largest brushwoods they could get, which 
were usually about eight to ten foot long, and make bundles 
of six or eight pieces of the brushwoods together; then they 
would intertwine the bundles, tie them very tightly, and thus 
make a beam that would span as much as sixteen feet (five 
metres). For extra strength they would put the brushwood 
beams quite close together, and then on top of them they 
would place the smaller bits of twig spanning across in layers 
as much as 9” (25 cm) deep. And then they would weigh the 
whole thing down with clay, about a foot (30 cm) of clay, to 
compress the brushwood and make it strong enough. And 
on top of that they put, believe it or not, stone paving. And 
this weight on the brushwood would make it consolidated 
and would make it strong enough to last, so some have been 
standing for 800 to 900 years! Their life has been aided by 
the tradition of annually repairing them. There are literally 
hundreds of houses in San’a’ that date back at least 300 years. 
So that construction has lasted perfectly safely in those 
buildings for at least 300 years — even while taking quite 
heavy loads of people moving around at the top of them. It 
is perhaps hard to believe that such a construction would 
work for so long, but it has! (fig. 9.95) 

fig. 9.92 fig. 9.93

fig. 9.94

fig. 9.95
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Now to recap: The semi-arid zone, the homeland of Islam, runs right across Africa and 
Asia from Morocco to Bengal — a more or less continuous zone. It is an interesting area 
because it created quite difficult conditions for architecture for buildings; in the last 
chapter we considered the first kind of response one found, where the terrain is fairly flat 
and there are these semi-arid conditions. Which means that in between oases or river 
valleys there are large areas which are desert, or very like deserts, although the latter may 
have more scrub. In those conditions humans were exposed to extremes of temperature 
which created difficult problems for keeping cool and resulted in clothing which 
protected the whole body. 

There was also great difficulty with living safely, because it was so easy for criminals to 
escape into the desert areas or into the semi-arid areas, and not be detected. If one lived 
there, one couldn’t know that they were coming because there was nobody living in those 
areas to warn one, so they could sneak up and pounce on one without any warning. 
The result was that security became a high priority in such terrain. Travel through it 
traditionally involved travel in caravans for mutual protection. 

When people built in those areas, they built walled enclosures. So a caravanserai, a place 
for caravans to stop overnight, had high walls. And of course, it had a single entrance 
with a guarded doorway so that people could control the risk of an attack, even at night. 

Smaller private houses, even those in the centre of a town, would be walled, and have 
single entrance doorways that would give access into courtyards The reason for the 
courtyards was that that was where animals were taken, and also the courtyards provided 
light and air to the houses. (There were no windows in the outer walls). There was a 
reception loggia for visitors in every dwelling, and then the back part of the house was 
private, for family use. 

The second kind of architectural response in the semi-arid zone was in the areas where they 
encountered mountains. Mountains were a mixed blessing. Because they were high, actually 
they were likely to catch the rain. So the mountains were more likely to have water than the 
semi-arid zones — and it was possible to have agriculture there. That is true of the Atlas 
Mountains in Morocco and Algeria, and in the mountains on the western side and the 
southern side of Arabia or the mountains of Iran and Afghanistan. They were wonderful 
for agriculture but that, in turn, brought problems architecturally. The main problem was 
that, because the mountains were rocky and steep, one didn’t have a lot of agricultural land 
— agricultural land was an absolute premium. Just narrow valleys or else narrow terraces 
artificially made by man. So in order to keep the agricultural land to a maximum, one didn’t 
build on it. Or if one had to build on it one made sure that the footprint of the building was 
very small. So it became extravagant to have a courtyard — and one doesn’t find courtyard 
buildings in the mountains. Instead one finds a different kind of building — a small box; if 
it needed to be bigger one built upwards — not outwards. 

The mountains were just as dangerous as the deserts — there are many little valleys and 
one couldn’t patrol them all. So one had to have a great deal of security.

The first boxes were apparently circular, so that there were no corners which might be 
knocked off. This example is a very ancient one, at least 1200 years old. If they could, 
they built with large stones to achieve maximum strength. Failing that, they had to be 
built of sand and clay. 

Later, the boxes became rectangular, when they felt that they could afford the risk of 
building corners — which were not quite so secure from an attack. By this time, their 
society was becoming more stable and not so dangerous, and they had neighbours who 
would help to protect them. But the zoning of the houses was basically the same. Each 
house had four or five floors, and the ground floor was always for animals. The second 
floor was nearly always for the storage of goods. (They were farmers, so they had crops 
which needed to be stored somewhere). Alongside the stores they might also have some 
mills, for grinding grains to make flour, and for grinding salt. On the first or the second 
level above the storage area there would be the first reception room, which in this case 
was a reception room for strangers — a kind of semi-public reception room. And then 
above that was the private house, for the use of the family — the women and children. 
And in the centre on top, an open terrace to allow the drying of clothes.

There is a third kind of architectural situation. In the semi-arid sandy desert there 
are — admittedly very rarely — river valleys. They are usually dry most of the year and 
only flood when it rains. That kind of river valley is known in Arabia as a ‘Wadi.’ Many 
Wadis have cliffs between a hundred and three hundred feet high flanking them, as the 
sandy soil has been deeply eroded away over the centuries. This wadi is in South Arabia 
about 3 kilometres wide at the widest and averaging about 2 kilometres across. (There 
are cliffs in the background). It is near the Indian Ocean and floods twice a year with the 
monsoon rains, the six month intervals providing fertile agricultural land throughout 
the wadi). In order to avoid living on top of the cliffs they build their towns and their 
houses down in the wadi but they are using up valuable farm land when they do that. 
So they have to make their houses very compressed. Luckily there are a few outcrops of 
stone in the Wadis. And on the outcrops of stone they tend to build the towns. Here’s a 
very characteristic one, called Shibam, in this wadi in the region called the Hadhramaut. 
Dams were anciently built to retain rain water so that it could be used throughout the 
dry months. The water was distributed to the fields between the rains from the dams and 
immensely profitable agriculture resulted. The problem was to avoid building on these 
extremely valuable lands. The result was dense towns on rocky outcrops with limited 
space so there was no alternative but to build upwards. One has to remember, too, that 
the families tended to be extended families, much more characteristic in Asian families 
than nuclear families until recently. People were expected to look after their uncles 
and aunts, and unmarried relatives. One didn’t let them leave home, but kept them all 
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together; this was the convention, so that the average family 
size varied between ten and seventeen people. For that 
reason, the houses needed to be high, to accommodate so 
many people as well as the animals and farm produce (fig. 
10.1). That was true, even though they did not have private 
rooms (that idea that everybody should have a private room 
is, again a very recent idea, even in the west). Eventually the 
largest of these buildings extended up to about a hundred 
and twenty feet, nearly thirty seven metres (fig. 10.2). They 
were taller than those from the northern highland cities, 
even though the latter were built in stone and brick — the 
southern houses were of unfired bricks made of sand and 
clay. The unfired bricks were large, and the thickness of the 
walls at the bottom was about a metre. The wall thickness 
was reduced as they built upwards; at the top they were only 
25 cm thick. In spite of the friable materials they were able to 
create delightfully civilized houses. This is a view of some of 
these houses, together with another of some of these houses 
close-up; they have the same sort of distribution of space as 
the highland houses, except that here the topmost floors are 
the private ones. 

fig. 10.1

fig. 10.2

Looking up at the Shibam houses from below (fig. 10.3). And here 
you see clearly a strange phenomenon. That is, that the top of the 
houses have a white finish on them, and the bottoms of the houses 
have a white finish too. The reason, of course, is the necessity of 
protecting unfired bricks of sand and the clay from rain; they — and 
the plaster of the same material used for finishing the surfaces — were 
very vulnerable to rain. So the owners of the houses have to go to 
the expense of obtaining lime, in order to make a lime wash or a lime 
plaster to protect the walls against the rain at the top and the bottom. 
And where would they obtain the lime? In olden times it was not 
so difficult. Luckily, many of the deserts were originally deserts from 
under the sea. They actually had shells in them, mixed in the sand, 
so they could collect the shells and burn them to make lime. As that 
supply was used up, they had to bring the lime in from the coast, 
where again it was obtained from shells. 

These photographs show the white upper levels and also the white 
bottom levels (fig. 10.4). The white levels at the bottom were 
necessary because of splash of rain water. When the heavy monsoon 
rain fall it could splash up from the road which was paved with stone 
and do a lot of damage to the plaster and bricks of the walls. 

So, when the houses are maintained properly, that is their appearance 
at the lower level (fig. 10.5). Further up, there is just the plaster on 
the outside of the bricks made of sand with a small admixture of clay 
and a little bit of straw in it — the straw to hold the plaster together. 
But you can see from the condition of that plaster that it does not last 
long — only about five years and then it has to be completely redone. 
In traditional societies that was not too much of a problem, as labour 
was fairly cheap. So the building owners would employ a builder to 
re-plaster it every five years. (But it is becoming harder to maintain 
these buildings now, as labour is becoming expensive). 

When one goes inside one finds an entrance hall leading to a flight 
of steps (fig. 10.6). The whole interior is finished in lime, and in this 
case the whitewash is often mixed with egg white and the varnish 
produced by the egg white gives the white surface a smooth glassy 
finish, and makes it beautiful. 

fig. 10.4

fig. 10.5

fig. 10.6

fig. 10.3
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The principle of construction of the houses is quite 
interesting (fig. 10.7). If one thinks of a box girder and 
turn it on end then one understands the way in these 
buildings are strengthened. They are boxed girders on 
end. No span is more than about 3 metres between 
columns or a column and a wall. And that occurs in 
every direction. So the whole building is extremely 
strongly braced, horizontally and vertically. 

That is of the oldest buildings so far dated. It was built 
in 1540 AD, so it is about five hundred and eighty years 
old (fig. 10.8). The lower levels were often vaulted and 
looked like this. That is where they brought in their 
animals and where some of the goods from the farm 
lands were stored.

Higher up in the house there is a much more open 
effect, interrupted a little by the wooden columns (fig. 
10.9). In order to make these buildings strong enough 
and yet maintain usable spaces, they have to have wood 
for the columns, so they brought the wood in at some 
expense across the ocean from Africa or India. In the 
coastal desert areas there is rain twice a year, and to 
the heat can be added humidity because of the rain. 
So the climate is not very kind and they had to think 
about how to keep cool. And they did that by putting 
openings in the walls up to the full height of the rooms. 
It was particularly important to open them up down to 
the floor, as there was no furniture, and the tradition 
was to sit on the floor. They achieved cross ventilation 
and yet maintained privacy by placing pierced wooden 
screens across the openings. 

This kind of projecting of wooden screened window 
box had the advantage, that women could look sideways 
from it. They could see what was going on without 
being observed from outside through a projecting 
box like that. The niche in the wall was intended for 
housing a lamp at night. This is the old house that was 
in the plan and the sections above built in 1540 and 
the photographs give an idea of ancient traditional 
decoration (fig. 10.10). Here is a corridor (fig. 10.11). 

fig. 10.8

fig. 10.9

fig. 10.10

fig. 10.11

fig. 10.7

A view of the kitchen (fig. 10.12). At the back of it is the 
bathroom, and it is possible to see the lavatory with a 
sloping surface in front to allow the urine to drain away 
down the stone floor to the outside wall. (After use it was 
always washed down). 

At the top of the house one reaches the terraces. In these 
houses in Shibam there is not one level of terraces but 
always two or three. They have high screen walls with the 
projecting latticework boxes that allowed the women to 
look out. These screened boxes were also useful because each 
could hold an earthen-ware jar of water to be cooled by the 
breeze (fig. 10.13). 

Living rooms open up into terraces at the top levels of each 
house. Two levels of terraces are visible here, waterproofed 
with lime plaster (fig. 10.14 & 10.15). Finally, it is possible 
to climb onto the roof. One is about thirteen metres above 
the ground. From there, there is a view of the whole wadi 
with its flanking cliffs (fig. 10.16). 

fig. 10.12

fig. 10.14

fig. 10.13

fig. 10.15

fig. 10.16
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In some of the larger cities of northern Africa and 
India one finds another kind of house. Because of 
the desire to have good light and air and, at the same 
time, high density, they combined together the 
concept of a courtyard house and the concept of a 
tower house. And the courtyard now became a wide 
light shaft. That kind of house is also found in Saudi 
Arabia, in Jeddah for instance, and in the older Gulf 
towns. This particular light shaft is a narrow one over 
the entrance to a typical old house in Fez in Morocco 
(fig. 10.17). 

Proceeding through the same house beyond the 
entrance is a small courtyard (fig. 10.18) which allows 
lot of light and air and of course also allows the heat 
to escape through the roof to the open air. Having a 
courtyard like this created a great sense of luxury in an 
urban house. Although this house is in a very dense 
city, Fez, it still was able to have a tiny courtyard. The 
courtyard now became part of the reception area. The 
courtyard is protected from the weather unless rain 
falls in the centre of it, so they could afford to have 
seating around the edge. In addition there is a formal 
entertaining room through the doorway behind the 
loggia at the back of the courtyard.

In effect, the whole ground floor area is for the 
reception of the public. This is a narrow tower house 
and there is an upper floor for the private family zone 
(fig. 10.19). It is a fairly small house, about 500 years 
old, and in this case there is only one main family 
level up above. But some of the houses had two family 
levels up above. And the women and children would 
normally stay upstairs and only come downstairs 
when there were no strangers in the house. 

(Writing about Islam while strictly limiting the discussion to Asia is difficult, because it so happens that 
some of the best preserved ancient buildings are in North Africa — or even further, in southern Spain, 
since the semi-arid zone is a continuous area that extends to the Atlantic — as does Islam. It has been 
decided here to take the liberty of including examples from North Africa and Southern Spain in this 
chapter — as examples of surviving Islamic architectures).

fig. 10.17

fig. 10.18

fig. 10.19

The next example is an even older one — about 
750 years old (fig. 10.20). In this case the screens 
which look rather open could be made more 
private by simply hanging cloth across them. 

Public buildings, in places like Fez or Marrakesh in 
North Africa, or in one of the big Algerian towns, 
would each have a courtyard. Again, because 
the cities were so dense, the courtyards generally 
weren’t very large, so one tends to find courtyards 
that served as sources of light and air with rooms 
around them. This example is a teaching college, 
a madrasah, the ancestor of the teaching colleges 
of the western world (fig. 10.21). It is a type of 
building which we know goes back to the 8th 
century AD in many of the Islamic countries, but 
this particular building in Fez dates from 1300. 
It has a mosque as part of the teaching college — 
mainly for the use of the students, but also open to 
the public for prayer on certain days of the week. 
At the sides of the courtyard at the lower level 
there tend to be teaching spaces. In the centre, 
there is a pool which will often have water in it — 
and frequently there is a well there as well. Above 
the rooms around the courtyard are office and 
dwelling rooms for teachers or for senior students. 
Each room is on two levels with a sleeping 
platform above. 

There are some very beautiful madrasahs, like 
this one in Marrakesh (fig. 10.22). Fig. 10.23 is 
another view of that Madrasah. The students not 
only live in rooms around the centre courtyard 
but in rooms around smaller courtyards, which are 
not much more than light wells. There are three 
of these courtyards on each side behind this main 
courtyard. So that one could accommodate in a 
madrasah such as this something like a hundred 
students. They would be sharing rooms, usually 
three or two to a room.

fig. 10.20

fig. 10.21

fig. 10.22

fig. 10.23
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Moving on to another type of large building — the palace (fig. 10.24). The palace is a 
category of building which we don’t have a great deal of evidence for — there are only a 
few palaces left. The rulers had to have large buildings, partly because they had to have a 
control over the heads of the army and many government departments and they tended 
effect the administration inside their own palaces. The palaces had many offices and 
meeting rooms. In addition, the ultimate judge in traditional societies was usually the 
ruler. So when an important legal case could not be resolved, it would be brought to the 
ruler, and he would have to have a space in which a large group of people could be present 
to hear the resolution of the dispute — usually a courtyard. And then, of course, if he 
was an important ruler he would need to receive delegations from other states — and for 
that would have to have a rather grand reception room. Finally, there would need to be 
entertaining rooms to allow semi-public events such as celebrations to take place in a more 
relaxed way. These also needed to be impressive, to be worthy of the ruler. To include all of 
the above, the palaces had to be quite elaborate sets of spaces — we know about many of 
them from written texts, but unfortunately without illustrations or plans. 

Some of the grandest palaces have been destroyed. They were seldom built to last more 
than one or two generations. If you were rich enough you had your own palace — it 
was regarded as undistinguished to use the palace of your grandfather, you had to 
build a new one, and that meant knocking down the old one). So there was a kind of 
temporary nature about palaces, even more than houses, although that was true of a rich 
house too, it would tend to be rebuilt often. So it’s not surprising we don’t have very 
many left. Luckily, one of the most beautiful palaces of all remains, and we owe that to 
the European age of the Renaissance, which brought the idea that human achievement 
was something worthy of preserving, or something worthy of admiring for its own 
sake. Individual human beings, as creators, were implementing the work of god, and 

fig. 10.24

they were doing it in a way which enhanced the experience of other human beings. 
This principle of humanism, which came in with the Renaissance, was appreciated by 
the ruler of Spain, Charles V who when he as a young man, saw the recently captured 
Andalusian Islamic buildings being destroyed by militant Christians. He thought this 
ancient culture represented great human achievements. So he stopped the building of 
Christian cathedrals inside great mosques like Cordoba and he stopped the destruction 
of the great palaces in Andalusia. Due to him, of which a large part is preserved, is 
survival of the Alhambra palace in Granada (fig. 10.25). There is another palace near 
it which we will also examine, a smaller one which he also saved. We know that he 
intervened to protect these because his letters against their destruction are still extant. 

The Alhambra palace began to be built around 900 AD. These gates and walls date from 
that period of a little later. The very beautiful parts of the royal reception rooms were 
mainly built between 1250 and 1350 AD — at a point which is really the high point of 
Islamic architectural culture. Nevertheless, a great deal has been destroyed, for instance 
the entrance buildings have all vanished, although some foundations have been exposed 
which show the shapes of the rooms. 

fig. 10.25
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Examining the plan of the Alhambra (fig. 10.26): Here is the outer courtyard leading into the main royal 
audience courtyard which is behind this hedge. The sultan appeared in audience in the windows of the palace 
— those with the creepers around them — to judge legal cases or review his troops. The main entrance to the 
interior of the palace was off a street behind that tree on the right hand side. The city of Cordoba is on the 
left. The main reception room for ambassadors was in the big square tower. 

The room behind the entrance courtyard is the reception room in which the sultan would normally receive 
visitors and from which he addressed the crowd in the courtyard from a window. The sultan’s study was 
behind it on the other edge of the Alhambra, overlooking the city. It is entered through a small courtyard, 
that lead visitors through into the Court of the Ambassadors. The harem was at the opposite end of the court, 
and beyond it was the zone of the palace that was used for entertaining. 

Fig. 10.27 is a view of that first reception room. In one of the windows on the left the sultan would stand to 
review his troops or hear a court case. Sometimes, if it was a minor court case, he would hear it in this room. 
The gallery was to allow women, wearing their veils, to listen to a court case or a public reception. The door 
where the man is standing leads through into one of the small courtyards that takes one through to the offices 
and reception rooms of the palace. The windows ahead look out over the town — they are the windows of 
the study area of the sultan himself — and that is where his main secretaries would be. There is a tiny mosque 
for private use off to the left. 

Fig. 10.28 shows the windows, into one of which the sultan would step to be seen by the public in the 
front reception court. (The trees shouldn’t be there, because that was originally a large open space). 

fig. 10.26

fig. 10.27 fig. 10.28

The small courtyard leading both to the 
sultan’s private office and living suite 
and through into the great Court of the 
Ambassadors (fig. 10.29). It is beautifully 
designed. Off it are a number of doorways 
into various secretarial areas and reception 
areas and the private apartments. It is 
thought that the number of doors meant 
to confuse the unwanted visitor; it is not 
easy for a stranger to find his way through 
the building. 

The main reception Court of the 
Ambassadors (fig. 10.30). It is poetically 
known as the “Court of the Myrtles”, 
myrtle being a small bush, known to the 
Greeks as Daphne — one of the beautiful 
and scented bushes in the Mediterranean 
world. At each end of the central pool 
there is a little fountain and at the far end 
a gallery leading in to the main Hall of the 
Ambassadors, the throne room. 

A view of the central pool with the small 
fountain at each end (fig. 10.31). 

The approach into the Hall of the 
Ambassadors, the throne room (fig. 10.32). 

fig. 10.29 fig. 10.30

fig. 10.31

fig. 10.32
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We should consider, for a moment, the inspiration 
behind that court. The Arabs were used to semi-arid, 
semi-desert conditions, and southern Spain was not 
much better. When travelling their dream was to 
reach an oasis — one with a large area of water. And 
an oasis would normally be surrounded by reeds 
and by palm trees. So here we have the imagery of a 
magical desert oasis (fig. 10.33). The scented myrtle 
bushes are here trimmed short so that they look 
like reeds, and the architectural arcades have a very 
curious quality — they are actually pierced. The 
walls above the arches are screens and have curious 
patterns in them. It is possible to think of any one 
column as being a trunk of a tree with, above it, 
spreading branches and the symbolism of dates in 
the tree. So we have here an abstract symbolism of 
trees at the ends of an oasis. 

It is very interesting to analyze any actual decoration 
in detail. In this area of tile work at the entrance to 
the Hall of the Ambassadors (fig. 10.34), the shape 
of each of the white elements is the same as the 
shape of each of the dark blue elements. And that is 
true, even if the elements are turned upside down or 
reversed. Moving through 360 degrees one is finding 
the same shape in two different colours intertwined 
in four directions. Very intriguing isn’t it? And it 
creates a magical effect over the whole surface. That 
kind of magical play of forms is very clear in all the 
aspects of the architecture of that period. It is very 
fine art, sophisticated, delightful to come to terms 
with; it is like music. 

The whole building has those qualities when 
one analyzes it. Here is a view inside Hall of the 
Ambassadors (fig. 10.35). Because of the need for 
cross ventilation, and also to achieve a view, the 
windows extend right down to the floor. Until 
recent times, there were no handrails. And the idea 
of being in a tower at a great height with the floor 
just flowing out into the landscape is part of the 
magic of the room. 

fig. 10.33

fig. 10.34

fig. 10.35

Fig. 10.36 is a view looking back from the Hall of the 
Ambassadors into the oasis courtyard and the sheet of 
water which continues the floor right out into space. At 
the far end was the harem, the private women’s quarters of 
the sultana and her family, as well as of the concubines of 
the sultan. But that was destroyed by Henry V’s architects 
before he intervened to stop them. Although a screen is left, 
the rest is gone. 

A view looking down into the Court of the Myrtles (fig. 
10.37). One other interesting thing about the pool, it’s 
a reflecting pool. But a large, still body of water is pretty 
dead, it has a destroyed kind of feeling. So the architects 
didn’t want the pool absolutely dead. They wanted some 
reflections, but they didn’t want the water absolutely still. 
So they designed a little jet of water at each end. Each is 
just large enough to create a small number of ripples on the 
surface. So from either direction the surface reflection is 
alive, never a dead mirror. 

There is a strange connection between the Court of the 
Myrtles and the next court. One reason is that, originally, 
these were two smaller parallel palaces owned by two 
brothers. The palaces were later amalgamated together 
to form the present palace — the ruler took over from 
his brother the second palace in order to have a better 
entertainment area for festive events. It was redesigned it to 
make it more suitable for festivities. The focus of the second 
palace is called the Court of the Lions, after its central 
feature (fig. 10.38). 

To pass from the Court of the Myrtles to the next palace one 
passes through a narrow connection off-centre — and this is 
a view of the Court of the Lions as one enters (fig. 10.39). 

This court has a greater sense of enclosure, far more 
columns, and a large fountain in the middle (fig. 10.40). 
There are miniature canals in the centre of each side, 
carrying water from fountains in rooms on the four axes 
to the centre pool. Its present appearance is not authentic, 
because archaeologists have established that it was originally 
a planted court. 

fig. 10.36

fig. 10.37

fig. 10.38

fig. 10.39

fig. 10.40
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This appearance was being briefly restored in the 1970s when this photograph was 
taken (fig. 10.41). But before the plants could grow higher it was decided that a bare 
court was more practical today, given the crowds of people coming to see the building. 

The source of the design of the Court of the Lions is easy to find, because we have 
a great number of carpets in Islam which have the same sort of design (fig. 10.42). 
They have cross-axes with canals leading to a central pool. That design originated with 
concepts of the world dating back to 3000 BC. From the earliest ancient texts and 
legends from Mesopotamia, we know that the view of the world at that time was that 
the world was flat. And the world had four great rivers flowing into a central ocean. (If 
one went too far one would fall off at the ends). This was the way everybody thought 
of the world until the great deductions of the Greek astronomers and scientists in the 
period of Alexander and his successors; they deduced that the world had to be a round 
sphere. But it was a tradition dear to many people in Asia that the world was flat, and 
that it had this pattern of four rivers converging on an ocean. Why would Muslims hold 
that image so dear to their hearts? To understand that, we have to ask a question. What 
was the dream of every good Muslim? The answer is: to be taken up to Paradise. And 
what to them was Paradise but a world in which everything was perfected. So in the 
ancient view, the rivers would become straight, the whole confirmation would become 
geometrical and there would be wonderful plants, flowering plants with birds and fruit, 
in an ideal pattern. So what they are representing in these carpets and in the Courtyard 
of the Lions is that traditional view of Paradise. The dream of all good Muslims. It is a 
symbolic representation of it. So the Paradise court becomes a central theme in Islamic 
architecture, as it was to the carpet makers. 

fig. 10.41

fig. 10.42

fig. 10.43

It is a shame that the planting is gone from the Court of the Lions, because some of its quality is no longer 
perceptible (fig. 10.343). One passes from rooms in each of which there is a fountain with water flowing 
down steps out into the courtyard and the canals end in a central pool with a fountain over it. Each of 
the flanking rooms is on a higher level with a view down to the court (fig. 10.45). And in the case of the 
southern room there is a view beyond it of a lower court with trees (fig. 10.44). 

This is a cross section of the Court of the Lions, showing the high rooms surrounding the court with the 
fountains and canals leading down to the central feature (fig. 10.46). 

The building is full of the symbolism of nature — the symbolism of trees, in these strange arches, the 
symbolism of hornet’s nests and bees’ nests in the strange upper vaults (fig. 10.47). It is the symbolism of 
life, of creation by insects, of patterns which are magical patterns representing continuing idealized life. 
But it is also executed in the pure geometry that is important to the Muslims (fig. 10.48)

fig. 10.44

fig. 10.47 fig. 10.48

fig. 10.46 fig. 10.45
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There is a palace nearby which retains the planting 
in the courtyard. Here, one can obtain a sense 
of what the Court of the Lions might have been 
like originally. This palace is up a hill above the 
Alhambra, and is known as the Generalife Palace. 
Looking down the canals of the long courtyard 
one sees rows of fountains spraying the planting 
alongside (fig. 10.49). 

The water in this courtyard is entirely disturbed 
(fig. 10.50); the whole scene is one of life and 
action and there are magnificent scented flowers 
all around. It is uncertain whether the flowers and 
fruit were in pots or along the sides, but certainly 
they were growing in the areas behind. 

A view of one of the cross axes in this garden 
with the central pool which can be seen in that 
photograph (fig. 10.51). There is a loggia at the 
lower level and a viewing platform higher up — 
that was an afternoon siesta entertaining space. 
From the upper levels there are magnificent views 
out over the city. 

 A view looking at the fountains over the top of the 
plants, with a glimpse of the pierced screens above 
the columns (fig. 10.52).

Only a few examples of the Islamic palaces that 
once existed remain. But, from those few, it is clear 
that the idea of representing the paradise gardens 
continued to be used in later cultures. This example 
in Pakistan, in Lahore, was three hundred years 
later than the Alhambra in Granada (fig. 10.53). 
It was a palace compound of pavilions situated via 
a series of huge gardens. The Mogul Emperor of 
India, as he proceeded from one capital to another, 
would camp in gardens such as these which had 
been prepared for him and his itinerary. Here, we 
are looking at the entrance. 

fig. 10.49

fig. 10.50

fig. 10.51

fig. 10.52

The whole is termed the Shalimar Gardens. There are a 
series of gardens, each a symbolic paradise design, one 
after the other. Two main gardens are of enormous size 
and there are some smaller ones flanking them. 

The huge scale of such Indian gardens were made 
possible by the great wealth of India. In the centre 
and the entrance of the Shalimar Gardens there were 
reception halls; From there wonderful vistas could be 
seen of the axes of the gardens in different directions. 

Fig. 10.54 is a view of one of the reflecting pools 
which were enormous in size and had small fountains 
in them. (In this photograph the fountains are not 
playing) and there are also waterfalls that went from 
one level to another along sloping planes which were 
decorated to break up the water. Visitors could walk 
along bridges to a great sitting area in the middle of 
the central pool. There was a platform there for the 
emperor and his entourage when they were relaxing. 

From the central pool of the Shalimar Gardens 
there is a drop down to the lower level, shown in 
this photograph. It is possible to walk in among the 
fountains dodging the water. At night there would be 
lanterns placed in the niches in the walls, so that there 
would be literally hundreds of lanterns lighting up this 
area of the gardens at night. 

Fig. 10.55 shows a platform, which is in a kind of a 
courtyard, being sprayed with water; children love 
running in among the jets. There is a reception platform 
on the higher level. When the emperor’s entourage were 
there, there would have had to be accommodation for 
hundreds of people in the garden; they would erect 
sleeping tents around these pools for them. 

Here, a gardener is standing in one of the main pools 
(fig. 10.56). That shows how shallow the water is, and 
that is mainly used for effect and for its reflections. 
But the result is a wonderfully cool series of gardens in 
a very hot climate. 

fig. 10.53

fig. 10.54

fig. 10.55

fig. 10.56
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There are many relics of such gardens remaining in the Islamic world — in Persia, in 
Iraq, in parts of India and Pakistan, in Afghanistan and central Asia. Frequently, they 
have very elegant pavilions. Some of those are now in ruins, but a clear sense of how 
elegant the architecture was at that time may be gained from them. This example dates 
from about 1610 (fig. 10.57).

One other kind of symbolism became very important in Islam: and that is the 
symbolism of the dome. The dome, as I mentioned before, represented, in architectural 
terms, the umbrella of honour which was carried over a ruler or a high priest in previous 
civilizations. And when it became permanent in masonry it retained the same symbolic 
meaning, it was used to represent a place of honour. (So when they had wanted earlier, 
in ancient Rome, to honour the emperor at his death they would erect a dome over his 
mausoleum; or when they wanted to erect a great building to honour all the gods in 
Rome, they would provide in the Pantheon, the largest dome in the world. Similarly, 
in early Christianity, when they wanted to honour the sites where Jesus Christ or the 
martyrs had been buried, or in which miracles had taken place, they will build over each 
site a dome. Examples are the church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem and the dome 
in Bethlehem at the east end of the church over the site of the birth of Christ). When 
Islam conquered Jerusalem they wanted to celebrate the common ancestor of the Jews 
and the Moslems, Abraham — to celebrate the importance of his life and significance 
of his acts which included the sacrifice of Isaac. A great dome was built over the rock in 
Jerusalem where that sacrifice was reputed to have taken place. That building has been 
known ever since as the Dome of the Rock. It also commemorates the dream that the 
Prophet had that he had ascended to heaven after a night journey to Jerusalem (Koran, 
‘7). It was important to create an appropriate form for the architecture as a centre of 
pilgrimage honouring these two ideas. So a dome was chosen — and made perfect 
geometrically. The latter is true because it was centred on a system of ambulation around 
the circular dome which was achieved geometrically within a polygon. 

fig. 10.57

But this wasn’t the only site that was so important that the Moslems felt that a dome has 
to be built on a building. When a Friday prayer took place in a major Friday mosque, the 
congregation, that is all the Moslems who could reach to be there for the Friday prayer, 
were to receive instruction, not only about religious matters, but also about communal 
affairs — one of the essences of Islam concerns the community, instruction receiving on 
events affecting the community. Delivering those instructions was the Caliph, the leader 
of Islam, or his representative — in regional capitals, the governor. The instructions at 
the Friday prayer on religion and communal events were, of course, under the aegis of 
God, with the Caliph as his representative. And in order to honour those, it took place 
under a dome in front of the mihrab on the qiblah side of the building. That is where 
the Caliph or his representative stood to address the worshippers who were lined up 
in straight rows in front of him. So the idea of a dome in the centre of a mosque next 
to the qiblah, in front of the mihrab, became, from almost the beginning, a generating 
idea in Islam. An early example is the Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem, next to the Dome of 
the Rock. This is a view of what it is to have been its earliest form ‚ with its small dome 
representing the place where the Caliph’s representative stood to deliver the Friday 
address to the community (fig. 10.58). 

fig. 10.58
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Now that idea that one could have a dome representing 
the presence of the governor or the Caliph’s representative 
in a mosque was taken over with time — in the colder 
climates of the Islamic world — to allow them to cover 
in the courtyard of the mosque, which was the main 
congregational area on Fridays, as the numbers spilt out 
of the smaller covered prayer hall. In Turkey or northern 
Persia it was rather miserable to pray in the open courtyard 
in winter. If they could close in the mosque and if they 
could justify that, then of course they could create much 
more comfortable climatic conditions for prayer; People 
would not be exposed to snow and ice, and cold winds. 
So the idea of the dome representing the presence of the 
Caliph’s representative was used to justify the covering 
of the courtyard. (Sometimes they built two domes, one 
behind the other — a large one over the prayer hall next to 
the mihrab and another over the courtyard). And in this 
way they created a different kind of mosque. Instead of the 
Friday mosques having the plan of the desert house with 
its open courtyard, in northern climes they now had the 
plan of the desert house covered with a dome — or with a 
number of domes.

An example of one of these early domed mosques. This 
example from Bursa in Turkey. It has a large dome over the 
courtyard and a similar dome over the prayer hall in from of 
the mihrab at the qiblah end. 

These are sections of that mosque. So the representative 
of the Caliph — the ruler (the Sultan of Turkey) would 
stand at the mihrab end to address the congregation. It is a 
relatively small mosque, but typical of that kind of approach. 
As they developed structural skills they were able to 
construct ever larger domed courtyard mosques. 

An early large version of that second kind of mosque, this 
example is from Afghanistan. It is a very beautiful building. 
It was built in that period when the achievements of Islamic 
architecture were at their height at the very beginning of the 
fifteenth century. 

fig. 10.59

fig. 10.60

fig. 10.61

fig. 10.62
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fig. 10.64

fig. 10.65

fig. 10.66

Moving on, to a later period in Istanbul. This is the mosque 
of Suleiman the Magnificent, known as the Suleymaniya, 
built in Istanbul in the period between 1540 and 1560 (fig. 
10.63).

A plan of the same building (fig. 10.64). By this period, 
the Moslems have learnt how to construct a huge dome 
by studying Roman and the Byzantine precedents. But 
one should not make the mistake of thinking that they 
conceived of these buildings as copies of pagan or Christian 
buildings. They conceived the Suleymaniya as a traditional 
mosque with a courtyard covered with a dome. 

Another view of the Suleymaniya. The great scale of the 
dome is very apparent; it is more than 30 metres in diameter 
(fig. 10.65). Seen from the entrance. Flanking semi-domes 
are used to strengthen the construction.

The final climax of that kind of construction: the largest 
of all those domes in Turkey is that of mosque of Selim, 
the Selimiye at Edirne, an ancient town, known as 
Hadrianopolis to the Romans, forty miles to the west of 
Istanbul. It has this huge domed structure in which the 
whole of the internal space is covered by one enormous 
dome, about 43 metres in diameter (fig. 10.66). 
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However, these are arguably not the most beautiful 
domes — nor the most beautiful mosques. Shortage 
of space means that here only one of the later 
mosques will be examined. This is a very beautiful 
mosque in Lahore, Pakistan — the Badshahi 
mosque (fig. 10.67). This has three large domes. 
One, of course, is that under which the Caliph’s 
representative stood to deliver the Friday address, 
and there are two flanking domes on the sides. 
The mosque has a wide prayer hall parallel to the 
qibla wall, which allows three very long lines of 
prayer inside it (fig. 10.68). But, of course, outside 
in the courtyard thousands of people can pray. The 
architecture is of high quality. The next illustrations 
are of the exterior of the mosque with a shrine 
outside it and a view of the main gate. The courtyard 
wall is very beautifully handled as a covered 
passageway with ablutions and prayer spaces in it. 
Behind it is the great courtyard and the mosque. 

A close up view of the front of the mosque  
(fig. 10.69).

The interior of the prayer hall (fig. 10.70). The prayer hall is 
open all the way across its mail facade as a loggia opening out 
at the courtyard. Each paving slab represents a prayer space. 

A detail of the main entrance door in the gateway of the 
mosque enclosure (fig. 10.71). 

The design of the red stone surrounding wall, with view out 
into the city from the court (fig. 10.72). 

A view of the covered walkway around the courtyard (fig. 
10.73). The ablutions areas are alongside it on either side. 

Tombs: The Roman and Persian tradition of using the dome 
for a tomb for an important person was also continued in 
Islam after the 7th century AD and began to be the main 
precedent for the design of an important Islamic tomb. 
Here is a very early one in Central Asia, near Bukhara, 
executed in brick (fig. 10.74).

Moving on to the Islamic middle ages, this is a very beautiful 
large tomb in northern Persia, from the late 1300s (fig. 10.75).

fig. 10.67

fig. 10.70

fig. 10.71

fig. 10.72

fig. 10.73
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fig. 10.68
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This tomb, the Taj Mahal, is the tomb of the wife of the Mogul ruler of 
India, Shah Jehan — and afterwards of Shah Jehan himself (fig. 10.76). 
A dome was always used symbolically in Islam for tombs of important 
rulers. Note the paradise garden in front of the tomb, with a reflecting 
pool and a platform for the royal family in the centre.

A plan of the whole Taj Mahal complex, showing the paradise design 
of the great garden in front of the tomb (fig. 10.77). There are outer 
gateways for entrance, from the left and the right, to the outer workers 
courtyard (No 7). A building like this needed constant maintenance, so 
they had permanent workers on site. No. 6 is the great gateway, No. 5 is 
the centre of the paradise garden and around 5 you have the raised divan 
for the empress’s family, when they came annually on her birthday. There 
were shaded pavilions at the corners and at the ends. No.1 is the tomb, 
No. 2 a mosque and No. 3 is the visitors’ guest hall. 

A view of the centre of the garden (fig. 10.78). In the pool is the raised 
divan on which the emperor and his family would sit during the feast day 
of remembrance. There are pavilions on the sides. 

The tomb itself has two main levels (fig. 10.79). The coffin is 
underground and then there is a symbolic tomb at a higher level. The 
immaculate design with its most careful proportions is exquisitely 
executed in the finest materials. 

Separated from the domed main building are the four minarets which 
signal the importance of the tomb (fig. 10.80).

This side building is the guesthouse (fig. 10.81). The photograph 
allows us to appreciate the subtlety of the light reflecting on these 
marble surfaces, and the delicate decorations.

A general view of the tomb complex (fig. 10.82). 

In conclusion, let us consider the quality of Asian architecture. Many 
architects in the world, asked what is the most beautiful building 
man has ever designed, will usually think for a moment, then choose 
the Taj Mahal. From polls that have been taken we know that the 
number of architects who would say anything else is very small. That 
says something about Asian culture doesn’t it? Particularly about 
Islamic culture. And we have to bear in mind that there was a huge 
amount of influence from Islamic culture in Europe. The high quality 
and some of the details of Gothic architecture are clearly inspired by 
and developed from Islamic precedents. So the importance of Islamic 
architecture cannot be underestimated. The architects of those 
buildings were interested in qualities of beauty, sophistication and 
symbolism, which are not often paralleled in the world elsewhere. 
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CHAPTER 11 ISLAMIC ASIA (PART 3) 
—
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We have been considering how ancient towns and cities tended to be populated by 
people who were from different areas and who were often organized in a series of 
tribally structured neighbourhoods. Each group tended to be homogeneous within its 
neighbourhood and didn’t particularly want to be impinged on by people from other 
neighbourhoods — so each neighbourhood operated in many ways as a separate social 
entity. So urban development took a form in early cities rather like the branches of a 
tree, with each branch a separate ethnic group, or a separate neighbourhood containing 
a particular tribe. The first diagram on the left shows one of these neighbourhoods. The 
second diagram shows what happens when the town became congested and needed to 
be reorganized according to a plan. Then it started to have a more of rectilinear plan. 
But that still is not the Western idea of a town or an urban development, because it 
is still so much a matter of a pattern of one-way streets and dead end streets that are 
not open to the general public. There is only one street in any neighbourhood which 
is really an access street: the main street of the neighbourhood, which penetrates into 
and through the neighbourhood; all the one way streets are off it. That is very different 
from the western idea of an urban development. Yet the above type of development 
dates back to the oldest towns and villages we know of and it is very characteristic of 
very early urban developments in the Middle East, Persia, Mesopotamia, India or North 
Africa. Towns in the Islamic world follow this ancient pattern. 

The only variations one finds in such town plans are those influenced by climate and 
topography. For instance, in this illustration, we are in the Arabian desert where it is 
highly desirable not to be walking in the sun too much, and so the urban development 
takes the form of shaded streets. They are not shaded continuously, because one needs 
light and air, but the house owners are allowed to build across the street at the upper 
level at regular intervals. That is a typical example from Saudi Arabia (fig. 11.1). 

The areas of some of the ancient towns were large because these towns on flat river 
plains tended to have houses with generous courtyards. There were reputedly cities 
of over a million in antiquity. So how did the people circulate around a city that size? 
We have a lot of detailed information about Cairo as it was a thousand years ago. It is 
pretty clear that its population was roughly a million. Medieval Cairo was seven miles 
long stretching along the Nile River. So how did they travel around it? Apart from river 
transport, they had public transport vehicles on land which were private enterprises — 
and also smaller vehicles which we might call “shared taxis.” A passenger would get on to 
a long carriage, pay a certain amount and then hop off again. And the vehicles tended to 
be very narrow with very large wheels — the latter because of the uneven terrain — and, 
of course, narrow because they have to pass each other in these narrow streets. Fig. 11.2 
shows a typical carriage of this kind which was still in use until about twenty years ago 
in Cairo; the total width of that carriage is about one and a half metres! The wheels were 
one and a half metres up to two metres in diameter. Because of its length, one could seat 
about twelve people on it or six people with their goods.  

It didn’t go very fast because of the mixing with pedestrian traffic, so people could simply 
hop on or get off anywhere they liked. It was a very convenient form of transport. 

When the French and the British came, after their establishment of a protectorate  
— in the mid nineteenth century, they introduced the northern European kind of 
shared vehicle which has smaller wheels — not nearly as practical in Cairo streets, 
although it was still very narrow, and here are passengers sitting in that vehicle in an  
old photograph from the 1870s or 1880s. (fig. 11.3). 

fig.11.1

fig.11.2

fig.11.3
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When looking at typical Islamic houses (fig. 11.4), it is easy to assume that all the adult inhabitants 
were wealthy enough to own their own house. But in fact a large proportion of the population had an 
apartment. The ancient Moslems — and indeed the people before them in pre-Islamic times — had built 
apartment buildings. In Arabic they are called samasar or wakala and they often had small shops and some 
craft workshops in them as well at the ground level — because the land was valuable in the central urban 
area — but, in the upper levels there were apartments. Not only the poor lived in them but some of the 
rich, because it was very convenient to live in the middle of the city near your work and if you are rich 
enough then you could have a large apartment; the one you are looking at here is rather a grand one the 
Wakala of al-Ghari from the centre of the market, the bazaar. 

Fig. 11.5 is the outside of that wakala and you see it is impressive. In the foreground is another of those 
narrow vehicles, this time carrying grain. The entrance to that wakala is almost six foot below street level 
today because the street level has risen over the last six hundred years (fig. 11.6). 

fig.11.4

fig.11.5 fig.11.6

Fig. 11.7 is the upper plan of that building, showing the 
apartments, a typical example of which had an entrance area 
with off it the bathroom. The entrance area also doubled as a 
kitchen. Then one entered into the main room, which had a 
balcony looking into the courtyard. And on the upper level 
was a mezzanine for sleeping. 

Two different apartments are shown in fig. 11.8. That on the 
left is double storied, with a grand height in the main living 
area and the sleeping room above it. The next is a three floor, 
three storey apartment, with a grand living room, a room 
above it and then some rooms at the back at mezzanine level. 
In this case the mezzanine doesn’t come through and project 
into the main room as it often did. Such an apartment, with 
a main room with a high ceiling and a mezzanine at the back 
for sleeping is a prototype of Le Corbusier’s ideal apartment 
in the Unité d’Habitation. It is likely that he was inspired by 
these buildings during his travels in the Islamic world.

The mezzanine and the double volume main living space, 
the entrance with the bathroom and the kitchen off it, are 
very like Le Corbusier’s typical apartment in the Unité 
d’Habitation (fig. 11.9). 

The main living space of the apartment in the wakala, with 
windows at two levels because it’s very high (fig.10). (The 
curtain shade across is rather confusing — it looks like its 
two levels when its actually one). The mezzanine is behind 
the photographer. 

This is an example of a rab ‘a’, a fairly high apartment building 
but designed to accommodate the very poor (fig. 11.11). The 
dwelling units are extremely tight, the inhabitants would be 
living four to six in a room; everything is much less grand, 
much sparse. There are double volumes, the rooms quite 
low and small. One entered the building through one of the 
main entrances seen here, went up a flight of stairs onto an 
access balcony, at the back at each level — and then from the 
balcony entered into the separate rooms. So these apartment 
buildings were usually only one room deep. The precedent 
for them was in ancient Rome. (The apartment buildings in 
a port like Ostia are very similar). 

fig.11.7

fig.11.8

fig.11.9

fig.11.10

fig.11.11
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A painting from the early 19th century of life in the busy bustling 
streets of Cairo (fig. 11.12). There are caravans of camels going 
through. Frequently, in order to entice people to loiter in the streets 
and be attracted to those shopping areas, they would put awnings 
over the streets. And sometimes the awnings were permanent. For 
instance, for the gold and silver merchants’ bazaar in the main street 
of Cairo, they built a permanent roof so people could loiter around 
and look at the gold and the silver in the shade. But if they didn’t do a 
permanent roof they erected canvas shade awnings. 

This view (fig. 11.13) gives a sense of these ancient streets in Cairo. 
The gateways broke up the length of the main street and helped to 
control crowds at night and generally to police the city.

Off the main streets were the mosques, shown in fig. 11.15. The 
entrances to the mosques were often built in beautiful stonework. 

The interior of a typical mosque (fig. 11.16). It has a very small 
courtyard because the city was so dense and land was at a premium. 
The prayer hall is behind the courtyard, there is a big arched opening 
to it — all beautifully made.

A carpet bazaar with a permanent roof over it as it was in this 19th 
century water colour (fig. 11.14). The striping of the buildings 
indicated that they were religious buildings; that was an ancient 
tradition and is found today not only in Islamic religious buildings 
but in Byzantine churches and in some Hindu temples. 

fig.11.12

fig.11.13

fig.11.15, 11.16

fig.11.14

This is the gold and silver bazaar; it has a roof over the whole length 
of it; the shops on either side are actually flanking a covered part of 
the main north-south street of the city (fig. 11.17). 

A drawing of a scene conveying an idea of the bustling life in  
medieval Cairo; again, somebody is riding a camel down the main 
street (fig. 11.18). Here, all the balconies looking out into the main 
street, either from private houses or from apartments, are screened,  
so that people can look out without being seen; That was important 
to protect the privacy of the women. 

An early photograph of a side street in one of the neighbourhoods of 
Cairo (fig. 11.19). The local mosque is immediately visible, not only 
because of the minaret, but because of the characteristic striped wall. 
Notice the cantilevered upper floors over the street to increase the 
volumes of the houses, just as happened in medieval Europe. 

fig.11.17

fig.11.18

fig.11.19
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When one examines an ancient city that is pre-Islamic but is re-designed, what one observes how the 
attitude of the people to urban design changed over time. Here is one of the oldest inhabited cities in the 
world, Damascus. We know that it was redesigned in about 900 BC by the Assyrians when they captured 
it. It was already an important town, so the Assyrians laid down through the centre of it the main street 
which still runs from east to west in the centre of that plan. That main street was called the ‘street that is 
called straight’ by the Assyrians, and it is still named that. Off it were a number of side streets which the 
Greeks reorganized into a grid pattern when it became a Hellenistic city. The Greeks retained the main 
street and created a regular Hippodamian plan for the city — illustrated in the right corner.

This plan highlights “the street named straight.” / This plan identifies the Greek temple site.

This plan shows the Greek agora, housing both the main market and the public meeting place of the city; the 
dotted line shows the layout of the Hippodamian city.

The area around the agora as it is today, showing that it had retained some of its regularity — but not very 
much of it, it is becoming irregular.

In this plan there is another element that dates from very ancient times; that is the citadel of the governor 
or the ruler. The irregularities of the — once regular — plan were caused after the Islamic invasion when 
the Arab tribes were brought in to control the city. The tribes desired to live in neighbourhoods that were 
separated, and so they started to re- introduce that organic system in the diagram on the left, and created a 
tree pattern system overlaying the Hippodamian system. So between thirty percent to twenty five percent 
of the Hippodamian plan was still left, but the remainder has been supplanted by separate neighbourhoods 
developed in that organic fashion.

A
BC

fig.11.20

Exactly the same sort of thing happened when the Islamic conquerors moved into the 
market areas. In fig 11.23, for instance, in Aleppo there is the Hippodamian plan of the 
market from Hellenistic times. Then there is the plan today (fig. 11.21). Again they had 
not retained the regular geometry and the rather impressive formal planning but they had 
deliberately allowed it to become irregular — that is part of the same mentality: that they 
are much more interested in something living than something that was formal. And the 
tendency throughout Asia to destroy formal planning in the same way and replace it by 
informal planning can often be observed. In my experience, after working in Arabia for 
fifty years, people never seem to mind that neighbours were building too close to their 
house as long as they retained their privacy — and as long as the passage of animals and 
vehicles was not obstructed. Nobody seemed to bother too much that the formality of the 
street plan was destroyed. 

fig.11.21

fig.11.22

fig.11.23
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We now come to the earliest designed Moslem cities. This is Kufar, just 
north of Kuwait, but in Iraq (fig. 11.24). This is the first city we know of 
that was actually designed for Moslems, at the end of the life time of the 
Prophet Mohammed. In this much later depiction of the same city one 
can see the relics of a perfectly square central area in which they placed 
the mosque and the palace. Then it had radiating streets along the four 
axes, north, south, east and west. It was clearly and carefully designed. 
But in this plan from about three hundred years after it was laid out we 
observed what happened to it. In that three hundred years whatever was 
formal had started to become informal, because of the Islamic preference 
for organic neighbourhood growth. This is a problem that Asian cities 
have had to contend with ever since — the dominance of tribalism or 
clans and the way that those tended to destroy formal designs. 

But that problem didn’t stop the Muslim Asians from designing formal cities in the succeeding centuries. 
Following Hellenistic and Roman precedent they were very fond of main streets which were colonnaded 
— or more likely arcaded, because we are not considering Roman or Greek times, these are built during 
the Byzantine period. This is a city in Lebanon, reconstructed from an archaeological dig, and it shows 
that the main streets were beautifully straight and arcaded. So the early Moslem rulers were trying to 
design formal cities, just as they were at that time designing formal buildings.

One has some idea of what that formality might have looked like from this view of the courtyard of the 
Great Mosque of Damascus. This Omayyad Mosque was built on the site of a Greek temple — which 
afterwards had become first the site of a Roman temple then a Christian site, and finally a Moslem site (fig. 
11.25 & 11.26). The Moslems knocked down the Christian church and built a completely new building — 
the mosque — on the site. The mosque was originally built between 705 and 712 AD; the courtyard gives a 
sense of what the formal appearance of an ordered street or ordered square looked like in those times.

fig.11.24

fig.11.25

fig.11.26

There followed a changed regime which led to the Abbasids founding a 
new capital at Baghdad on the Tigris River in Iraq in 750 AD. We have 
only descriptions of the ancient city of Baghdad, but those descriptions 
are very detailed so we are able to form a very good idea of what it was 
like. The city was perfectly circular (fig. 11.27). Its foundation was 
delayed for twelve months because astrologers waited for the most 
auspicious time for the founding of the city — which may possibly 
explain the circular plan, which is a cosmological symbol, and maybe 
an attempt to harmonize the new capital with the heavens — to create 
a cosmological protection in the design of the city. We know that it was 
surrounded by neighbourhoods along the outer parts of the circle. These 
neighbourhoods were two types: one type was intended for members of 
the armed services, and had a series of barracks and organized housing 
for their families and the other, in an inner concentric circle, was for 
merchants and their families. We know there was a garden and a large 
open space in the middle of the city — and at the exact centre of it was 
the Friday Mosque, and next to the Mosque the royal palace. 

We have some information about the detailed design of one of the gates 
of Baghdad. People entered across a bridge through a bent entrance 
and when they were on the axis they entered through a gateway with 
a guard house. Inside the gate there was a long market lining each side 
broken by a cross street. At the end of the market there was another 
gateway with a guard house, and then one passed into the residential 
areas of the city — there were apparently four such long markets inside 
the main gateways on the four axes (fig. 11.28). 

Later descriptions of the city reveal that the difficulty with this circular 
plan was that it didn’t contain all the people needed to sustain a capital 
city. Baghdad was the seat of the Caliphate — the centre of the Islamic 
world. As that world became rich, the city grew too fast, and it couldn’t 
hold all the people who needed or wanted to live there. So, from the 
very beginning, suburban areas started to spread outside. This plan gives 
an idea of what the city was like three hundred years after its foundation; 
there were many neighbourhoods outside of the city and many outlying 
market areas — so it had become a much bigger city than that originally 
enclosed within the circle. Eventually, in disillusionment, the capital was 
moved away upstream. But a century and a half later the then Caliph 
decided to bring the capital back to Baghdad — the walls of the original 
circular city were knocked down and it was incorporated into the rest 
of the capital. Even today, archaeologists have not been able to identify 
exactly where the original city was located (fig. 11.29). 

fig.11.27

fig.11.28

fig.11.29
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 Now we then come to the new city that was established by the 
Caliphs in the early 800s. The new site was called Samarra, on 
the river Tigris, about eighteen miles upstream to the north. 
Samarra remained as an important capital for about 180 to 
200 years. The great city was eventually left to only a few 
inhabitants. Most of the buildings were invaded by the desert. 
In the last few centuries archaeologists have been able to dig 
there and study the ruins. What that reveals is the extent to 
which the then Caliph was determined to have a geometrical 
ordering of his city. He wanted to return to the achievements of 
the ancient world. By this time Islam had become an important 
centre of classical culture; it was the centre of the study of Greek 
and Roman achievements. Many of the great libraries from 
the ancient world were being accumulated in Baghdad; the 
first really great university in the world was in Baghdad. They 
were very determined to perpetuate classical culture. One of 
the things they wanted to revive was formal planning design. 
So it is very interesting to look at Samarra from that point of 
view and to see how ordered it was. The river ran off at an angle 
on the left and the town was ordered in terms of the cardinal 
directions, north, south, east and west (fig. 11.30). 

An archaeological drawing of part of the town revealing that 
urban ordering was practiced to an amazing extent (fig. 11.31).

One of the palaces, with surrounding houses and rooms and 
accommodation for staff. The next illustration is the main 
access: a series of gateways from the river giving access into an 
entrance courtyard. Beyond is a reception iwan and then a cross 
axis is focusing on the throne room in the middle at the top of 
the plan. And then beyond that a series of recreational courts 
ending in a racecourse (fig. 11.32). 

Once archaeologists started digging down into the sand they 
found that the sand drifts were often thirty or forty feet deep 
and they were able to excavate the whole building more or less 
up to roof height. So now we are able to actually look at palaces 
built around 810 and 830 AD in that very prosperous capital. 
By this time Islam had conquered most of western Asia, so 
it was one of the richest empires in history — and we have a 
chance to see its architecture (fig. 11.33).

fig.11.30

fig.11.31

fig.11.32

fig.11.33

One of great gateways — actually a succession of 
three gateways on axis (fig. 11.34). 

The decoration of the wall of one of the courtyards 
of the palace, it has stalactite ornaments at the top 
in a series of alternating bays (fig. 11.35).

One of the rooms of the palace — with stucco 
decoration and strange exotic windows (fig. 11.36).

The minarets of two of the mosques are still 
standing to full height (fig. 11.37). There is also 
quite a lot remaining of the Great Mosque itself 
and also a neighbouring mosque which was added 
later. Unfortunately, many of the spaces flanking 
the courtyards do not remain, because they were in 
wood. But some fragments of the finest pieces of 
wood which were painted and decorated survived. 

The two different minarets from the two 
mosques of the period, around 830 AD, were 
spiral minarets, inspired by the legendary ancient 
ziggurats of the ancient cities of Mesopotamia, 
dating from thousands of years earlier. 

The “ziggurat” minarets standing next to each of 
the mosques, (they are not actually in the mosques 
but outside them). The call to prayer is made from 
the tops of the mosques; the muezzin walked across 
from the mosques to call the faithful to prayer. 
The Great Mosque itself is standing almost to 
full height; the outer walls have windows in them 
on the upper levels; their square frames contain 
circular alabaster panes (fig. 11.38). 

This photograph gives an impression of the extent 
to which they have been able to excavate these huge 
mosques (fig. 11.39). 

fig.11.34

fig.11.35

fig.11.36

fig.11.37

fig.11.38

fig.11.39
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The plan of one of the palaces gives a sense of the order in 
the design. First, there are the wharfs on the river side where 
the Caliph would have disembarked when he was coming to 
his palace. Then the entry in to the building, with the royal 
audience hall in the centre. It is cross-shaped. Then there is a 
great audience hall which has doorways in the walls around 
it looking out into an open area which was used for games 
and sports for the entertainment of the ruler. And on the 
sides there is the ancillary housing for members of the court. 
It was from a palace like this that Harun al-Rashid ruled the 
known Islamic world. 

The desire for formal design spread into the existing towns. 
Here, in Baghdad (fig. 11.40), a very early suq, a beautifully 
designed large-sized market, was built specifically for up-
market goods in the 12th and 13th centuries. 

Everywhere, Islamic architecture began to be more highly 
sophisticated in the 12th and 13th centuries (fig. 11.41 
& 11.42).

fig.11.41

fig.11.40

fig.11.42

At this time we have the next important step in urban 
design, as the important rulers tried to introduce more of 
the qualities of ordered design from the ancient world into 
their cities. An example is the great city of Emperor Babur 
(Tamberlane as he is sometimes called): Samarkand (fig. 
11.43). He was determined to design the city as the most 
beautiful city in the world. In the centre he reorganized the 
open-air market so it was flanked by three major buildings, 
a great mosque at the north and on the east and west two 
teaching colleges. All three were very large scale buildings.

A view of the market as it is today (fig. 11.44). The mosque 
is in the background and the two teaching madrasahs 
(teaching colleges) are on the sides of the market. The 
building on the left is the Madrasah of Ulugh Beg, built a 
generation after the market design. Ulugh Beg’s portrait 
is one of those on the Nobel Prize medal, because Ulugh 
Beg (with his astronomers) was the first person to try to 
record the positions and movements of the stars and the 
sky; he devoted his life to recording every known visible 
star using as much magnification as he had available. 
He prepared tables of the star positions and movements 
which are still used by astronomers today. They are the first 
accurate studies of the universe. Ulugh Beg, the grandson of 
Tamberlane, built the madrasah as a university and staffed 
it with some of the greatest scholars in the world. Students 
came there from distant lands to study. Ulugh Beg also built 
a large observatory on the hill above the city, part of which 
is still there. 

Modern photographs are rather unreal, because, of course 
this was a living market when it was built. This photograph 
from the 19th century shows the market — the Registan — 
in use (fig. 11.45). On the left, the Madrasah of Ulugh Beg 
and on the right, the congregational mosque. So this square 
was still a very important square in the 19th century for 
market activities. Unfortunately, the Russians had the idea 
in the 1970s of making that square into a tourist attraction. 
So they emptied it of all the market stalls, put a fence around 
it and organized a “son-et-lumiere” — that is a sound and 
light show — lighting up the square at night to recreate the 
age of Tamberlane in the imagination. 

fig.11.43

fig.11.44

fig.11.45
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Thus, the market is now an empty space with a fence around it — but it still has the great buildings. And it 
was one of the first, surviving, great squares anywhere in Asia, an open design organized for visual effect. 

The idea for that market square may have come from Hippodamian planning — or it could be an example 
of Chinese influence, because the Chinese were by this time already beginning to conceive of a central square 
in urban designs. The source could even be from Europe, where the idea of the market square, the traditional 
formal square outside the central cathedral had been current right through the middle ages. And formal 
squares were very important in Italy in the early Renaissance — the thinking was going on then of the need 
to formalize the market place in the centre of the city. So Tamberlane may have conceived the idea of a great 
formal space — a market square — in the middle of his city from ambassadors at his court from Europe, or 
from ambassadors at his court from China — or was it simply Hippodamian scholarship? 

This is the exterior of the Madrasah of Ulugh Beg.

The inside of the same madrasah; it had rooms for scholars and teachers around the edge of the courtyard 
and teaching was done in iwans, large recesses in the courtyard walls. 

fig.11.46 fig.11.47

fig.11.48 fig.11.49

Here is the madrasah on the other side of 
the market — the Sher-Dor Madrasah. It 
is later in date.

Next to the market, to the east of the 
congregational mosque was designed a 
circular market, from which a number of 
smaller markets radiated out at different 
angles to each other. The circular market 
has a dome over it and was an important 
rallying point; it usually had very 
expensive shops inside it. 

The next photograph shows one of the 
axes that went up the hill from there — it 
was of course a covered market — to the 
most important mosque in the city — 
larger than the one on the Registan — the 
Mosque of Bibi Khanum. The crane at the 
left on top of the main entrance gives some 
sense of the scale of it. It is a huge mosque, 
possibly the largest historic mosque in the 
world. 

In this photograph it is possible to see 
the covered market leading up from the 
Registan; those huge ruins are the ruins of 
the Mosque of Bibi Khanum. The mosque 
is named after Timur’s queen who died 
prematurely. It is a huge building focusing 
on a great courtyard 900 feet long. 

Those photographs give an impression of 
the city of Samarkand. Those who have 
read the memoirs of the conqueror of 
India, Babur, which is regarded as one 
of the first great autobiographies ever 
written, will remember the first chapters 
describing how marvelous Samarkand was 
to a child when it was first built. Babur 
became the ruler of Samarkand at the age 
of twelve.

fig.11.50

fig.11.51

fig.11.52

fig.11.53
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We now turn to the effects of that kind of planning and that kind of development in other 
parts of the Islamic Asian world. The next great influence it had was on the ruler of the 
founder of the Safarid Dynasty in Persia, who set about improving his capital city Isfahan, 
a development that took place in the 1590s. Shah Abbas’ idea was to build a similar public 
space in the middle of Isfahan which would be grander than the Registan in Samarkand, 
more impressive than anything in Timur’s empire. It remains one of the largest squares 
in the world. It is called “The Medan” today, which simply means “public square.” This 
designed part of Isfahan was built cleverly so that it wouldn’t spoil the existing city, which 
was medieval and had a meandering market. There was also a very early Friday Mosque, a 
huge building which dated from the 8th century AD. The ruler didn’t wish to damage it 
or the suq in any way. So he built his new Maydan at the end of the suq to the south. The 
argument for doing that was that the goods were coming to the suq, the market, across the 
river — and the river was further south again. So the square, a new Maydan, became a link 
between the bridge over the river and the existing city with its central Friday Mosque (fig. 
11.54 & 11.55). 

The old suq leading up to the Great Mosque with its central courtyard, with large halls 
one on each side covered with domes. The new market next to the old suq is covered with 
domes. The old suq is flanked by caravanserai on both sides with courtyards. At the lower 
end of the old suq the Shah built the new ‘Maydan.’

fig.11.54

fig.11.55

An aerial photograph of the area with, above the number 5, 
the Shah’s new construction — a very grand formal market 
(fig. 11.56). Number 4 is the new Maydan and 5 is the great 
gateway at the top of the Maydan which forms the entrance to 
the new market. This joins onto the existing suq, which runs 
up past 1 to the Great Mosque of the city, number 2 at the top 
of the photograph. (There is another 2 down below, which is 
the new Royal Mosque the Shah built at the south end of the 
square; its courtyard and prayer hall are at an angle, because 
the direction of Mecca was south east, so it couldn’t be in line 
with the Maydan, which is oriented true north and true south. 
But the gateway to the mosque is central to the square. On the 
left is the royal palace and the palace of important officials. 
After crossing a bridge, the main road from the river enters 
into the new public square at its southern extremity. 

A more detailed plan of the Maydan, showing the road coming 
up from the river, and the open Maydan surrounded by shops. 
The whole complex is formally designed (fig. 11.57).

The new suq has a great entrance leading into it and from there the 
old suq extends up to the Great Mosque. At the south end of the 
Maydan there is a new Royal Mosque, on the east a private family 
mosque for the royal family and, opposite it, to the west the great 
gateway with the royal palace behind it. Fig. 11.58 is the entrance 
to the new suq at the north end of the Maydan. Fig. 11.59 shows 
the interior of the new suq — it is beautifully designed. 

fig.11.56

fig.11.57

fig.11.58

fig.11.59
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A view of the great Maydan, looking 
towards the south end and the Royal 
Mosque, with its gateway on the centre 
of the south side, although the mosque 
internally is laid out at an angle, so that 
its hall and qibla indicate the direction of 
Mecca to the south west (fig. 11.60). 

This illustration gives some idea of the 
scale of the Maydan (fig. 11.61). It is a 
view over the top of the royal mosque, up 
the length of the Maydan. On the right is 
the private royal mosque, and on the left 
the great gateway into the royal palace.

The courtyard of the Royal Mosque  
(fig. 11.62).

The entrance to the Royal Mosque  
(fig. 11.63). Framing the entire Maydan 
is a series of shops with balconies above 
them. There are hundreds of them built 
as part of the design of the whole square. 
When they were first built they had 
nothing behind them; they were sold 
to private individuals who then built a 
house or shop behind them. But there 
were so many of them that in many areas 
the space behind was never built up to 
full height. 

The plan of the Royal Mosque and its 
relation to the great Maydan (fig. 11.64). 

A photograph of the Maydan after, under 
French influence in the late nineteenth 
century, it was planted with grass and 
trees and made into a park. Originally 
it was paved with some trees around the 
edge and, of course, it had a moveable suq 
in it on market days (fig. 11.65). 

fig.11.60

fig.11.61

fig.11.62

fig.11.64

fig.11.65

fig.11.63

The entrance to the royal palace (fig. 
11.66). There was a great platform above 
on which the Shah could sit with his 
family and watch events taking place in 
the Maydan. On special occasions the 
Shah’s officials would clear the square and 
make it available for equestrian events, 
including polo — which began to be a 
popular game at this time. 

Another view of the entrance to the 
palace (fig. 11.67). At the back of the 
huge gate is a series of rooms which were 
used for formal entertainments; they 
included a number of music rooms.

A view looking up at the great balcony 
with the gateway into the palace of the 
Shah (fig. 11.68). The decorated ceiling 
has many of plates from China and other 
parts of the world set into it to give a 
wonderful richness to the finished ceiling. 

The entrance to the palace seen from one 
side (fig. 11.69).

Directly across the Maydan from the 
palace is the entrance to the small private 
Royal Mosque (fig. 11.70).

A detailed view of the entrance. This was 
built during the great age of Persia in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. So it is not 
surprising to see that the decorations are 
reminiscent of Persian carpets (fig. 11.71). 

fig.11.66

fig.11.67

fig.11.71

fig.11.70

fig.11.69fig.11.68
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A plan of the whole complex (fig. 11.72). Not 
only did the Shah improve the market area and the 
Maydan, but he also improved the area behind the 
royal palace. At the western edge of the new city he 
created a great boulevard which ran down to the 
river and was lined by a series of palaces owned by 
important members of the nobility. The gateways 
of these palaces line the boulevard, which steps 
down to the river and eventually crosses it on an 
elegant bridge. 

This photograph shows the series of terraces lined 
by trees in the boulevard stepping down to the 
river (fig. 11.73). 

One is you are reminded that there are boulevards 
in the rest of the world that have been developed 
like that too, but nearly all of them are later. This 
design is from 1590. There are beautiful boulevards 
in places like Barcelona and Paris, but they are 
much later. So these are very important early stages 
in urban design (fig. 11.74).

The bridge — the culmination of the descent from 
the city. This is one of two such bridges built by 
Shah Abbas. This one is at the end of the main 
boulevard and the other bridge lay to the east at 
the end of the road that led up to the Maydan from 
the river. They were both elegantly designed. Each 
had a central area for vehicles and animals and side 
walkways for pedestrians (fig. 11.75).

A view of one of the walkways (fig. 11.76). These 
bridges, and the rest of Shah Abbas’ Isfahan, 
remind one of how early formal design of great 
quality was introduced into cities and urban areas 
in Asia in the periods of early and middle Islam. 
They give some idea of the many ancient Asian 
contributions to world culture. 

 

fig.11.72

fig.11.73

fig.11.74

fig.11.75

fig.11.76
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Addendum: Speed Reading

“Speed reading” is a technique in which one goes through a whole book in 
an hour — or so… And one decides in the process which parts of that book 
one really wants to look at. The way this is done is: one reads the first sentence 
of every paragraph. The logic here is that a good writer will put what the 
paragraph is about into the first sentence. If he or she doesn’t then one is 
dealing with a bad writer. But we used to take our students in other universities 
through famous texts and show them how easy it was to do that, how clear 
it was that a good writer, like Umberto Eco for instance, when you read him, 
would always put the essence of any paragraph in one sentence and then 
expound on it. So if you, the reader, want to broaden your understanding of it 
you can do that later on. To repeat: in “speed reading” ideally one only reads 
the first sentence of every paragraph. Occasionally, you can’t understand it and 
you have to go on to another sentence in order to understand what the first 
sentence was about. But not very often. If you only read in that way you will 
be able to go through each chapter in about ten to fifteen minutes. So, with 
“speed reading”, one reaches the end of the book, as I said, in an hour or two, 
and by that time you have a really good idea of which paragraphs are going 
to be intriguing for you to read properly. And going back you read them. In 
this way you can usually cut down the time of reading the whole book to your 
satisfaction to three hours or so. That is thus a very rewarding technique. And 
later on that year — or later on in life — you may go back and read other parts 
of the book. But “speed-reading” is certainly a very good way to start to deal 
with a list of readings. 

To conclude, after quickly going through the book, you might jot down your 
reactions   — that is, write your own précis of the book, in about four or five 
lines. Thus, for future reference, and to clarify your thoughts, you summarize 
what the book dealt with and how you felt about it. 

PROLOGUE
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The readings have been chosen for specific reasons: they are chosen because 
they deal with the issues of understanding architecture or of understanding 
what architecture is in society and in culture. This is a very fraught subject, 
because understanding involves all sorts of prejudices and all sorts of 
pre-suppositions; we really summarize our individual understanding by 
talking about interpretation. So many of the readings focus on questions of 
interpretation and understanding. 

We should consider who created these readings; who did the writings from 
which we have taken the excerpts? What sort of people were they? The first 
readings are taken from people who have been studying the human condition, 
not necessarily in a field related to architecture but also those who have 
become interested in architecture as they studied their own subject. Linguists, 
like Eco, who was also a sociologist. Many sociologists and anthropologists 
become intrigued by the role of architecture in culture, in human expression, 
in human life. Let us take the example of Umberto Eco, whom I cited in 
the last lecture. He was a student of the relationship of language to human 

THE READINGS

society. He came to regard the symbolism of language as being reflected in 
architecture. Just to try to explain that very quickly, linguists realized that the 
earliest words were invented by human beings to make them symbolic — that 
is, symbolic in sound — of the meaning they conveyed. So words became early 
symbols. And they began to see that something like that was happening in 
early architecture too. So to them architecture was a language, another form 
of language. And people like Umberto Eco were interested in the symbolic 
depths of that language. Another scholar of that kind is Ben Hillier, who was 
also a sociologist, anthropologist, who afterwards went into architecture. 
Quite distinct from these was who, in the middle of the nineteenth century 
man had been a practicing designer, an artist, eventually an architect — 
Gottfried Semper and was one of the first people to be interested in primitive 
architecture. He reached that stage while he was the architect of the German 
part of the Great Exhibition in London in 1851. What fascinated him there 
was not the sophisticated architecture and art but the primitive examples of 
architecture and art that were on display. He began to record them, and he 
eventually published some of them with comments about their meaning, 
about how they could be understood. So Gottfried Semper is a very interesting 
example of the very early phase of architectural enquiry of that period. 
Another reading comes from Carl Jung. Carl Jung, in case you don’t know it, 
was the most famous disciple of Sigmund Freud. But they parted ways rather 
acrimoniously half way through their professional careers, because, while 
Freud thought that understanding human beings and their interpretations 
of the world was closely related to sexuality, Jung thought that that was too 
narrow and that we would rather understand human beings if we look at the 
way children relate to the world through their understanding of the symbolic 
meaning of their experience of the world. So for Jung symbolism became 
the main factor in human nature and human understanding. He thought we 
all reacted internally to the symbolic meaning of the experiences we had in 
everyday life throughout our lives. 

Then there are cited some very interesting encyclopedia articles, not necessarily 
written by artists or architects, but by persons who thought about architecture. 
One of the best encyclopedias of that kind was the Encyclopedia of World 
Art. It was originally written largely by German thinkers, writers and 
philosophers. It was eventually revised in Italy and then translated into English 
and published in America. It has a very intriguing set of entries of about issues 
of meaning in architecture — much more profound than most such articles. 
Included here are two articles recommended from the Encyclopedia of World 
Art. Then there is Mimi Lobell, an architect, but one trained in the school of 
analyzing and understating and interpreting architecture at Yale; she attempts 
to explain early architecture through conceptual symbolism. 
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Bachelard is really an intriguing human being because he shocked the French 
world by being appointed as the first philosopher of science to the Sorbonne 
University of Paris and immediately published a book called the ‘the Poetics of 
Space.’ In other words a book about architecture and architectural experience. 
Here is a professor of the philosophy of science publishing a book about 
architecture! He followed it up by publishing a book, ‘The Poetics of Fire’ 
which is about the poetics of experience in everyday life and in extreme 
situations. There are extracts from those included here. 

Frederick Jameson is a Canadian, who became intrigued by the idea of interpreting 
the subconscious and the unconscious. There is a slight slant to his work in that he 
tends to think that everything is related to human beings as groups and how they 
operate as groups. The term he uses for that is political. So he keeps talking about 
the subconscious, the political unconscious, but don’t be put off by that. He is a 
very interesting thinker about the way in which we interpret our experiences in our 
everyday life partly as expressions of group psychology, but also partly as physical 
experience, in terms of the unconscious and the subconscious. He believes, as 
indeed most psychologists do, that nine-tenths of our experiences are not even 
subconscious, they are really hidden in the unconscious, we don’t know about 
them at all, and we have no way of getting at them. So, although it is rather tough 
reading, it is worthwhile pursing Frederick Jameson. 

Levi Strauss is a hero of anthropologists. He was a Frenchman who spent most 
of his career studying the primitive tribes in Brazil along the Amazon. And he 
believed that everything in any given society could be understood if you could 
reach the ideologies of that society. That is that everything is re-interpreted by 
each society in terms of its particular ideologies. What that means is that we 
bring to experience the kind of pre-disposition that has come to us from our 
own childhood, our first experiences. We bring to interpretation the biases 
that are society’s ideologies. So we are not impartial observers. We are not 
impartial interpreters. We are all of us conditioned in various different ways. 
In order to understand the creation of architecture, we have to understand 
that it is created from inside that kind of situation, inside that kind of milieu. 
What that means is that to understand the architecture of another culture 
is very difficult. You are not able to get inside their personal experiences as 
they are formed in childhood, you are not able to get inside their ideological 
experiences as a society, as a culture, unless you make huge efforts — and even 
then they are conscious efforts and not very deep-seated, so it’s really difficult 
for us to interpret and understand the culture of another society. And it’s even 
more difficult to try and do it the way we have to in this book, with a whole 
society and their culture being studied in one or two chapters. But at least it is 
hoped that this book may form a helpful introduction.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR & 
ARCHITECTURE IN ASIA AT UQ 
These lectures started life when I invited Ronald Lewcock to augment the 
curriculum at the Architectural Association (AA) in London with a series on 
The House and the influence of Climate. That was in the Autumn Term of 1975, 
nearly fifty years ago.

At the time, I was in charge of the Technical Studies Service Unit, so the talks 
were thinly veiled as a contribution to the technical understanding of buildings 
emphasizing the strong underlying cultural and religious ideas that enrich, 
contradict and complement material, technological and climatic influences. 
The aim was to blur the edges of deterministic interpretations, prevalent in an 
age of techno-reductionism. Ron countered these tendencies by foregrounding 
the influence of human values and inherited traditions. The narratives were 
based upon his direct experience of visiting and living in buildings throughout 
Asia and gave him a unique and personal overview. One of the many themes 
was the idea that domestic buildings in most cultures play an important role in 
the forms and arrangements of monumental architectures 

Over the years, Ron taught at the University of Cambridge, the Architectural 
Association, MIT/Harvard, where he was the inaugural Aga Khan Professor 
of Architecture before he joined the Graduate Programme at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in Atlanta. Many distinguished alumni passed through 
his teaching.

Ron was superbly able to cut his cloth to suit circumstances. At the AA, the 
course was tailored to nine one hour sessions, at UQ they were extended to 
twelve at two hours including discussions. At Harvard, MIT and GeorgiaTech, 
the course targeted Graduate students over several semesters. 

When I was engaged to edit The Macmillan Encyclopedia of Architecture and 
Technical Change in 1979, I invited Ron to contribute a major chapter on 
‘Stylistic Periods and Geographical Adaptations’. In his valuable piece, he 
reviewed and situated Western architectures among those of other cultures and 
periods, honouring their value as equal contributors, several years before cross-
cultural awarenesses had become a preoccupation of architectural overviews. 

Ron has lived in many countries but has fond memories of a childhood in 
Brisbane where he has a home that he continues to visit once a year, when 
he can. Before his parents relocated to South Africa in the late 1940s he 
had begun his architectural studies at the University of Queensland. He 
completed his studies in architecture in South Africa where he gained his PhD 
at the University of Cape Town. He practiced in Durban and taught at the 
University of Natal. 

I met Ron in the mid 1960s when he came to Mozambique to visit the North 
of the country with my father. His focus at the time was on Portuguese 
colonial architecture and its blendings with Swahili traditions where vestiges 
of the once thriving monsoonal trans-Indian Ocean trade was still in existence 
with yearly flotillas of dhows gathering before making the seasonal crossing 
to India. Soon after, these sailings were suppressed by the Portuguese colonial 
authorities to prevent infiltrations of members of the liberation movement. 
Like many events and remnants of living traditions that Ron witnessed first-
hand, they fell into tenuously held memory or have been forgotten. 

I next intersected with Ron at Cambridge where I was an undergraduate and 
he had been appointed as a Fellow of Clare Hall. He had recently returned 
from a fieldwork campaign with eminent archaeologists and historians from 
Aksum in Ethiopia where he had been in charge of architectural surveys and 
interpretations. The work was discontinued as Ethiopia transitioned into 
regime change from an Empire under Haile Selassie to hard Marxist rule by 
the Dergue. 

Ron was then invited to join another team of scholars and researchers whose 
task was to study the traditional cultures and architectures of Yemen. He 
continued to work on and off in the Yemen with a focus on the walled city of 
Sanaa with its distinctive domestic towers. Until recently, he had been working 
on meticulous investigations of the city’s main mosque, one of the very oldest 
in continuous use, having been built during or shortly after the life of the 
Prophet. This work has been interrupted by the tragic war that ravages Arabia 
Felix. In the early stages of his work, in the late 1970s, he was instrumental in 
staging a very memorable exhibition at the Museum of Mankind in London, 
in which he recreated a street of Sanaa’s souk, successfully capturing its 
atmosphere by engaging all the senses, augmenting the strong visual experience 
with the fragrances of spices and aromatic resins. 
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As the various kingdoms of Arabia began to launch headlong into the 
narrowly conceived glitz of the 21st century, Ron was invited to report on the 
traditional architectures of several countries, before these began to fade by 
neglect or disappear under steel and glass. Some of these investigations were 
conducted under the auspices of UNESCO as was his work on developing 
strategies for protecting the outstanding Islamic architecture of Cairo. He 
also visited China in an early delegation of experts as the enthusiasms of the 
Cultural Revolution abated. 

Ron lives for part of the year in Colombo with his wife, Barbara Sansoni, with 
whom he produced a book about Sri Lanka, Architecture of an Island, with her 
evocative drawings and an investigation of architectural fusions and blendings 
between many cultures and colonial legacies. 

The lectures to UQ students were enormously popular. His avuncular style 
and extensive knowledge were deeply appreciated. One of his ex-students 
Hana Edwards, a professional film maker before joining our school developed 
an inventive style of filming Ron’s lectures in the lecture room, capturing 
their intimacy and directness. The lectures were transcribed in Sri Lanka by 
Sundarika Ratnavibushana and were combined with the images taken from 
the lectures in this book by Rebecca Stables who has recently graduated from 
our school of Architecture at UQ. Dominic Sansoni has given this project 
invaluable help in its various stages. The book and the video recordings are 
freely available via the University of Queensland’s digital repository, e-space. 

—
Pedro Guedes

November 2019
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Ronald Lewcock is the author and joint author of ten books, over a 
hundred articles, and contributor to the major architecture, art and cultural 
encyclopedias published since 1970. 

His doctoral and post-doctoral studies were in European colonial architecture 
and urbanism from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries, in the West Indies, 
Africa and Asia, with particular emphasis on cultural interactions. 

He was joint-editor and major contributor to two publications of 
comprehensive studies: the first on the capital city of North Yemen —  
Sana’a’ and the second on traditional architecture in Sri Lanka. 

He is also the author of a book on the traditional architecture of Kuwait and 
the Northern Gulf, and part-author of Architecture of the Islamic World edited 
by G. Michell. He is currently the editor and part-author of Architecture in the 
Non-Western World — Asia and Africa. 

He has also researched and published in climatic control in tropical and 
subtropical countries, and in acoustics, the acoustics of music and acoustical 
designing in architecture.

Here is a list of his major book publications:

01  Early Nineteenth Century Architecture in South Africa. 1963. Publisher 
A. A. Balkema, Amsterdam and Cape Town, x + 451 pp + 577 ill.

02  City of San’a’ (with Prof. R. B. Serjeant & ed. James Kirkman). 
Catalogue. British Museum/ Museum of Mankind Exhibition, ‘Nomad 
and City’, April, 1976.

03  The Traditional Architecture of Kuwait and the northern Gulf, AARP. 
London, December 1978.

A NOTE ON RONALD 
LEWCOCK’S PUBLICATIONS

04  San’a’, An Arabian Islamic City. (edited with Prof. R. B. Serjeant). 
Including authorship of 1/3 of chapters and almost all drawings and 
photographs. 400,000 words and 450 illustrations. Scorpion Press. 
London, 1983.

05  Design for High-Intensity Development (editor). Proceedings of the 
International Conference on Urban Design organised by the Aga 
Khan Program for Islamic Architecture at Harvard and MIT and the 
Malaysian Institute of Architects in August 1985. Cambridge, MA, 
1986

06  Wadi Hadramawt and the Walled City of Shibam, Paris, 1986 & 
1988. (may be downloaded from web http://unesdoc.unesco.org/
images/0007/000719/071939eo.pdf

07  The Old Walled City of San’a’, Paris, 1987 & 1989. (may be downloaded 
from web: http://www.worditude.com/ebooks/unescopdf/sana_eng.
pdf

08  Theories & Principles of Design in the Architecture of Islamic Societies, 
(Edited with M. Sevcenko) Seminar Proceedings, Cambridge, Ma. 
1988. Including ‘Foreword’, “Urban Development in Islam’ and 
‘Concluding Remarks’.

09  Reviving the Silk Road — Cultural Tourism the National Heritage 
of Uzbekistan, Catalogue of Exhibition and Conference (ed. with 
M.B.Lane) UN/UNESCO, Paris and Tashkent. 1997

10  The Architecture of an Island: The Living Legacy of Sri Lanka (with 
drawings by Barbara Sansoni and Laki Senanayake). Editor and author 
of text and photographs. 290 pages + 480 ill., Colombo, 1st ed. 1998. 
2nd ed. 2001. 3rd ed. 2007.

11  Laki — the life and work of the artist Laki Senanayake. Published by the 
Bawa Trust, Colombo, 2014. 

12  The Architecture of Non-Western Cultures — Asia and Africa. (Editor 
and author of Introduction, two chapters and many other sections of 
chapters) 250,000 words and 2,000 illustrations. To be published by 
Norton, New York, 2015.
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